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Summary
Software security research has begun to formalize attacks and defenses against com-
monly deployed software, even the most optimized cryptography [38]. Newer pro-
gramming languages make memory access violations and other programming errors
rarer, but still those problems are common in yearly vulnerability rankings1. It seems
there is a gap between what is possible in the most optimized and security-hardened
software, and what is used by most people. As mentioned previously [4], human
factors, and developers in particular, seem to be a weaker link in software security.

Most software users have to consider an important question: How to choose which
developers—and by extension their software—they trust to handle our most precious
secrets, to secure the integrity of our computing environment now that almost no-one
can live without it.

Wewill use the scientific “we” tomark our research clearly as group efforts. In order
to help developers of critical software, we set out to identify some of their biggest chal-
lenges. We did qualitative, quantitative, andmixedmethod user studies in a field that
is a lot smaller than the population of all developers. Cryptographers, open source
maintainers and developers are driven by strong opinions and are not afraid to voice
them, as long as they are not talking to complete strangers. With this dissertation, we
want to provide hard, scientific data, benefitting from our contacts and backgrounds.

The outline for this dissertation will be to first describe an important problem that
is the main topic of two of our publications: usability of cryptographic Constant Time
analysis, the tools for it, and the effects it has on the security of the bigger software
ecosystem. We will follow up with another publication which focuses more on the
general security and quality aspect of software packages in the software ecosystem
when viewed from the perspective of a software supply chain. The angle is a frame
around this dissertation with a viewpoint article about an agenda for doing more re-
search on the ecosystem that was also published, but we will separate its motivation
and recommendations into our introduction and conclusion of this dissertation.

Themain findings of this dissertation are that most developers would prefer to have
software that is secure by default and can be built deterministically, does what they
expect it to do, can be analyzed easily, and fulfills all security requirements. Alas, most
of them don’t get paid to do that and even if they are, they are lack the numbers to
fix all problems. Academic research highlights possible solutions, but its outputs are
more like proof-of-concept prototypes instead of long-timemaintainable and effective
software.

Our work finds that thinking about the work that hobbyist software developers and
1See: https://cwe.mitre.org/top25/
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maintainers do, and usability for these specific types of requirements is necessary for
them to keep making our most basic software dependencies work for another forty
years.

With this thesis in hand, we have identified two core groupswhomaintain software
necessary for the core of our modern infrastructure and some of their most pressing
needs. These should be adressed to improve the security and reliability of all our
infrastructure. From these, we can speculate on how to bring their benefits directly to
less knowledgeable users and make new software start from better laid security and
usability foundations.
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Zusammenfassung
Die Software-Sicherheitsforschung formalisiert heute sowohl Angriffe als auch Ver-
teidigungsmaßnahmen gegen die meistgenutzte Software, selbst die am stärsten opti-
mierteKryptographie [38].Neuere Programmiersprachen schützendie Entwickler:in-
nen sowie die Nutzer:innen besser vor Speicherzugriffsfehlern so wie anderen Pro-
grammierfehlern, aber trotzdem führen diese immer noch die jährlichen Ranglisten
der amweitesten verbreiteten Schwachstellen an2. Die Sicherheit der am stärksten op-
timierten Software wurde manchmal auch am weitesten gehärtet. Es scheint, dass es
eine Lücke gibt zwischen der am stärksten optimierten und geschützten Software und
der Software die von den meisten Benutzer:innen genutzt wird. Wie schon vormals
erwähnt [4], scheint der “Faktor Mensch”, und Entwickler:innen im besonderen, ein
schwächeres Glied der Softwaresicherheit zu sein.

Die meisten Software-Nutzer:innenmüssen heute über eine Frage entscheiden:Wie
wählenwir aus, welchen Entwickler:innen—und damit auch ihrer Software—wir ver-
trauenwollen,wenn es umunserewichtigstenGeheimnisse geht, umdieAbsicherung
der Integrität unserer Computer, ohne die heute kaum jemand leben kann?

Im folgenden der Dissertation wird das wissenschaftliche “wir” genutzt, um die
Forschung klar als gemeinschaftlichen Aufwand zu kennzeichnen. Unser Ziel war es
herauszufinden, welche großen Probleme Entwickler:innen für die kritischste Soft-
ware haben und wie wir ihnen helfen können. Wir haben dabei Studien durchge-
führt mit qualitativen, quantitativen, sowieMischverfahren in einem Bereich, der sehr
viel kleiner ist als der allgemeiner Softwareentwickler:innen. Kryptograf:innen, Open-
Source-Maintainer und Entwickler:innen sind oft angetrieben von starkenMeinungen
und haben keine Angst, diese auch zu äußern, sofern sie nicht von in der Community
unbekannten Menschen gefragt werden.

Im Rahmen dieser Dissertation werdenwir zuerst ein Problem beschreiben, das der
Fokus zweier unserer Publikationen ist—Benutzbarkeit von kryptografischerConstant-
Time-Analyse und entsprechenden Werkzeugen sowie den Effekten, die dies auf die
Sicherheit des größeren Software-Ökosystems als Ganzes hat. Darauf folgt eine weite-
re Publikation, die mehr darauf fokussiert ist, die allgemeine Sicherheit und Qualität
von Softwarepaketen zu steigern im ganzen Software-Ökosystem, wenn wir es unter
demBlickwinkel einer Softwarelieferkette betrachten. Diese Sichtweise bildet dasUm-
feld dieser Dissertation durch einen Artikel, der eine Agenda für mehr Erforschung
des ganzen Ökosystems fordert und ebenfalls wissenschaftlich veröffentlicht wurde.
Wir teilen den Artikel auf nach Motivation und Empfehlungen in Einleitung und ab-
schließende Zusammenfassung dieser Dissertation.
2Siehe: https://cwe.mitre.org/top25/
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Die hauptsächlichenErkenntnisse sind, dass diemeistenEntwickler:innen standard-
mäßig sichere Software bevorzugen, die deterministisch gebaut wird, macht, was von
ihr erwartet wird, einfach analysiert werden kann und alle Sicherheitsanforderungen
erfüllt. Die Meisten von ihnen werden jedoch nicht dafür bezahlt dies alles herzustel-
len und selbst wenn, dann ist nicht genug Personal vorhanden um alle Probleme zu
beheben. Die akademische Forschung zeigt mögliche Lösungen auf, aber ihre Ergeb-
nisse sind eher Prototypen anstatt langfristig wartbare Software, die bei den täglichen
Arbeiten hilft.

Unsere Forschungsergebnisse zeigen, dass es für gute Benutzbarkeit bei diesen An-
forderungennotwendig ist über dieArbeit vonHobby-Softwareentwickler:innennach-
zudenken und was sie benötigen, um weiterhin die grundlegende Software und alles
von ihr Abhängende für weitere vierzig Jahre funktionsfähig zu erhalten.

Mit dieser Dissertation habenwir zwei Gruppen vonMenschen identifiziert, die die
notwendige Software instandhalten für den Kern unserer modernen Infrastruktur, so-
wie ein paar ihrer dringendsten Bedürfnisse und Wünsche zur Verbesserung bei den
jeweiligen Tätigkeiten. Diese sollten angegangen werden um unser aller Infrastruk-
tur sicherer und zuverlässiger zu machen. Basierend darauf können wir spekulieren,
wie wir all die Vorteile auch an weniger technisch versierte Benutzer:innen bringen
können und neue Software von den besseren Grundlagen aus aufbauen.

x
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1. Introduction

Disclaimer
This thesis is based on three previous publications. Two of them were written with me as the
main author. The content of this introduction and the conclusion in Chapter 6 was expanded
and adapted from a previously peer-reviewed and published article titled “A Viewpoint on Hu-
man Factors in Software Supply Chain Security: A Research Agenda.”, for the Special Issue
on Secure Software Supply Chain of IEEE Security & Privacy magazine. This writing was
conducted as a team with my co-authors Dominik Wermke, Sascha Fahl, and Yasemin Acar;
this chapter therefore uses the academic “we”. We developed the research agenda and reviewed
the literature jointly as a team, incorporating feedback from Henrik Plate and Laurie Williams
whom we want to thank for lively discussions and valuable feedback on this paper.

I think science’s main purpose should not be to hide the truth, but to show it in
a way that is as easy to understand as the scientists can make it. As per Schneier’s
Law, “[a]nyone, from the most clueless amateur to the best cryptographer, can cre-
ate an algorithm that he himself can’t break.” [328] An alternative phrasing can be
misattributed to Albert Einstein, better attributed to Richard Feynman who said “[i]f
you can’t explain it simply, you don’t understand it well enough.” I claim we do not
understand our computers and their computations well enough.

1.1. Software Security Landscape
Attacks against software become more frequent [1]. More widely deployed software
means a single vulnerability needs to be patched in a lot more places.

Software security today is a long way from the early nineties, where the buffer over-
flow [280] was only secret knowledge. Memory safe programming languages have
grown to be more prominent [77]. The most security sensitive software is now used
f.e. in online-banking, where high values are protected against outside attackers just
listening in on any internet connection. Still, hacking occurs with destructive reper-
cussions [122]. Even modern software suffers from bug classes that were discovered
more than twenty years—the buffer overflowswere published in 1996 [280]. But aside
from these problems, higher security requirements for software and different attacks
require different defenses.

When new attacks are found, all new and existing software may be vulnerable. For
cryptography, one very public example were the Spectre [210] and Meltdown [239]
vulnerabilities in 2018, which cost processor manufacturers an estimated 18 billion

1



1. Introduction

US dollars [2]. These are only technical costs, since then every implementation of
cryptography needs to defend against Spectre-style attacks, in principle.

With this thesis, we want to look into the problems which inhibit developers from
defending their software against these known attacks with also published defenses.
We want to inspect their problems and highlight what is missing to deploy the some-
times academic defenses in more real-world software installations, to provide better
overall security for end users, some of which are the developers in question them-
selves.

Much of the software that needs to be defended against attacks is not from one
commercial entity [287], but from a group of—only sometimes paid [23] for their
efforts—volunteer developers. Hence we have to look into the environment which
begets the software used in many places in the background [287] first.

1.2. Why Open Source?
In this thesis, we assume that Free/Libre/Open Source Software (OSS) is being used
in most software projects, open and closed alike [287]. This trend increased over the
years to a high point today [179], consequentlywe need to ask ourselves how to secure
projects that are developed by different groups of developers that interact in different
ways, if at all [392].

In the sixties, after the women programmers before [185], programming became a
topic for highly educated, highly paid, and highly privileged [185] mainframe pro-
grammers with access to computing resources [185]. In the eighties to nineties this
changed to include ever more “home programmers”, hackers, and other people who
are now referred to collectively as parts of the hacker culture andOSSmovement [98].
The difference between these decades is widening access to cheaper, readily available
computing resources—Personal Computers [175]. This has led to more people being
able to develop software at home, in their spare time, for fun, personal, or sociopoliti-
cal reasons [183]. These communities started to develop their own operating systems,
which were the basis for our modern Internet, with the advent of a widely used open-
source TCP/IP implementation for the BSD operating system [232]. These commu-
nities have impact on deployed software, commercial and non-commercial alike, but
the educational, financial and privilege background can be a lot more diverse in these
communities [137], which can lead to different outcomes in security as well [390].

We can alwaysmake somethingmore secure if we don’t have to change what makes
it work [330], like its trust dynamics [392]. We assume OSS is valued for its generally
high quality and low opportunity cost [32, 51]. If we change any of the factors that
make OSS work in the first place, we might destroy what allowed it to thrive and
bring benefit to the software ecosystem [252], with some of its participants not paying
forward even if they could afford to [26]. This is not necessarily a detriment, though,
since many developers work on OSS in their own free time, as a hobby [341]. It is
these hobbyist workers that have to be seen as an integral part, since they founded the
whole ecosystem as it is today [98].

2



1.3. Cryptographic Engineering differs from general Software Engineering

Making the software ecosystemmore secure by driving up opportunity costs [336],
changing how developers interact with their development environment [269], who
they trust [114] and how they establish trust [365] has to be done very carefully [392].
As it is today, some developers know and use cryptography to secure their software
[114], andwewant to look into the quality of that cryptographic software. This applies
only to a very small subset of developers, but they are the most important ones [17].

Software packages which have a large set of dependencies [93]—direct and indi-
rect [107]—led to the view to call this a supply chain [242], like the one for other
products. This software supply chain needs to be secured as well, and is riddled with
transitive dependencies and therefore transitive trust relationships between develop-
ers who build something [107], which end users often only see the last development
party of, becoming vulnerable to dependency confusion attacks [64]. While software
releases may be signed more readily, when single commits in distributed repositories
are the main mode of interaction [101], but the prevalence of unsigned commits is not
quantified as of yet, so a lot of untrusted changes may end up in our final software we
download [331]. Even in the best case, we want our cryptography used for signing
software to be implemented securely [395]—what that means will need some more
background information, but it is non-trivial for most developers who are not well
versed on the topic [180].

Externalized trust relationships are still difficult [215], since the more removed you
are from the person whose code you want to trust, the less you know about them or
their coding practices [75]. This externalization of trust can be even harder if most
of our infrastructure is financed by industry fundamentally at odds with the interests
of software developers and users [408]. As stated by Rogaway, cryptographers are
motivated to help people anyway, since cryptography was never a politically neutral
field [317]. This notion makes cryptographic engineering akin to OSS development,
which can be done out of different motivations including moral reasons, but there are
many differences as well.

We will now look into those differences.

1.3. Cryptographic Engineering differs from general
Software Engineering

Cryptographic developers implement cryptographic algorithms, using tools specific
to cryptographic engineering. The security requirements of cryptographic code are
different and higher than most other, more general code [395]. The analysis of cryp-
tographic code can be harder due to more manual optimization being done by ex-
pert cryptographic engineers as well as many domain specific other details, like the
implementations not making secrets inadvertently public [38]. Sometimes it is desir-
able enough to formally, mathematically prove the correctness of cryptographic algo-
rithms, if at all possible. This is good practice, but proving an implementation correct
is a lot harder and proven code may not be good in general [182].
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The burden of proving, analyzing, testing, or even just reasoning about the security
of their cryptographic implementations by each individual developer in a team, may
sometimes get lost in distributed OSS projects [199].

Helping these developers write better codemore easily benefits the security of their
software implementations and of the infrastructure based on those implementations.
We will focus on these developers from now on.

1.4. Why focus on Developers?
Securing the software supply chain requires that we recognize the importance of in-
dividual developers [95, 7]. While securing dependencies and build systems is nec-
essary, recent attacks have shown that developers are a link in the chain that is com-
monly attacked successfully. Therefore, a comprehensive approach that considers the
human factor is crucial for effective software supply chain security.

OSS and cryptographic software developers are highly skilled in their own right,
but they use software like everyone else. Their understanding of problems does not
make them immune to bad usability of software, which in their fields is sometimes
from research prototypes that were not meant for public, long-time consumption and
maintenance [199].

1.5. OSS and Supply Chain Security
Human factors, and especially developers, play an important role in securing the Soft-
ware Supply Chain (SSC) [95]. SSC vulnerabilities pose significant risks to organiza-
tions, historically being exploited by threat actors who target unpatched systems with
known vulnerabilities [221]. Exploits targeting vulnerabilities like Heartbleed [128]
and more recently Log4Shell [134] have highlighted weaknesses in both commercial
and open-source software, affecting both private and government enterprises and bil-
lions of end users. More recently, attackers directly exploited the SSC structure by tar-
geting upstream dependencies and build systems to inject malicious code into down-
stream software, like in the security incident at SolarWinds.1

Several steps to address dependency andbuild chain problemshave beenproposed—
updating and using trusted dependencies, Software Bill of Materials (SBoMs), se-
curing the build process, and more industry participation [131]. However, secur-
ing these dependencies and build systems will likely not thwart all attacks: Recent,
headline-making attacks involved breaches of the SSC through one of its largest attack
surfaces—individual developers. In January 2023, CircleCI disclosed that a cyber-
criminal had used malware on a CircleCI engineer’s laptop to steal a valid, two-factor
authentication-backed SSO session, allowing the attacker to execute session cookie

1https://www.mandiant.com/resources/blog/evasive-attacker-leverages-solarwinds-supply-chain
-compromises-with-sunburst-backdoor
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theft and impersonate the employee, gaining access to a subset of production sys-
tems.2 In February 2023, password manager LastPass reported that a hacker stole
corporate and customer data by infecting an employee’s personal computer with key
logger malware, giving them access to the company’s cloud storage and resulting in
the theft of source code and customer vault data.3

These incidents highlight that each individual developer participating in the SSC
may have different technology and knowledge stacks, and humans making decisions
about security and trust can put the SSC at risk [392]. We explore both how to em-
power stakeholders to secure the SSC by considering human factors and reducing de-
veloper overwhelm, and also how to decrease the attack surface of individual software
developers.

1.6. Highly Skilled Software Developers still have
usability issues

We see that highly specialized and skilled developers are needed to secure the SSC.We
also see that some of the most impactful software in use is made, at least in parts, by
volunteers, who do not have a common organizationally enforcedminimum standard
of institutional knowledge, funding, or onboarding into projects.

These developers need to be supported in theirwork, sowe can raise the security bar
for everyone who directly or indirectly depends on their software. Since bad usabil-
ity of specialized research or other special use software targeted at supporting these
developers—software users in that role—harms adoption of that supporting software,
we will look at case studies of usability issues in this thesis.

1.7. Thesis Statement
The purpose of this thesis is to explore the impact of usability problems and ways to
help developers secure not end-user facing software against attacks, but the infras-
tructure which all other software is depending on. We will view these specialized
developers as users of software themselves, and gain insights as well as offer advice
with the lens of usable security, informed by expert matter in these highly specialized
topics.

We assume that all developers in these specialized fields—cryptography and supply
chain security/build tooling—are highly motivated and highly informed about possi-
ble problems in their area, but not necessarily in all possible tools and defenses against
those problems. We want to find out how to bridge gaps between these developers
and the developers of security automation tools analysing, mitigating, or completely

2https://circleci.com/blog/jan-4-2023-incident-report/
3https://blog.lastpass.com/2023/03/security-incident-update-recommended-actions/
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eliminating specific classes of problems not widely known in the general developer
space, which is itself a specialized field among the whole population.

Recognition: For work done in preparation of this thesis, we received a distin-
guished paper award for the paper “Committed to Trust: A Qualitative Study on Se-
curity and Trust in Open Source Software Projects” [392] (see https://www.ieee-sec
urity.org/TC/SP2022/awards.html).

1.8. Contributions
For a full list of papers, see Chapter D.

The research that contributed to this thesis has been published as conference pa-
pers. This section will provide a summary of the publications that contributed to this
thesis, where theywere published, and the contributions of each author and how they
contributed. Like other scientific work, it would not have been possible to create these
works without collaborative effort and significant contributions of co-authors. In this
list, § marks the main author, ∗ marks an author with a significant contribution, and
+ denotes a supervising author with signifcant contribution. The publications have
been mildly edited and set in context where appropriate for inclusion in this thesis.
The publications contributing to this thesis are the following:

“They’re not that hard to mitigate”: What Cryptographic Library
Developers Think About Timing Attacks
This peer-reviewed paper contributes to Chapter 3 of this thesis. We research the
current landscape of opinions and practices around cryptographic constant-time ver-
ification tools for use by cryptographic library developers
Authors: Jan Jancar§, Marcel Fourné∗, Daniel De Almeida Braga∗, Mohamed Sabt∗,
Peter Schwabe+, Gilles Barthe+, Pierre-Alain Fouque+, and Yasemin Acar+.
Published at the 43rd IEEE Symposium on Security and Privacy 2022.
Contributions to this paper: The initial ideawas developed bymyself with Jan Jancar,
Peter Schwabe, Gilles Barthe, and Yasemin Acar. All authors reviewed the literature,
conducted the study, and jointly analyzed the data and co-wrote the paper for publi-
cation.

Paper SummaryDevelopers of cryptographic software libraries care for software that
is important for the security of thewhole software ecosystem, which is itself important
for all our current industries. Small security problems in those libraries can cause large
damage. Attackers can be highly motivated and one class of attacks that is still preva-
lent are timing attacks. Analysis tools for finding such potential vulnerabilities that
can later potentially be exploited in an attack are published, however we found out by
asking 44 cryptographic software library developers that their adoption of these tools
is small. We asked about their reasons for this, as well as experiences of trying to use
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the tools, in order to compile a list of recommendations for different target audiences
of the paper.

It’s like flossing your teeth: On the Importance and Challenges of
Reproducible Builds for Software Supply Chain Security

This peer-reviewed paper contributes to Chapter 5 of this thesis. We research the
impact and current status of reproducible builds in the context of build automation
and determinism of its results for the security of the SSC.
Authors: Marcel Fourné§, DominikWermke∗,WilliamEnck+, Sascha Fahl+, andYasemin
Acar+.
Published at the 44th IEEE Symposium on Security and Privacy 2023.
This work was mentioned in the monthly report of the Reproducible-Builds.org
project at https://reproducible-builds.org/reports/2023-06/.
Contributions to this paper: I developed themain ideawith YaseminAcar, with input
fromWilliamEnck andDominikWermke. The instrumentwas developed by Yasemin
Acar andmyself. I conducted the interviews, with the help ofDominikWermke. I lead
the initial round of coding, independently verified by Dominik Wermke, followed by
joint affinity diagramming with Yasemin Acar, Dominik Wermke, and Sascha Fahl. I
lead writing the paper for publication, with support from all other authors.

Paper Summary
One old attack against software security is the Trusting Trust attack, published dur-

ing Ken Thompsons 1983 Turing award lecture [354]. Using this attack, a backdoor
can be implemented in the binaries that are compiled from unmodified source code of
programs, proliferating the backdoor across the whole software ecosystem. Finding
this backdoor is hard and only in 2006 David A. Wheeler showed a defense against
it, which requires software to be built reproducibly by default, giving bit-by-bit same
artifacts. Historically, this was simpler with trivial programs, or older programsmade
to be simple. Today, there is an effort to achieve this with more modern software, even
bootstrapping thewhole software ecosystem from an inspectable, clean state to a func-
tional SSC. The security benefits are highlighted through recent attacks on different
SSCs, but the main adopters of reproducible builds are projects in the open source
community, which also spend the most effort to bring the topic forward. We inter-
viewed 24 developers on current problems and solutions for those problems, com-
piled a list of recommendations for different target audiences of the paper and show
a positive outlook of how far the projects have already come.
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A Viewpoint on Human Factors in Software Supply Chain Security:
A Research Agenda.
This peer-reviewed article contributes to the introduction and conclusion 6 of this the-
sis. We identify focus areas promising research problems in supply chain security and
usable security for developers and other users.
Authors: Marcel Fourné§, Dominik Wermke∗, Sascha Fahl+, and Yasemin Acar+.
Published in the Special Issue on Secure Software Supply Chain of IEEE Security &
Privacy magazine, issue 21.6.
Thisworkwasmentioned in themonthly report of the reproducible-builds.org project
at https://reproducible-builds.org/reports/2023-11/.
Contributions to this paper: All authors reviewed the literature, developed future
research directions, and finalized the paper after an initial draft by me.

Article SummaryAfter conducting the research for Chapter 5, we decided to compile
a list of open research problems in the area of software supply chain security (SSCS),
where the lens of usable security was still missing to include developers and (expert)
users as competent but under-informed practitioners in their fields. We draft different
topics for future research projects and outline the problem areas as well as expected
benefits for conducting those projects. We provide an overview of how these topics in-
tegrate into themain area of SSCS and cite reasons for beginning these projects sooner
rather than later in our current software ecosystem crisis.

“These results must be false”: A usability evaluation of
constant-time analysis tools
This peer-reviewed paper contributes to Chapter 4 of this thesis. We follow up on the
previous cryptographic constant-time analysis tool proliferation paper 1.8 by evalu-
ating quantitatively and qualitatively how much certain properties thwart use and
adoption of the tools by inexperienced, but highly qualified developers that might
start working on cryptographic software libraries.
Authors: Marcel Fourné§, Daniel De Almeida Braga∗, Jan Jancar∗, Mohamed Sabt∗,
Peter Schwabe+, Gilles Barthe+, Pierre-Alain Fouque+, and Yasemin Acar+.
Accepted for publication at the 33rd USENIX Security Symposium 2024.
Contributions to this paper: The initial ideawas developed bymyself with Jan Jancar,
Peter Schwabe, Gilles Barthe, and Yasemin Acar. We conducted the study with our
other co-authors and jointly analyzed the data and co-wrote the paper for publication.

Paper Summary
Since the work of finding out why cryptographic software library developers do not

pervasively use cryptographic constant-time analysis tools was not finished by giving
concrete, objectively and numerically evaluated reasons for abandoning those tools,
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we followed up the first paper with a test setup where we recruited eligible students
of European top tier cryptographic and IT-security study programs who did not have
prior experience working on production quality cryptographic libraries, but have all
necessary skills to do so. 24 of them were given tasks of different difficulty levels
for evaluating the ease of use of different cryptographic constant-time analysis tools
chosen by us to represent the most common classes of tools being published in re-
search literature. After this, they were given one open source cryptographic library
to analyze with the same tool, and another library with a new tool, to compare po-
tential familiarization effects with different tools. Our test setup is public, to make
installation of the tools as well as reproduction of the study easier or even possible
at all. At the end, we compiled the results, gave our expert opinions on the results,
and provide recommendations based on our experimental findings for cryptographic
constant-time analysis tool developers to enhance the usability of their research tools
to be suitable for real-world adoption. We order the recommendations by the phase
of an analysis and give our expert opinions on possible effort required and additional
enhancements.

1.9. Related and Concurrent Work
The work in this dissertation supports the statements that (a) the security of the SSC
depends on human factors concerning its developers, and (b) better usability of code-
analysis tools for cryptographic software implementations benefits developers in help-
ing to find implementation errors in their code. During the time we concluded our
studies, other research groups explored several other research questions, either con-
currently or after our work.

In 2020, Torres-Arias et al. published in-toto [358], a tool to check code provenance
through auditing before publication of code artifacts. The code provenance through
cryptographic signing of commits in git repositories available over the web—or the
lack of availability to do so at the time—was researched [12] as well. The impor-
tance of bootstrapping trust for projects based on a community repository was in-
vestigated [371], noting problems for the SSC as well as currently established prac-
tices. This led to the design of a new cryptographic artifact signing system called
sigstore [267], aimed at better developer usability when a centralized authority is
used anyway, foregoing some of the older community projects that sometimes dis-
trust such solutions. By using a fully centralized signing solution under a certificate
authority, an even simpler system was published [251]. Online authentication for all
users, following developer advice, got a look as well [209].

The deployment of software in the DevSecOps process, orchestrated by a central-
ized authority, got an initial NIST standard draft in 2023 [87]. Inspecting the security
of third party dependencies using the Java ecosystem was investigated and a permis-
sionmanagerwas introduced [24], aswell the state of findingmalicious Java packages
in general [223]. This work was repeated for npm and PyPi as well [225], speculating
about and giving numbers for detection of these [224]. In contrast, the Rust ecosystem
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ismore aimed at also enabling embedded software use of its software implementation,
so its security state was looked into as well [334]. The quality of Software Bill of Mate-
rials (SBoMs), can vary, as one viewpoint article [357] speculated and promptedmore
research into. Another viewpoint article, concurrent to our own, speculates that the
area of SSCS can have limited adoption of best practices through divergent nomencla-
ture [249]. As mentioned before, an SoK paper about the state of SSCS was published
to much acclaim [221]. Earlier, as its foundation, software for exploring the risks and
potential attack surface of SSCS using OSS was presented [222], together with later
developing the taxonomy based on it [222], as groundwork for the SoK paper. Also
following the SoK, a lot of other papers emerged. These study the specifics of the se-
curity challenges in the open source SSC [391, 254], while others look into package
managers and programming language ecosystems [377, 266, 324, 168, 261], statistics-
based detection of attacks [202, 270], code review processes [195], just to name a few
of the more prominent ones.

The general state of SSCS was also investigated [278] and systematized in a second
SoK paper, identifying four stages of supply chain attacks that software is vulnerable
to.

The practice of teams developing software and their approaches to security were
compared [385] and workshops provided to enhance integration of a security cul-
ture. The cybersecurity self-efficacy of users got a literature review [55] and the gen-
eral stance of employees towards IT security was investigated [250], again with an eye
towards interventions. Expert users attitudes towards checking cryptographic signa-
tures [244] found that 52% of these expert users could be made to fall for one of four
signature spoofing attacks.

Introduced friction through security practices in organizations was a point of con-
tention for security managers working to better the state of security in their organiza-
tions [187], and awareness about the need for it found as the main problem [186].

On the practicality of bringing cryptographic research into general usage [138], new
research is slated for publication in 2024, similar to a previous study about general
benefits of usable security research not getting into final products [169].

We hope that the results in this dissertation as well as other publications help de-
velopers to implement more usable and secure by default software, so the security of
our whole SSC benefits in general, but also new research is inspired.
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After somemotivational framing, wewant to give a background into the topics around
which this thesis gravitates. We want to explain why cryptographic engineering is a
specialized discipline, built on a lot of prerequisite knowledge and practical experi-
ence, and why this is necessary for high-value software deployments to secure the
roots of our current software ecosystem.

This chapter provides a framing on how to read the peer-reviewed background sec-
tions as they relate to each chapter thereafter, to give a notion on how this thesis’
overarching theme connects back to the goal of securing the software we run on our
computers, which is orders of magnitude in interdependent code being deployed in
practice. We have to start with the big picture of software supply chains, andwill then
go into details on how each single part can be secured.

First we will introduce software supply chains, with notions of quality and trust
as well as security problems and defenses against them. The Trusting Trust prob-
lem will be important and underpins infrastructure changes still necessary to deploy
worldwide.

We will follow up with the shortest notion of cryptography, insofar as it is neces-
sary to talk about what we want to secure with its use and what we need to ensure
it is secured against, in the form of a still common type of side-channel attack, which
code can theoretically defend against, but in practice is not implemented ubiquitously.
Finding code parts not hardened against these attacks can be done via specialized code
analysis, which we introduce next insofar as we want to highlight why it is not used
in the development of each and every deployed cryptographic software.

The art of creating cryptographic software libraries—cryptographic engineering—
will be introduced next and set in relation to its need for usable security, to highlight
why we did our studies which comprise the main content of this thesis.

2.1. Software Supply Chains, Quality and Trust
Software that is built from different parts, each being a software project in itself, af-
fords less control over each change in those parts. One model to make this work is
so-called “blind” trust [113], where developers assume that each project will be man-
aged in a goodway, solving a problem for the developer depending that library in their
own project and being fixed promptly against security vulnerabilities, which through
updates then percolate through the whole chain of dependencies. This model also
relies on cryptographic signatures of code artifacts, but we don’t need to link every
bit of source code to each developer. Instead, we trust that the code artifacts were
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generated well. This model is not, however, very secure against attacks [221], due to
many developers being burdened by time-constraints and maybe not knowing about
potential security vulnerabilities. Even worse, some malicious actors can insert them-
selves and their code in this software supply chain, their code then being included
into code artifacts. That is the reason we need to look into how our software is being
made and what we actually execute on our computers. The quintessential attack is
the “Trusting Trust” attack presented by Thompson in 1984 [354], where a specifically
crafted backdoor is included in a compiler, so that every binary generated by that com-
piler includes the backdoor. Subsequently compiling the compiler source code with
a backdoored compiler binary will include the backdoor, even if it is not present in
the source code. This raises questions if our software supply chain is currently back-
doored in a similar way. In 2005, David A.Wheeler presented a scientific paper which
proposes a defense against this kind of attacks: “Diverse Double-Compiling” [393].
The notion behind this defense is that if two different compiler binaries—not neces-
sarily from different compiler projects, but one of them has to be trusted to be free
of backdoors—agree on the result of compiling source code, then we can also trust
the previously untrusted compiler binary. For this, a special criterion needs to be true
for the compilers: They must build the same source code under the same set of envi-
ronmental variables bit-by-bit identically. The effort to get this as a default is called
“Reproducible Builds” and is the topic of Chapter 5. The trust generated by being able
to check how each binary is generated in this setup gives rise to trust relationships,
where developers can be identified through cryptographic signatures of their source
code and consumers of their work can decentrally check if the resulting code artifacts
have been tamperedwith. This, however, is not current practice, as discussed in Chap-
ter 5. The full bootstrap of a software distribution using a minimal trusted computing
base is shepherded into an effort called “Bootstrappable Builds” and the GUIX dis-
tribution has achieved such a boostrap [272] from a 357-byte program, which is easy
enough to be checked by hand by multiple people.

Checking compiled binaries for potentially malicious behaviour runs into problems
with Rice’s Theorem [313] which states that for a property p of a nontrivial formal
language L, it is undecidable for a given Turing machine if the language recognized
has the property p. This is even worse in networks of computers, where performance
characteristics pose computational burdens on the analysis [142, 143]. To aleviate this,
either reductions in formal language strength to no longer be Turing complete—which
cannot be checked when looking at a binary for a general computer—or doing more
analysis on the implementation before it gets compiled into a binary file, is needed.

There are languages which even pride themselves on being hard to analyse, some
even hard to program in, like Ben Olmstead’s 1998 Malbolge [279, 327] (with Ørjan
Johansen’s dialect Malbolge Unshackled [203] proven Turing complete through im-
plementing a Brainfuck interpreter [241]), which are interesting as counterpoints to
good engineering and security practices. This is called “Turing tarpit” [286], where
everything can be programmed but it is hard to do so for anything non-trivial.

Sooner or later, to achieve supply chain security we need to check what goes into
binaries and treat them as artifacts of that process. In general, trust in computers and
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the programs they execute is hard without knowing details about the programs and
whowrote them [392]. Formaking some trust relationships possible to be established,
we need cryptography, which has very specific differences from other, less security-
critical software.

We now want to give a quick overview of what we need from cryptography, and
what it needs to provide this itself.

2.2. Cryptography
Secret key cryptography—also known as symmetric key cryptography, after all com-
munication parties sharing the same secret key—has been known for a long time.
Newer systems, like AES, were chosen in public to be secure against the attacks of
the best public researchers in the hopes of avoiding crucial weaknesses in their de-
sign. Following Kerckhoffs’s principle as formulated by Bolovin “design your system
assuming that your opponents know it in detail” [45], the secrecy of a message in a
cryptographic system should not depend on details of the implementation, but only
on secret keys.

A newer and different kind of systems is asymmetric cryptography, publicly de-
scribed by Diffe and Hellman in 1976 [118]. In this class of systems, it is possible to
establish security goals without a shared secret. One of the possibilities is a shared se-
cret, established through a key exchange or using a key encapsulationmethod (KEM),
another popular one is cryptographic signatures. To show how these can be used, we
have to look at their properties, their guarantees, assumptions and how to protect
them.

Secretness of the content of secret keys and helping developers of cryptographic
software implementations is what our research has been about. Therefore, we will
look into a criterion that we will see in more parts of this thesis.

2.2.1. Constant Time Criterion
The intuitively misnamed Constant Time criterion for cryptographic algorithm im-
plementations—software and hardware, but in this thesis we will focus on software
implementations and their analysis—is a well known [199] baseline for the security
against side-channel attacks. Before going into its details, we explainwhat side-channels
and attacks against them are in the context of cryptographic implementations. A side-
channel is any kind of measurement of the physical side-effects of a computation,
for example time taken for the computation [211], energy emissions in the form of
heat [207] and electric fields [220], energy draw—absolute value(Simple Power Anal-
ysis) or differences (Differential Power Analysis) [212]—of the computational device,
access patterns to memory cells visible through caches [47, 283], even acoustic ema-
nations [153]. In this context, a side-channel is called “silent”, if no information from
its measurements can be used to break the security assumptions of a cryptographic
implementation. The most common of those assumptions is that the secret key of an
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algorithm is not made public through the computations done with it. A side-channel
attack is an attack on a cryptographic algorithm implementation using a non-silent
side-channel for information that makes breaking the implementation feasible, or at
least easier. Those attacks get more practical with more research effort put into them,
consequently the common byline is “attacks only get stronger” [188]. The Constant
Time criterion [211], that could better be called secret-key invariant execution, is based
on minimizing the execution timing side-channel through formally provable means:

1. Memory access must not depend on the value of bits of the secret key.

2. Branching in code must not depend on the value of bits of the secret key.

3. Operations in a CPU must not vary in execution time (cycle latency) depending
on the value of bits of the secret key.

The last of these three conditions is sometimes omitted, since it is dependent on the
exact CPU model under analysis, might only give small side-channel information or
could be harder to check for in a general way.

Memory accesses can be timed easier [72] due to caching of memory pages giving
vastly different access times dependent of the location of memory pages in either the
main RAM or a faster CPU cache. That is why no memory access may depend on a
secret value, which in practice means no memory access should be indexed by said
secret value.

Branching conditions directly dependent on secret values are a problem due to the
branch prediction unit of processors giving different execution times depending on
which branch is taken [211], but even without this, two code paths can have different
execution times and that is why the choice of branch should not depend on secret
values.

To verify if a software implementation exhibits the Constant Time criterion, we have
to look into program analysis, and its more specialized form of cryptographic code
analysis.

2.2.2. Cryptographic Code Analysis
Analysing generic binaries on modern computing architectures can lead to unsound
and incomplete results due to the Turing completeness of the platforms [157]. This
is sometimes called “Turing tarpit”, in reference to Turing-completeness of program-
ming languages, which is often seen as a benefit, so programmers don’t need to prove
termination of their non-trivial programs, like to assist an interactive theorem prover
[314]. This also makes automatic classification about properties of programs infeasi-
ble in general, due to the Halting Problem, or “Entscheidungsproblem”, as proven by
Church in 1936 [94], which gives rise to the aforementioned Rice’s Theorem.

Analysis of a program consists of either restricting to a formal language that can be
analysed [156], or taking a solid guess as to what will happen if we cannot do that,
which can be supplemented by partial information by a human engineering a proof
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or automatically solvingwhich branches can be taken depending on inputs to the pro-
gram via symbolic execution [208]. Normal execution of a program and analysing its
behaviour is called dynamic analysis or program testing, and conversely analysing a
program without having to execute it is called static analysis [271], but the distinc-
tion need not be as clear if we reason about partial programs. Through abstract in-
terpretation [105, 106] we can reason about program semantics. Through symbolic
execution, we can reason about values a conditional may exhibit and restrict the tree
of possible executions a program may exhibit under them, thereby trying to restrict
the possible executions to something that can be analysed exhaustively [271]. This
can be combined with partial execution of parts of the program with concrete values,
called concolic execution [155].

In this thesis, we focus on the soundness and completeness of its analysis, as known
from mathematical logic, not which kind of analysis a program analysing program
will do. In this context, an analysis is called sound, if no program thatmay exhibit non-
CT behaviour is labelled CT by the analysis [38]. Completeness is not the opposite of
that, but the property that every finding during analysis of possible non-CT behaviour
is an actual CT-violation, not a false positive [38].

Analysing binaries sooner or later becomes infeasible due to the earlier mentioned
Rice’s theorem, which the methods mentioned earlier try to work around by using
some formof automated theoremproving, whichmay run into undecidable problems.

Cryptographic code can be easier to analyse than general program code due to
specifics of cryptographic algorithm implementations, if done in a high-level pro-
gramming language [38]: Most often, cryptographic algorithms are sure to termi-
nate, so termination analysis can easily classify this code as total functions, or at least
proofs for termination can be made [39]. Highly optimized implementations tend to
favour (straight)line-code [132], which looks similar to Static Single Assignment form
used in compiler construction for its simplicity and can be analyzed just as well [132].
Loops mostly have statically known bounds, or at least the termination conditions can
be proven to be finite. This makes cryptographic algorithm implementations easier to
prove properties about than general programs, but not necessarily easy [38].

Since we can theoretically analyze cryptographic code, we need to look into the
practice of writing it in the first place, to see what developers are doing.

2.2.3. Cryptographic Engineering

While analysis can sometimes infer the absence of some forms of side-channel attacks,
the programmer has to implement the cryptographic algorithms under specific con-
straints to shape programs amenable to resource and efficiency/speed constraints as
well as analysis and security criteria. This practice is part of cryptographic engineer-
ing. Constant time coding practice is designed to protect against the most basic of
side-channel attacks. Neither is there a formal way to achieve Constant Time code in
every programming language, nor is there a way to instruct every compiler to not use
optimizations that might destroy this security property in favor of potential execution
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speed gains [206].
A given cryptographic algorithm can sometimes be replaced by another one that is

free of branching behaviour [49]. If that is not possible, a conversion of the branch-
ing condition and result expression can sometimes be converted into arithmetic do-
main [329], where one result is encoded as conditional bit multiplied by value of the
first result expression and the inverse of the conditional bit multiplied by the value
of the second result expression. This transformation is no longer CT, when a com-
piler infers a multiplication by zero not needing to evaluate the result expression for
its value, so cryptographic engineering most often is a struggle against compiler en-
gineers having new ideas on how to optimize the cryptographers code against their
will [206].

Alternative tool chains for cryptographic code development exist [20, 18, 38, 132,
300, 412, 85]. They are, however, not meant for general purpose programming tasks—
targeting either typed dialects of assembly language, domain specific languages or full
on dependently typed programming languages with proof assistants—and therefore
lack broader adoption. Some provide high assurances against side-channels, for func-
tional correctness, but integrating their code into programs generated through use of
amore general purpose programming language is another effort for cryptographic en-
gineering, often achieved through glue code inC and Foreign Function Interfaces [300,
132].

In the end, it is up to the cryptographic engineers to make their code safe and ver-
ify that the resulting binaries being executed on deployed hardware for their users
are actually safe. This is where usable security can show a gap between theory and
practice.

2.2.4. Usable Security

Tying this together is the viewpoint that to achieve security for users of computers
and the programs that run on them, we need to look into how to make it easy for
cryptographic software developers to test their software against non-CT behaviour
more rigorously than we need to check, for example, a general text editor. Usable
security often looks at the usability of security software solutions to their users, but
in this thesis, every user is a developer themselves, and not even every developer is as
critically touched by CT problems as cryptography experts, who dedicate their efforts
to making sure their implementations can actually keep the promises their algorithms
pay forward.

Cryptographic software implementations are critical to the software supply chain
[233] and need to be tested not only for correctness, but also for their security of not
leaking the secret keys while operating [72], so we can build a secure software supply
chain on the primitives implemented in, for example, tools that use cryptographic sig-
natures to sign files containing source code, linking them unequivocally to the person
we trust to keep their secret key to themselves and their code in good, working order.

This is why in this thesis, we preface the two chapters on usability of tools verify-
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ing CT to the chapter on supply chain security impacts of reproducible builds, which
depend on cryptographic primitives being implemented.
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3. What Cryptographic Library
Developers Think About Timing
Attacks

Disclaimer
The contents of this chapter were previously peer-reviewed and published as part of the confer-
ence paper titled “‘They’re not that hard to mitigate’: What Cryptographic Library Developers
Think About Timing Attacks”, presented at the 2022 IEEE Symposium on Security and Pri-
vacy. This research was conducted as a teamwithmy co-authors Jan Jancar, Daniel De Almeida
Braga, Mohamed Sabt, Peter Schwabe, Gilles Barthe, Pierre-Alain Fouque, and Yasemin Acar;
this chapter therefore uses the academic “we”. The initial idea was developed from myself with
Jan Jancar, Peter Schwabe, Gilles Barthe, and Yasemin Acar. We conducted the study with our
other co-authors and jointly analyzed the data and co-wrote the paper for publication. This
paper describes the state of cryptographic constant time verification tools up to the year 2021.
Research in Chapter 4 builds upon knowledge gained in this ecosystem.

3.1. Motivation
While some of our initial team are cryptographic engineers at heart, we all knew that
the tools to verify best practices in cryptographic engineering in any implementation
not specifically tailored to verifiability is hamstrung and largely best effort itself. We
ventured out to guess that this feeling is universal, but we had no numbers to back this
up. From one discussion round, we decided to investigate all the folk tales of crypto-
graphic engineering around constant-time programming and the resulting programs,
see what other practitioners experienced and use this as a basis for more development
of one at that time still being in development prototype of a new verification tool.

The goal of this study was to get a qualitative, scientifically citable overview of
not just sentiments of cryptographic software developers, but also an as-complete-as-
possible view of the state of the art of constant-time verification tools, where publicly
available or not. We decided to seek help of a usable security research expert and
some international colleagues.

Our team decided to give an overview of the whole problem space in as approach-
able a way as possible, to ask ourselves “why are constant-time violations not eradi-
cated, 25 years after the first scientific paper and 11 years after public release of the
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first tool for checking the code?”. We found different opinions among the experts,
which we will get to after first talking about the problem area as it is still, today.

3.2. Introduction
Cryptographic protocols, such as TLS (Transport Layer Security), are the backbone
of computer security, and are used at scale for securing the Internet, the Cloud, and
many other applications. Quite strikingly, the deployment of these protocols rests on
a small number of open-source libraries, developed by a rather small group of out-
standing developers. These developers have a unique set of skills that are needed for
writing efficient, correct, and secure implementations of (often sophisticated) cryp-
tographic routines; in particular, they combine an excellent knowledge of cryptogra-
phy and of computer architectures and a deep understanding of low-level program-
ming. Unfortunately, in spite of developers’ skills and experience, new and sometimes
far-reaching vulnerabilities and attacks are regularly discovered in major open-source
cryptographic libraries. One class of vulnerabilities are timing attacks, which let an at-
tacker retrieve secret material, such as cryptographic keys, “by carefully measuring the
amount of time required to perform private key operations“. Although timing attacks were
first described by Kocher in 1996 [211], they continue to plague implementations of
cryptographic libraries. There are multiple aspects that make timing attacks special in
comparison to other side-channel attacks such as power-analysis or EM attacks. First,
they can be carried out remotely, both in the sense of running code in parallel to the
victim code without the need of local access to the target computer, but also in the
sense of only interacting with a server over the network and measuring network tim-
ings [72] or over the Cloud [410]. As a consequence, unlike many other side-channel
attacks, timing attacks cannot be prevented by restricting physical access to the target
machine. Second, timing attacks do not leave traces on the victim’s machine beyond
possibly suspicious access logs, and we do not know at all to what extent they are
being carried out in the real world, for example by government agencies: victims are
not able to reliably detect that they are under attack and the attackers will never tell.

At the same time, and most importantly for this paper, we know how to systemat-
ically protect against timing attacks. The basic idea of such systematic countermea-
sures was already described by Kocher in 1996 [211]: we need to ensure that all code
takes time independent of secret data. It is important here to not just consider the to-
tal time taken by some cryptographic computation, but make sure that this property
holds for each instruction. This paradigm is known as constant-time1 cryptography
and is usually achieved by ensuring that

• there is no data flow from secrets into branch conditions;

• addresses used for memory access do not depend on secret data; and
1The term constant-time, often referred as CT, is a bit of a misnomer, as it does not refer to CPU

execution time but rather to a structural property of programs. However, it is well-established in
the cryptography community.
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• no secret-dependent data is used as input to variable-time arithmetic instruc-
tions (such as, e.g., DIV on most Intel processors or SMULL/UMULL on ARM
Cortex-M3).

Constant-timeness is no panacea, and the above rules may not be sufficient on some
micro-architectures or in the presence of speculative execution, but essentially all timing-
attack vulnerabilities found so far in cryptographic libraries could have been avoided
by following these rules. For this reason, the notion of constant-time has grown in
importance in standardization processes and recent cryptographic competitions. For
instance, in the context of the ongoing Post-Quantum Cryptography Standardization
project, the National Institute of Standards and Technology have stated in their Call
for Papers [275]:

“Schemes that can be made resistant to side-channel attack at minimal cost are more
desirable than those whose performance is severely hampered by any attempt to resist
side-channel attacks. We further note that optimized implementations that address side-
channel attacks (e.g., constant-time implementations) are more meaningful than those
which do not.”

Protection against side-channel attacks, including timing attacks, is also routinely in-
cluded as a requirement for Common Criteria certification as well as a part of the
newly approved FIPS 140-3 certification scheme [31].

Programming highly optimized code that is also constant-time can be very chal-
lenging. However, we know how to verify that programs are constant-time. This was
first demonstrated by Adam Langley’s ctgrind [229], developed in 2010, the first tool
to support analysis of constant-timeness. A decade later, there are now more than
30 tools for checking that code satisfies constant-timeness or is resistant against side-
channels [198, 38]. These tools differ in their goals, achievements, and status. Yet,
they collectively demonstrate that automated analysis of constant-time programs is
feasible; for instance, a 2019 review [38] lists automatic verification of constant-time
real-world code as one achievement of computer-aided cryptography, an emerging
field that develops and applies formal, machine-checkable approaches to the design,
analysis, and implementation of cryptography.

Based on this state of affairs, one would expect that timing leaks in cryptographic
software have been systematically eliminated, and timing attacks are a thing of the
past. Unfortunately, this is far from true, so in this paper we set out to answer the
question:

Why is today’s cryptographic software not free of timing-attack vulnerabilities?
More specifically, to understand how real-world cryptographic library developers

think about timing attacks and the constant-time property, as well as constant-time
verification tools, we conducted amixed-methods online surveywith 44 developers of
27 popular cryptographic libraries / primitives2. Through this survey, we track down
the origin of the persistence of timing attacks by addressing multiple sub-questions:

2We refer to both as “libraries” for readability.
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RQ1: (a) Are timing attacks part of threat models of libraries/primitives? (b) Do
libraries and primitives claim resistance against timing attacks?
RQ2: (a)Howdo libraries/primitives protect against timing attacks? (b)Are libraries
and primitives being verified/tested for constant-timeness? (c) How often/when is
this done?
RQ3: (a) What is the state of awareness of tools that can verify constant-timeness?
(b) What are the experiences with the tools?
RQ4: Are participants inclined to hypothetically use formal-analysis-based, dynamic
instrumentation, or runtime statistical test tools, based on tool use requirements and
guarantees?
RQ5: What would developers want from constant-time verification tools?

We find that, while all 44 participants are aware of timing attacks, not all crypto-
graphic libraries have verified/tested resistance against timing attacks. Reasons for
this include varying threat models, a lack of awareness of tooling that supports test-
ing/verification, lack of availability, as well as a perceived significant effort in using
those tools (see Figure 3.1). We expose these reasons, and provide recommendations
to tool developers, cryptographic libraries developers, compilerwriters, and standard-
ization bodies to overcome the main obstacles towards a more systematic protection
against timing attacks. We also briefly discuss how these recommendations extend
to closely related lines of research, including tools for protecting against Spectre-style
attacks [210].

3.3. Background & Related Work

3.3.1. Attacks
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Figure 3.1.: Leaky pipeline of developers’
knowledge anduse of tools for
testing or verifying constant-
timeness.

In 1996, Kocher introduced the concept
of timing attacks as a means to attack
cryptographic implementations “by care-
fully measuring the amount of time required
to perform private key operations“ [211].
He described successful timing attacks
against implementations of various build-
ing blocks commonly used in asymmet-
ric cryptography like modular exponenti-
ation and Montgomery reduction against
RSA and DSS. Since this seminal paper,
timing attacks have been further refined
and continued to plague implementations
of both asymmetric and symmetric cryp-
tography. Successful timing attacks are
way too numerous to list all, so we focus
on a few relevant examples.
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In 2002, Tsunoo et al. [361, 360] were the first to present attacks exploiting cache
timing to break symmetric cryptography (MISTY1 and DES); they also mentioned a
cache-timing attack against AES. Details of cache-timing attacks against AESwere first
presented in independent concurrent work by Bernstein [47] and by Osvik, Shamir,
and Tromer [283]. In 2003, D. Brumley and Boneh showed that timing attacks can be
mounted remotely by measuring timing variations in response times of SSL servers
over the network [72]. Canvel et al. showed in 2003 how to recover passwords in
SSL/TLS channels using padding oracle attacks [80]. In 2011, B. Brumley and Tu-
veri showed that such remote attacks are still possible [71]; i.e., that the underly-
ing weaknesses in the OpenSSL library had not been suitably fixed. SSL libraries
continued to be the target of timing attacks; examples include the “Lucky 13” at-
tack by AlFardan and Paterson, which exploits timing variation in the processing of
padding in the CBC mode of operation in multiple common SSL/TLS libraries [16]
similar in principle to the paper by Canvel et al. [80]. In 2015, Albrecht and Pa-
terson presented a variant of the attack targeting Amazon’s s2n implementation of
TLS [14]. In 2016, Yarom, Genkin, and Heninger presented the “CacheBleed” attack,
which showed that the “scatter-gather” implementation technique recommended by
Intel [67] and implemented in OpenSSL as cache-timing attack countermeasure, is
insufficient to thwart attacks [402]. In the same year, Kaufmann et al. showed that
even carefully implemented C code may be translated to binaries that are vulnerable
to timing attacks [206].

We conclude this paragraph with a few attacks related to certification and stan-
dardization. Certification schemes such as Common Criteria often require certified
products to have countermeasures to a range of side-channel attacks, including tim-
ing attacks. However, certified hardware did not avoid being a target of timing attacks,
as shown by the recent Minerva group of vulnerabilities in ECDSA implementations,
including a Common Criteria certified smart card [200]. In recent years, various tim-
ing attacks were proposed against implementations of post-quantum cryptography
(PQC) including attacks against the BLISS signature scheme used in the strongSwan
IPsec implementation [70, 289, 41] and attacks against candidates in NIST’s PQC stan-
dardization effort [284, 378, 167].

Despite all these academic timing attacks, their practical exploitability is often ques-
tioned by practitioners. Security Audit companies try to catch timing vulnerabilities
in software [243]. However, they make the following statements: “Even though there is
basic awareness of timing side-channel attacks in the community, they often go unnoticed or
are flagged during code audits without a true understanding of their exploitability in practice.”

3.3.2. Tools included in the survey

Weprovide a brief overview of the tools considered in our survey. We classify tools ac-
cording to the broad approach theyuse: runtime statistical tests, dynamic-instrumentation
based, or formal-analysis based. Our approach as well as our choice of included tools
is based on an earlier paper [38], but amended with tools some authors know to be in
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current use.
Broadly speaking, statistical test tools [307] compute the execution time of a large

number of runs of the target program and verify whether secret data influences the
execution time. These tools are generally easy to install and run, even at scale, and
operate on executable code, ruling out the possibility of compiler-induced violations
of the constant-time policy. However, they only provide weak, informal guarantees.

In contrast, dynamic instrumentation based tools [111, 53, 381, 66, 229, 181, 386, 387,
363, 346, 396, 264, 109] instrument programs to track how information flows during
(concrete or symbolic) execution of programs. They are generally reasonably easy
to install and to use, even at scale, and can be implemented at source, intermediate,
or assembly levels, and provide formal guarantees. However, as with all tools based
on dynamic techniques, these guarantees are generally limited; for instance, dynamic
analysis of loops may be unsound, i.e., miss constant-time violations.

Finally, formal-analysis-based tools [21, 29, 125, 19, 384, 85, 316, 213, 30, 91, 42] pro-
vide strong guarantees that programs do not violate constant-timeness; in addition,
some tools are precise, in that they only reject programs that violate constant-timeness.
Their other criterion is soundness, which ensures the absence of constant-time viola-
tions. However, these tools are often implemented at source or intermediate levels,
frequently require user interaction, and are sometimes hard to install or use at scale.

Table 3.1 presents some key tools and summarizes their main characteristics. Since
our focus is not an in-depth technical comparison of the features of the tools, we de-
liberately keep descriptions simple, and only consider their target and whether they
provide some formal guarantees (No, Partial, Yes, Other). For the cognizant, “Partial
guarantees” cover tools that perform dynamic analysis, whereas “Guarantees” cover
tools that are sound and detect all constant-time violations; in particular, our classi-
fication does not reflect if tools are precise. Even for such coarse criteria, classifica-
tion is sometimes challenging so we err on the generous side. Finally, we tag tools as
“Other” if they establish another property than constant-time; comparing these prop-
erties with constant-time is often tricky, so we choose not to qualify the difference.

While the CoCo-Channel authors wrote [66]: “We also evaluate CoCo-Channel against
two recent tools for detecting side-channel vulnerabilities in Java applications, Blazer and
Themis. Neither are publicly available[...]”, their tool was not found by us either.

We do not claim our list to be comprehensive, especially in this currently active field
of research. In particular, we did not ask about Constantine [56], Pitchfork-angr [364],
Cachefix [89], and ENCoVer[36], just to name a few.

3.3.3. Libraries included in the survey

Cryptographic libraries have diverse threat models, but with their usual use in proto-
cols like TLS and connected applications often running on shared hardware, resistance
against timing attacks is an important property. In our survey, we invited developers
of all widely used TLS libraries and other smaller but popular libraries and relevant
primitives. We focused on libraries implemented in C/C++ as it is the target language
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Tool Target Techn. Guarantees

ABPV13 [21] C Formal  
Binsec/Rel [111] Binary Symbolic G#
Blazer [29] Java Formal  
BPT17 [53] C Symbolic G#
CacheAudit [125] Binary Formal ■
CacheD [381] Trace Symbolic #
COCO-CHANNEL [66] Java Symbolic  
ctgrind [229] Binary Dynamic G#
ct-fuzz [181] LLVM Dynamic #
ct-verif [19] LLVM Formal  
CT-WASM [384] WASM Formal†  
DATA [387, 386] Binary Dynamic G#
dudect [307] Binary Statistics #
FaCT [85] DSL Formal†  
FlowTracker [316] LLVM Formal  
haybale-pitchfork [363] LLVM Symbolic G#
KMO12 [213] Binary Formal ■
MemSan [346] LLVM Dynamic G#
MicroWalk [396] Binary Dynamic G#
SC-Eliminator [400] LLVM Formal†  
SideTrail [30] LLVM Formal ■
Themis [91] Java Formal  
timecop [264] Binary Dynamic G#
tis-ct [109] C Symbolic G#
VirtualCert [42] x86 Formal  

Targets: LLVM - intermediate representation, DSL - domain-specific language, WASM -Web Assembly
Technique: † - also performs code transformation/synthesis
Guarantees:  - sound, G# - sound with restrictions, # - no guarantee, ■ - other property

Table 3.1.: Classification of tools included in the survey.

of most tools and themost used language for cryptographic libraries. However, we in-
cluded some libraries implemented in Java, Rust and Python if some tools can analyse
them or they contain parts implemented in C.

Our choice of libraries is underpinned not only by our knowledge of them but also
by quantitative data of user and developer numbers. We included some newer prim-
itives not (yet) fulfilling this criterion to complement the answers given by the first
group. Nemec et al. [265] gave numbers for OpenSSL: “The prevalence of OpenSSL
reaches almost 85% within the current Alexa top 1M domains and more than 96% for client-
side SSH keys as used by GitHub users.” We only included libraries with an open devel-
opment model to allow us to get data for our recruiting choice.

Table 3.2 contains a list of libraries included in the survey and whether at least one
of their developers participated in our survey. The table also lists the actions that
the libraries perform in their Continuous Integration (CI) pipelines. We draw this
information from documentation and the public CI pipelines of the libraries. One
author extracted this, a second author double-checked, with disagreements discussed
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Library Particip. Continuous integration
Build Test Fuzz‡ CT test

OpenSSL � � � � �

LibreSSL � � � � �

BoringSSL � � � � �

BearSSL � � � � �

Botan � � � � �

Crypto++ � � � �

wolfSSL � � � � �

mbedTLS � � � � �

Amazon s2n � � � � �

MatrixSSL No public CI
GnuTLS � � � � �

NSS � � � � �

libtomcrypt � � � � �

libgcrypt � No public CI
Nettle � � � � �

Microsoft SymCrypt � � � � �

Intel IPP crypto No public CI
cryptlib � No public CI
libsecp256k1 � � � � �

NaCl � No public CI
libsodium � � � � �

monocypher � � � � �

BouncyCastle* � � � � �

OpenJDK � � � �

dalek-cryptography†
� � � �

ring†
� � � �

RustCrypto†
� � � � �

rustls† � � � � �

python-ecdsa � � � � �

micro-ecc No public CI
tiny-AES-c � � � � �

PQCrypto-SIDH � � � � �

csidh � No public CI
constant-csidh-
c-implementation � No public CI

ARMv8-CSIDH No public CI
SPHINCS+ � � � �

Total = 36 27
(75%)

27
(75%)

27
(75%)

16
(44%)

6
(17%)

* Java
† Rust
‡ Includes being fuzzed by OSS-Fuzz or cryptofuzz.

Table 3.2.: Libraries andprimitives included and the actions they perform in their pub-
lic continuous integration pipelines.

and resolved.
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3.3.4. Additional Related Work
Having alreadydiscussed timing attacks and tools for constant-time analysis, we briefly
cover other related work.

Foundations of constant-time programming Constant-time programming is sup-
ported by rigorous foundations. These foundations typically establish that programs
are protected against passive adversaries that observe program execution. However,
Barthe et al. [42] show that constant-time programs are protected against system-level
adversaries that control the cache (in prescribed ways) and the scheduler. Recently,
these foundations have been extended to reflect micro-architectural attacks [78, 84,
166, 82]. In parallel, a large number of tools are being developed to prove that pro-
grams are speculative-constant-time, a strengthening of the constant-time property
which offers protection against Spectre [210] attacks. We expect that many of the
takeaways of our work are applicable to this novel direction of work.

High-assurance cryptography High-assurance cryptography is an emerging area
that aims to build efficient implementations that achieve functional correctness, constant-
timeness, and security. High-assurance cryptography has already achieved notable
successes [38]. The most relevant success in the context of this work is the EverCrypt
library [300, 412], which has been deployed in multiple real-world systems, notably
Mozilla Firefox and Wireguard VPN. The EverCrypt library is formally verified for
constant-timeness (and functional correctness). However, the library is conceived
as drop-in replacements for existing implementations, and despite relying on an ad-
vanced infrastructure built around the F* programming language, this work does not
explicitly target open-source cryptographic library developers as potential users of
their infrastructure. Other projects that enforce constant-time by default, such as Jas-
min [20, 18] or FaCT [85], target open source cryptographic library developers more
explicitly, but rely on domain-specific languages, whichmay hinder their broad adop-
tion. In contrast, we focus on tools that do not impose a specific programming frame-
work for developers.

Human factor research Researchers have tried to answer the question of why cryp-
tographic advances do not necessarily reach users. In a 2017 study, Acar et al. find
that bad cryptographic library usability contributes to misuse, and therefore insecure
code [5]. Krueger et al. developed and built upon awizard to create secure code snip-
pets for cryptographic use cases [217, 219]. Unlike these prior studies that investigate
users of cryptographic libraries, we study the developers of cryptographic libraries,
their threat models and decisions as they relate to timing attacks.

Haney et al. investigate the mindsets of those who develop cryptographic software,
finding that company culture and security mindsets influence each other positively,
but also that some cryptographic product developers do not adhere to software en-
gineering best practices (e.g., they write their own cryptographic code) [171]. We
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expand on this research by surveying open-source cryptographic library developers
with respect to their decisions and threatmodels as they relate to side-channel attacks.

In the setting of constant-time programming, Cauligi et al. [85] carry a study with
over 100 UCSD students to understand the benefits of FaCT, a domain-specific frame-
work that enforces constant-time at compile-time, with respect to constant-time pro-
gramming in C. They find that tool support for constant-time programming is helpful.
We expand on their study by surveying open-source cryptographic library developers
and considering a large set of tools.

Very recently, there have been calls to make formal verification accessible to de-
velopers: Reid et al. suggest “meeting developers where they are” and integrating
formal verification functionality in tools and workflows that developers are already
using [303]. To our knowledge, ours is the first survey that empirically assesses cryp-
tographic library developers’ experiences with formal verification tools.

3.4. Methodology
In this section, we provide details on the procedure and structure of the survey we
conducted with 44 developers of popular cryptographic libraries and primitives. We
describe the coding process for qualitative data, as well as the approach for statistical
analyses for quantitative results. We explain our data collection and ethical consider-
ations, and discuss the limitations of this work.

3.4.1. Study Procedure
We asked 201 representatives of popular cryptographic libraries or primitives to par-
ticipate in our survey. The recruited developers reside in different time zones and each
may have different time constraints. As we were mainly interested in qualitative in-
sights, based on the small number of qualifying individuals and our past experiences
with low opt-in rates when attempting to recruit high-level open source developers
into interview studies, we opted for a survey with free-text answers.

Questionnaire Development We used our research questions as the basis for our
questionnaire development, but we also let our experience with the development of
cryptographic libraries, constant-time verification tools (both as authors as well as
users), and conducting developer surveys influence the design. Our group of au-
thors consists of one human factors researcher and experts from cryptographic engi-
neering, side-channel attacks, and constant-time tool developers. The human factors
researcher introduced and facilitated the use of human factors research methodology
to answer experts’ research questions posited in this paper. In particular, the human
factor researcher explained methods when appropriate, facilitated many discussions
and helped the team to develop the survey, pilot it, gather feedback, and evaluate the
results. While iterating over the questionnaire, we also collected feedback and input
from members of the cryptographic library development community.
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Pre-Testing Following the principle of cognitive interviews [399], wewalked through
the survey with three participants who belonged to our targeted population, and up-
dated, expanded and clarified the survey accordingly.

Recruitment and Inclusion Criteria We created a list of themost active contributors
to libraries that implement cryptographic code, including those that implement cryp-
tographic primitives. If a library had any formal committee for making technical de-
cisions, we invited its members. The list of most active developers was extracted from
source control by taking the developers with the largest amount of commits down to
a cut-off point that was adjusted per library. Table 3.2 gives an overview of projects
for which we invited participants. All authors then identified those contributors that
belonged to their own personal or professional networks and invited those in a per-
sonalized email. All others were invited by a co-author who is active in the formal
verification and cryptography community, for whom we assumed that they would be
widely known and have the best chance of eliciting responses. All contributors were
sent an invitation with a personalized link. We did not offer participants compensa-
tion, but offered them links to all the tools we mentioned in our survey, as well as the
option to be informed about our results.

3.4.2. Survey Structure
The survey consisted of six sections (see Figure 3.2) detailed below. The full question-
naire can be found in Appendix A.1.

1. Participant background
Explores participants' background in developing
cryptographic code.

2. Library / Primitive properties and decisions
Explores properties of participants's library and their
relationship.

3. Tool awareness
Explores participants' knowledge of tools for testing and
verifying the constant-time property.

4. Tool use
Explores participants' experience with using the tools.

5. Hypothetical tool use

5a. Dynamic instrumentation

5b. Statistical runtime tests

5c. Formal analysisR
a
n
d
o
m

iz
ed

o
rd

er

Explores participants' likeliness of using the tools
in hypothetical scenarios.

6. Miscellaneous
Asks for participant feedback and general comments.

Figure 3.2.: Survey flow as
shown to partic-
ipants.

1. Participant background: We asked participants
about their background in cryptography, their years of
experience in developing cryptographic code, and their
experience as a cryptographic library / primitive devel-
oper.

2. Library properties and decisions: We asked about
participants’ role in <library>’s development, how they
are involved in design decisions for <library>. We
asked about the intended use cases for <library>, <li-
brary>’s threat model with respect to side-channel at-
tacks, whether they consider timing attacks a relevant
threat for the intended use of <library> and its threat
model, and asked for an explanation for their reason-
ing. We also askedwhether and how<library> protects
against timing attacks, and whether, how, and how of-
ten they test or verify resistance to timing attacks.

3. Tool awareness: We asked whether they were
aware of tools that can test or verify resistance to tim-
ing attacks. We then listed 25 tools from Section 3.3.2
and asked them whether they were aware of them, and
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how they learned about them.
4. Tool use: We asked participants about their past experience, interactions, com-

prehension, and satisfactionwith using tools to test/verify resistance to timing attacks,
including challenges with using them.

5. Hypothetical tool use: We showed participants a description of properties that
their code would have to fulfill in order to be able to use a group of tools and given a
description of the guarantees the tools would give them, asking them about usage in-
tentions and reasoning. The tools were grouped into dynamic instrumentation based,
statistical test based, and formal analysis tools.

6. Miscellaneous: Finally, we asked about any comments on (resistance to) timing
attacks, our survey, and whether they wanted us to inform them about our results.

3.4.3. Coding and Analysis
Those who engaged with participant responses came from different backgrounds,
with different views, contributing to the multi-faceted evaluation. Three researchers
familiar with constant-time verification and open-source cryptographic library devel-
opment conducted the qualitative coding process, facilitated by one researcher with
experience with human factors research with developers. We followed the process
for thematic analysis [65]. The three coders familiarized themselves with all free-text
answers, and annotated them. Based on these annotations, themes were developed,
as well as a codebook. The codebook was developed inductively based on questions,
and iteratively changed based on responses we extracted from the free-text answers;
all codeswere operationalized based on discussionswithin the team. The three coders
then coded all responses with the codebook, iterating over the codebook until they
were able to make unanimous decisions. The codebook codifies answers to free-text
questions, as well as identifying misconceptions, concerns, and wishes. In some cases
where documentation was available, and participant answers were incomplete or am-
biguous, or when participants linked to documentation, coders supplemented their
code assignment based on the documentation. Our coding process was only one step
in the quest for our goal: identifying themes and answering our research questions.
All codes were discussed, and eventually agreed upon by three coders3. In line with
contemporary human factors research, we therefore omit inter-coder agreement cal-
culations [245]. For the comparison of the likelihood of using certain tools with cer-
tain requirements in exchange for guarantees (Q5.1, Q6.1, Q7.1), we used Friedman’s
test with Durbin post-hoc tests [99] with Benjamini-Hochbergmultiple testing correc-
tions [46].

3.4.4. Data Collection and Ethics
While our survey was sent to open-source contributors without solicitation, we only
emailed them up to twice. During and after the survey, they could opt-out of par-
3Our codebook is available at https://crocs.fi.muni.cz/public/papers/usablect_sp22.
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ticipation. We do not link participant names to results, nor participant demograph-
ics to libraries to keep responses as confidential as possible. We also do not link
quotes to libraries or their developers, and report mostly aggregate data. Quotes are
pseudonymized. Our study protocol and consent form were approved by our insti-
tution’s data protection officer and ethics board and determined to be minimal risk.
Participant names and email addresses were stored separately from study data, and
only used for contacting participants.

3.4.5. Limitations
Like all surveys, our research suffers from multiple biases, including opt-in bias and
self-reporting bias. However, we were pleasantly surprised that for 27 out of the 36
libraries we selected, we received at least one valid response. Participants may over-
report desirable traits (like caring about side-channel attacks or protecting against
them), and underplaying negative traits (like making decisions ad-hoc). However,
their reporting generally tracked with official documents and our a priori knowledge
about the libraries. The projects represent a selection, and are not representative of
all cryptographic libraries. However, we took great care in inviting participants cor-
responding to a variety of prominent, widely used libraries as well as smaller but
popular libraries and primitives, as assessed by multiple authors who work in this
space.

3.4.6. Data cleaning & Presentation
We emailed 201 4 listed as most active contributors to 36 libraries/primitives, finding
alternate emails for those emails that bounced. 2 emailed us to tell us that they did
not think they could meaningfully contribute. In total, 71 started the survey. We
removed all 25 incomplete responses. We removed two participants because they gave
responses about a project of their own, instead of the library we asked them about.
From here, we report results only for the 44 valid participants. For statistical testing
and figures for hypothetical tool use, we report results for the 36 participantswho gave
answers for all three tool groups. We merged answers of participants talking about
using a ctgrind-like approach but without the use of ctgrind itself (as it is no longer
necessary as Valgrind can directly do this) into the ctgrind tool answers.

Participants spent an average of 32 minutes on the survey, and left rich free text
comments. We generally received positive feedback and high interest in our work,
and 35 asked to be sent our results, with 33 agreeing to be contacted for follow-up
questions. Whenever we report results at the library level, we merge qualitative an-
swers given by all participants corresponding to that library. Whenever the answers
are additive, we add them together without reporting a conflict (e.g. when one de-
veloper tests a library in one way while another one tests it a different way, we report
both). When the answers are claims of a level (e.g. resistance to timing attacks) we
4From now on, we use the symbol to denote the participants.
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report the highest claimed. Otherwise, whenever we encounter conflicting opinions,
we report on this conflict.

3.5. Results
In this section, we answer our research questions based on the results of our survey.
Between full awareness and low levels of protection against timing attacks, we iden-
tify reasons for (not) choosing to develop and verify constant-time code, including
a lack of (easy-to-use) tooling, trade-offs with competing tasks, understandable con-
cerns and misconceptions about current tooling. We identify that participants would
generally like the guarantees offered by tools, but fear negative experiences, code an-
notations and problems with scalability.

3.5.1. Survey Participants
Library developers

We successfully recruit experienced cryptographic library developers, including the
most active contributors and decision-makers. We ended up with 44 recruited via
direct invitation. Of our participants, 4 were the only developer in their project, 9
were project leads, 11 were core developers, 19 were maintainers, 11 were com-
mitters, 3 were contributors without commit rights. These classes are non-exclusive
self-reports. 40 said they were involved in the library decision processes, while only
4 were not involved.

Participants had strong backgrounds in cryptographic development, reporting a
median of 10 years of experience (sd = 7.75), and qualitatively reporting strong en-
gagement with various projects, for example reporting involvement in security certi-
fications: “I’ve worked on open source and closed source cryptography libraries, dealt with
various Common Criteria EAL4+ products” (P1). As for the participants’ concrete back-
ground in cryptography, 17 reported an academic background, 15 took some classes
on cryptography, 32 had on the job experience, 6 teach cryptography, for 15 cryp-
tography is (also) a hobby, 27 have industry experience in cryptography.

Libraries

We ended up with participants from 27 prominent libraries, such as OpenSSL, Bor-
ingSSL, mbedTLS or libgcrypt. Participants gave or linked to descriptions of a broad
range of use cases for cryptographic libraries. As intended platforms, 23 gave servers,
22 desktop, 14 embedded device (with OS, 32 bit), 4 mobile, and 1 micro-controller
(no OS, 8/16 bit). For targets, 7 stated TLS, 12 protocols, 2 services, 1 cloud, 2 op-
erating systems, 1 crypto-currency, and 2 corporate internal purposes. Libraries had
varying decision-making processes: 9 made decisions by discussion, 2 by voting, 3 by
consensus, and for 11, decisions were made by the project leads who had a final say.
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3.5.2. Answering Research Questions
Threat models (RQ1a)

Here, we answer the research question whether timing attacks are part of library de-
velopers’ threat models (RQ1a). We found that all participants were aware of timing at-
tacks. Generally, when a threat model is defined for a cryptographic library, it mostly
includes timing attacks. However, strict and absolute adherence to constant-time code
is most often not required. In practice, developers tend to distinguish vulnerabili-
ties that are “easy” to exploit (e.g. remote timing attacks) from the others (e.g. lo-
cally exploitable attacks). When asked specifically about the library’s threat models
with respect to side-channel attacks, 20 libraries claimed remote attackers are in their
threat model, 16 included local attackers, 1 included speculative execution attacks, 2
included physical attacks and 2 included fault attacks. Some libraries expressed that
they consider some classes of attacks in their threat model if they are easy to miti-
gate, 2 would do so for local attacks and 1 for physical attacks. The general attitude
towards side-channel attacks varied, 2 said that all side-channel attacks are outside
their threat model and 10 said that their protections against side-channel attacks are
best effort. For example, one participant said: “Best-effort constant-time implementations.
CPU additions and multiplications are assumed to be constant-time (platforms such as Cortex
M3 are not officially supported).” (P2) Another one implied a progressive widening of
their threat model regarding timing attack in their statement: “Protections against re-
mote attacks, and slow movement to address local side channels, though the surface is wide.”
(P3)

In a follow up question, 23 libraries agreed that timing attacks were considered a
relevant threat for the intended use of the library and its threat model, while this was
not true for 2 libraries. We did not get this information for 2 libraries.

Reasons for considering timing attacks as relevant for their threat model were given
as the ease of doing so (2), the threats of key-recovery in asymmetric cryptography
(3), user demands (1), fear of reputation loss (1), use in a hostile environment (6),
that attacks get smarter (1), the (rising) relevance of timing attacks (9), personal ex-
pectations (5), a connected environment (2), or the large scope of the library/of timing
attacks (3).

Reasons for not considering timing attacks as part of their threat model were stated
as this not being a goal of the library (2) or that they only consider more “practical”
attacks.

Resistance against timing attacks (RQ1b)

Here, we answer the research question whether libraries claim resistance against tim-
ing attacks (RQ1b). Many libraries do not have a systematic approach to address tim-
ing attacks; they only consider fixing “serious” vulnerabilities that could be exploited
in practice. This might result in vulnerable code that can be exploited later with better
techniques of recovering leaking information. We also encountered differing answers
of different participants regarding suitedness of random delays as a mitigation. Out
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of the 27 total libraries, 13 claimed resistance against timing attacks. An additional 10
claimed partial resistance, 3 claimed no resistance, and for 1, we obtained no informa-
tion.

We also asked how the development team decided to protect against timing attacks.
For 4 libraries, participants reported that one personmade this decision, for 12 it was a
team decision, for 2 it was a corporate decision (where high-level management makes
a decision or the team decided locally based on a corporate mission statement), for
14 libraries, participants reported that a priority trade-off caused their decision (e.g.,
lack of time to fully enact the decision) and 5 inherited the decision from previous
projects or developers.

For 6 it was obvious that they needed to protect against timing attacks. For example,
one participant stated: “There was no decision, not even a discussion. It was totally obvious
for everybody right from the start that protection against timing attacks is necessary.” (P4)
Another one said: “It’s just how you write cryptographic code, every other way is the wrong
approach (unless in very specific circumstances or if no constant-time algorithm is known).”
(P5) Another stated

“It became clear that these attacks transition from being an ”academic interest” to a “real
world problem” on a schedule of their own development. If something is noticed we now
tend to favor elimination on first sight without waiting for news of a practical attack.”
(P6)

Contrarily, another said:

“Basically a trade-off of criticality of the algorithm vs practicality of countermeasures.
Something very widely used (eg RSA, AES, ECDSA) is worth substantial efforts to pro-
tect. Something fairly niche (eg Camellia or SEED block ciphers) is more best-effort”
(P7)

This reasoning of waiting for attacks to justify expending the effort was also re-
ported by another participant: “For many cases there aren’t enough real world attacks to
justify spending time on preventing timing leaks.” (P8)

Timing attack protections (RQ2a)

Here, we answer the research question how developers choose to protect against tim-
ing attacks (RQ2a). Developers address timing attacks in various ways, for exam-
ple by implementing constant-time hacks (e.g. constant selecting), implementing
constant-time algorithms of cryptographic primitives, using special hardware instruc-
tions (CMOV, AES-NI), scatter-gathering for data access, blinding secret inputs, and
slicing. Many are interested and willing to invest effort into this - to various degrees,
as P9puts it: “[T]hey’re not that hard to mitigate, at least with the compilers I’m using right
now” (P9). Others are deterred by the lack of (easy-to-use) tooling.

We asked developers of the 23 libraries who considered timing attacks at least par-
tially if and how their library protects against timing attacks.
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For 2 libraries, participants reported that they use hardware features (instead of
leak-prone algorithms) that protect from timing attacks such as AES-NI. For example,
P7said: “AES uses either hardware support, Mike Hamburg’s vector permute trick, or else a
byte-sliced version.” (P7)

For 21 libraries, participants said that they use constant-time code practices, which
should in theory mean that code is constant-time by construction, but may be vulner-
able to timing attacks after compilation. For example, P2explained that: “Conditional
branches and lookups are avoided on secrets. Assembly code and common tricks are used to
prevent compiler optimizations.” (P2)

For 9 libraries, participants explained that they choose known-to-be constant-time
algorithms, butmay suffer frommiscompilation issues and end up non-constant-time.
As an example, P7said: “If I know of a ”natively” const time algorithm I use it (eg DJB’s
safegcd for gcd).” (P7)

For 7 libraries, participants said they use “blinding”, which means using random-
ization to “blind” inputs on which computation is performed, thereby destroying the
usefulness of the leak. As P7said: “If blinding is possible [...] it is used, even if the algo-
rithm is otherwise believed constant-time. ” (P7)

For 2 libraries, participants said that they protect through bitslicing, i.e., the imple-
mentation uses parallelization on parts of the secrets, hiding leaks. As one participant
described: “For instance, the constant-time portable AES implementations use bitslicing.”
(P11)

For 2 libraries, participants reported protecting by “assembly”, i.e., they have a spe-
cialized low-level implementation for protecting against compilers doing non-constant-
time transformations. One participant noted the prohibitive cost of this practice, ex-
plaining: “We do not write all constant-time code in assembly because of the cost of carrying
assembly code. It is possible that the compiler may break the constant-time property. We spot-
check that using Valgrind.” (P12)

For 1 library, timing leaks are made harder to detect by adding random delays.
Most developers focus on asymmetric crypto. Some do not consider old primitives,

such as DES, which is still used in payment systems as Triple-DES. For 5 libraries,
participants stated that they only protect a choice of modules: those libraries have
multiple implementations, of which only some might be constant-time, maybe even
insecure by default. “Legacy algorithms like RC4 and DES are out of scope. If you use
the <libraries’> ”BIGNUM” APIs to build custom constructions, it’s probably leaky, since
bignum width management is complex.” (P13) also mentions bignum libraries being
specifically hard to secure. This claim is supported by academic literature as well:
“lazy resizing of Bignumbers in OpenSSL and LibreSSL yields a highly accurate and easily
exploitable side channel”[386].

For 1 library, protection against timing attacks was reported to be still in progress,
e.g., they try to use constant-time coding practices throughout the library, but this is
still in development due to large legacy code base. “All decisions in a side project are
limited by the available resources. There’s a report about a new attack which proposes a new
counter-measure: Does someone have the time to implement it? Yes - cool, let’s do it. No - fine,
let’s put it on the ToDo list.” (P15) and “Very early on in its development these guarantees
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were much weaker, and in a few cases, approaches were used that turned out to be known
to be imperfect.” (P16) were two answers from participants of libraries being in very
different phases of solving this problem.

Testing of timing attack resistance (RQ2b, RQ2c)

In Software Engineering, testing code for the properties it should achieve is common-
place and generally considered best practice [50]. We therefore were interested in
the practice of testing and verification for constant-time also. Here, we answer the
research questions whether, how, and how often libraries test for/verify resistance
against timing attacks (RQ2b, RQ2c).

For 21 libraries, at least some type of testing was done, of which 14 were fully, and 7
were partially tested. 6 were not tested including the 2 libraries which claimed timing
attacks are not relevant. 24 personally tested their libraries.

Of those, 12 stated they have tested manually, and 11 stated they tested automati-
cally. Those two answers are not exclusive, since 7 libraries which test code automat-
ically have also been tested manually. For manual testing, 6 libraries analyzed (parts
of) their source code, 4 libraries analyzed (parts of) their binary, 5 did manual sta-
tistical runtime testing for leakage, and 1 ran the code and looked at execution paths,
debugging as it ran. “Originally, me, a glass of bourbon, and gdb were a good trio. But
that got old pretty quick. (The manual analysis part – not the whiskey.)” (P17) conveys the
experience quite graphically.

For those who did automated testing, 9 libraries used a Valgrind-based approach,
2 used ctgrind, 1 used Memsan, 1 used TriggerFlow, 1 used DATA, and 1 reported
automated statistical testing without specifying further.

For the participants who did at least partial testing for resistance to timing attacks,
we asked for testing frequency. For 1, the testing was only done once. For 11, par-
ticipants reported manual or occasional testing. For 4, participants reported testing
on release. For 6 libraries, participants reported that testing for resistance to timing
attacks was part of their continuous integration. For 11 libraries, we did not obtain
information on testing or testing frequency. These varying answers suggest that de-
spite a common awareness of timing attacks, cryptographic developers never came to
a consensus on the best way to address timing attacks in practice.

Tool awareness (RQ3a)

In order to effectively test, developers should be able to leverage existing tooling cre-
ated for the purpose of testing and/or verifying that source code, or compiled code,
runs in constant time. Here, we answer the research questionwhether participants are
aware of the existence of such tooling (RQ3a). We asked participants whether they
are aware of tools that can test or verify resistance against timing attacks, also showing
them a list of tools from Table 3.1. We asked them whether they had heard about any
of those tools with regards to verifying resistance against timing attacks. Table A.1
shows the results with 33 being aware of at least one tool and 11 being unaware of
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any tool. ctgrind was most popular (27 heard of it; 17 had tried to use it), followed
by ct-verif (17 heard of it; only 3 tried to use it) andMemSan (8 heard of it; 4 tried
to use it). DATA had been used by 2 , all others by no more than 1 . Individual tool
awareness and use numbers can be found in Appendix A.2.

For those tools they had heard about, we asked them where they had heard about
them. Overall, participants were recommended a tool by a colleague 33 times, heard
of a tool from its authors 20 times, read the paper of the tool 27 times, read about the
tool in a different paper or blog post 42 times and heard of it some other way 24 times.
2 were involved in a development of a tool. A general tool they are already using
can also be used for constant-time-analysis, which P18learned through our survey: “I
already use MemSan primarily for memory fault detection. Was not aware of its use for side-
channel detection but will try it in future since it is already integrated with my workflow to
some extent” (P18).

Again for the tools they were aware of, we asked which (if any) they had (tried
to) use in the context of verifying or testing resistance to timing attacks. Table A.1
displays the results, with 19 having tried to use at least one tool and 25 having never
tried any of the tools.

Tool experience and use cases (RQ3b)

Here, we answer the research question which experiences participants made with
tools (RQ3b). Aswewere anecdotally aware that toolsmay be hard to obtain, unmain-
tained, and may be closer to research artifacts than ready-to-use tooling, we were in-
terested in participants’ experiences, finding that experience varied by tool, use cases
and expectations. We therefore asked participants to describe the process of using the
tools.

12 reported that they managed to get the respective tool to work at least once, but
not necessarily repeatedly, while 3 reported that the tool they attempted to use failed
to work even once, for various reasons, including excessive use of resources, such as
effort, time, RAM, CPU cores, machines etc. One participant said of the DATA tool:
“it uses a ridiculous amount of resources” (P17).

2 reported that they had integrated the tool into CI and were using it automat-
ically. 12 reported that they used it manually, of which 6 said they use it during
development, and 6 said they use it after development, on release. A participant
said: “Periodically, and manually, used when altering / writing code to check constant-time
property.” (P12)

For those who had heard of specific tools, but had not attempted to use them, we
were also interested in their reasoning. The reasons were varied, many including a
lack of resources such as time (26 ) or RAM, CPU cores and machine (1 ). Partici-
pants also reported on bad availability (4 ), and maintenance (5 ), as well as insuffi-
cient language support (4 ), and other usability issues, such as problems with setting
up the tool (3 ), or getting it to work properly post setup (1 ). The difficulty or im-
possibility of fulfilling the required code changes, such as markup for secret/public
values, memory regions/aliasing, and additional header files was also a problem (re-
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ported by 1 ), as was the inability to ignore reported issues, once flagged by the tool
(8 ).

Some reported not needing the respective tool (22 ), using other tools (18 ), gave
reasoning that to our understanding was based on misconceptions of the respective
tool (2 ), or reported having been unaware of the tool’s capabilities in the context of
resistance to timing attacks (1 ).

One participant also said that the tool was also used to verify a security disclosure.
“Tried to use to reproduce results, verify disclosures. Tried to use it to discover new defects in
existing code.” (P14)— since the tool is later stated as in use by another member of the
same project, this confirms that the tool not only verified the initial defect, but works
as planned.
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Figure 3.3.: Reported likeliness of tool use based on requirements and guarantees.
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Potential Tool use (RQ4)

In addition to understanding participants’ current threat models and behaviors con-
cerning constant-time code, we were also interested in what they thought about po-
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tential future use of testing/verification tools, and whether they would potentially
be willing to fulfill certain requirements in exchange for guarantees (RQ4, see Fig-
ure 3.3). Generally, they were most willing to use dynamic instrumentation tools, and
also spoke about them themost positively, whereas theymostlymentioned drawbacks
when asked about formal analysis tools.

We presented the participants with the requirements and guarantees offered by
three categories of tools: dynamic instrumentation based tools, statistical runtime
tests and formal analysis tools.5 We then asked them to rate their likeliness of us-
ing the presented group of tools on a 5-point Likert scale from “1=very unlikely” to
“5=very likely”. Figure 3.3 shows a strong preference for dynamic tools, while for-
mal analysis tools are least likely to be used. We perform statistical tests on these
ratings to establish that these differences are statistically significant. We find a sig-
nificant difference in participants’ self-reported likeliness to use tools in the differ-
ent categories (Friedman Test-Statistic=18.477, p<0.0001). Post-hoc testing showed
that participants are significantly more likely to use dynamic instrumentation based
tools like ctgrind (mean=3.53, sd=1.38) than statistical tools (mean=2.94, sd=1.31;
p=0.023, Durbin-post-hoc (DPH), Benjamini-Hochberg-corrected (BH)) and formal
analysis tools (mean=2.38, sd=0.98; p<0.0001, DPH, BH-corrected). The difference
between statistical and formal analysis tools was not significant (p=0.18, DPH, BH-
corrected). Specifically, while 21 reported being somewhat likely or very likely to use
a dynamic testing tool for resistance to timing attacks in the future, 13 reported the
same for statistical runtime test tools, and only 5 said they were somewhat likely to
use formal analysis tools.

We also asked participants to clarify their reasoning by choosing explanations (see
Figure 3.4). Results show that participants would like the guarantees formal analy-
sis tools provide, but perceive them as requiring too much effort (21 ) compared to
the other tools (9 statistical runtime tools, 5 dynamic instrumentation tools). More
participants think that the trade-off of effort and guarantees is acceptable for dynamic
(10 ) and statistical tools (10 ) than formal analysis tools (2 ). More details on par-
ticipants’ reasoning follow.

Dynamic Instrumentation Tools For dynamic instrumentation tools, some partici-
pants were happy with the limited guarantees, understanding the trade-off clearly.

“We currently use MemSan and Valgrind because they have very low maintenance since
they pretty much come with the operating system, and we could get useful results from
them with a few days’ work. We are aware of their limitations (they miss non-constant-
time parts, and of course they can only test code in the conditions where it is executed as
part of the tests).” (P19)

The approach taken by tools like ctgrind is understandable to developers, so much
so that some came up with it independently: “We independently came up with this ap-
proach and were using it [before we] knew ctgrind existed.” (P9)
5For the survey questions see the Appendix sections A.1.5,A.1.6 and A.1.7.
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One participant specifically commented on the effort required to create and main-
tain annotations:

“A thing this survey might be underestimating is also the cost of code annotations: it’s
not just about having someone annotating the code properly (which already is quite a lot
of effort) but there might be resistance for inclusion of such annotations in the code base
as they add a maintenance burden for the project. Maintainers should fully understand
the notation syntax and get proficient in it to spot instances where annotations need to be
updated, moved, etc.” (P20)

Statistical Tools For tools based on statistical tests of the runtime, 7 expressed that
the guarantees provided by the tools are limited. One participant explained: “I am
dubious that it would provide much value over existing mechanisms. Also, CI currently runs
on shared hosts which are timing noisy. From this noise I would expect [...] false positives
[...]” (P21) Another participant also expressed concern over the guarantees and false
positives / negatives: “The requirements seem straightforward, but a statistical test seems
likely to cause both false negatives and false positives.” (P13)

Formal Analysis Tools Participants had strong feelings about the lack of usability
of formal analysis tools: “I’m very interested in these sorts of tools, but so far it seems formal
analysis tools (at least where we’ve tried to apply it to correctness) are not really usable by
mere mortals yet. I would be happy to be proven wrong, however!” (P13)

The fact that compiler optimizations can introduce timing leaks that will not be de-
tected by tools working at the source code level was highlighted by a few participants:
“Static analysis on the source code in most programming languages is NOT sound: it misses
compiler optimizations that introduce secret-dependent flows.” (P19) and another one ex-
plaining “I’m much more worried about compilers failing to preserve constant-time code, ...”
(P13)

While 4 mentioned their expectation of a higher effort to create the necessarymarkup
for formal analysis-based tools, expectations of the scalability of these tools seem to
be in line with other categories of tools.

Additionally, we found that participants were intimidated by the theory-heavy ap-
proach by formal analysis-based tools, thinking of formal verification in general. “I
have no experience with formal verification toolchains” (P23).

More academically focused formal analysis tools also suffer from a maintenance
problem if the developers have moved on to other research: “Who knows if the toolchain
is still maintained in a year?” (P5)

In conclusion, dynamic tools are mostly criticized for requiring code annotation,
while statistics ones are viewed critically because of their poor guarantees. However,
participants were most critical towards formal analysis tools. Some doubt that such
toolswould bemaintained, or question that fact that theywould provide large support
for different platforms. While these drawbacks are real, they do concern all tools,
but participants point them out mainly for formal analysis tools. Some participants
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mention that such tools have steep learning curves, as they are not only unfriendly to
use, but they also require specific knowledge. Wenotice that developers using ct-grind
took their time to explain how it actually works (they we were never asked to), while
participants remain vague about formal analysis tools. Only one participant actually
uses such a tool, only few have tried, but not succeeded. However, many qualify such
tools as uneasy to use, inefficient, lackingwide support, unable to verify external code,
based only on the code, hard to be CI automated, adding very little confidence, and
possibly unmaintained in the future.

Misconceptions

Despite surveying an expert population of cryptographic library developers, our study
pointed out somemisconceptions and differences of opinion about constant-timeness,
timing attacks, and verification/testing tools. Those may deter from analysis tool use,
andmay contribute tomore hidden timing vulnerabilities, ultimatelymaking it harder
to solve the timing attack problem in practice.

Some participants seemed to think constant-time is easily achieved. This logic im-
plies if a project has a timing vulnerability, they have made a basic mistake. “Writing
constant-time code, contrary to writing [...] memory-safe code, is not hard, if you do it explic-
itly from start (caveat: when there’s Gaussian rejection sampling in a lattice system, it _is_
hard[...]” (P11) This ties in with code annotation not being usable when secretness
of variables changes, specifically as mentioned with rejection sampling. This miscon-
ception is based around most common use of annotations. If the annotations allow
for declassification of variables, this problem can be resolved granularly. Not all tools
allow this, though, so the misconception that this is true for all tools may have taken
root.

One participant suggested that they do not need to test code if they write constant-
time code correctly. “In that sense, the guarantees offered by these tools are not worth putting
effort into running them, at least in the case of <library>, where all code was designed to be
constant-time” (P11). This sentiment comes with several problems: on the one hand,
humans make mistakes, so testing code is a best practice in software engineering for
precisely this reason. Additionally, compiling code that does fulfill the constant-time
property may create problems, as the compiler may change the original control-flow
while adding some optimizations.

While talking about compilation units and control-flow, a partial misconception can
be found in verification scope: “a lot of code will exist outside of the boundaries of the library.
A project using <library> would be more likely to be successful.” (P20) While the library
may not know which inputs are secret , looking at an API should make it clear which
inputs can be secret, and the constant-time criterion could be tested for all of them
without knowing the actual usage patterns.

Furthermore, the different answers about random delays and statistical analysis
tools show that there is no universal consensus among the participants. A partici-
pant said: “Anything involving secret data, and in particular private-key data, has the tim-
ing dithered and with throttling of repeated attempts to make attacks of this kind difficult.”
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(P24) We are skeptical about this due to the results of Brumley and Tuveri [71]. If
a side channel signal is measured as a timing difference between executions, adding
a random noise distribution to these executions will reproduce a similar difference
if enough samples of the executions are obtained. This can be done in parallel from
different sources or over a long time, going around the throttling defense. A more
practical quote is from P9:“We once tried to test actual execution timings, but it wasn’t
reliable. We no longer do that. Now we use Valgrind.”

Lastly, even if cryptography is rather heavy inmathematics, some participants asso-
ciate math/formal analysis as a barrier to using tools from that research area. “[P]rov-
ing things like loop bounds is often arcane. Also, it’s knowledge that would present a barrier to
new engineers joining the team.” (P12) This is most likely a misconception, potentially
caused by unclear writing in formal analysis tools’ documentation, or scientific pub-
lications that do not separate tool use from general formal verification and theorem
proving.

Developer Concerns and Wishlist (RQ5)

In addition tomisconceptions, participants also voicedunderstandable concerns about
constant-time development, as well as wishes for verification tools that would allow
them to use these tools more effectively (RQ5). Major concerns were voiced about the
tools’ resource usage being too high (see Section 3.5.2).

In addition to these issues, P14listed concerns as: “the execution time of static and
dynamic analyzers tailored for SCA, the need for human interaction, the rate of false positives,
etc. are usually preventing a systematic adoption”. The issue with flagging false positives
and not linking false positives and negatives was addressed by another participant
also: “We noticed a couple false positive, where there *is* a path from the contents of the
buffer to timings, but we decided that doesn’t leak any meaningful secret.” (P9). They also
mentioned security concerns for tools based only on the source code. These may miss
vulnerabilities due to miscompilation, as explained by P13: “Any ”constant-time” code
is an endless arms race against the compiler”.

Interestingly, participants had many precise ideas for what could be done to im-
prove the status quo of testing/verification tools. For example, for better usability,
they ask for the ability to ignore some issues and/or some part of the code, as noted
by P14: “Also, expect a lot of ”noise” from BIGNUM behavior that is not CT and requires a
full redesign to be fixed.”

We sawmanywishes for improvements concerning annotations, asking for external
annotations. Participants also asked for easy maintenance of code annotations (see
3.5.2), and requested that tools work on complex code, as P14explained: “even for
expert users the chances of exposing something non-consttime to remote attackers are high,
especially given the complex nature of <library> under the hood.” They also asked for test
cases to be fast to set up, to avoid a “non-trivial amount of effort to set up comprehensive
tests.” (P14)

To address the issue of scale, they want to be able to use tools in CI. Otherwise,
when the code changes, the guarantees are lost. This means that error code outputs,
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easy CI setup and runtime are important, as explained by P19: “Static analysis tools
tend to have a high engineering overhead: getting the tool to run, deploying it to CI systems,
maintaining the installation over the years.” Similarly, participants demanded that tools
not require rewrites of their code: P2ruled out an “awesome tool”, because it “cannot
verify existing code.” Participants also required no restricted language or environment
for their code instead of “a pretty special-purpose language” (P26). Similarly, they asked
for no use of a specialized compiler; as P4stated: “Requiring a dedicated compiler sounds
like a potential problem.” Generally, they asked for integration into type system and
APIs they are already using: “which values are public and which private, we have flags
on APIs to allow the caller to specify this too” (P28), so the project already has a form of
security annotations for the users of their API, which a tool should be able to integrate
for its analysis.

They also requested long-term available source code and longtermmaintenance. As
P25stated, tools being unavailable or unmaintained makes it impossible to use them.

3.6. Discussion
Based on our findings, wemake suggestions for four groups of actors who can take ac-
tion to make cryptographic code resistant to timing attacks: tool developers, compiler
writers, cryptographic library developers, and standardization bodies.

3.6.1. Tool developers
In spite of the fact that we selected a subset of well-known tools from the wide diver-
sity of available tools, 25% of the developers who answered our survey did not know
about any of them. Some developers learned about the tools from our survey. Only
38.6% actually using any of the tools shows that their adoption is limited. This can
be partially explained by the relative youth of the tools, as most tools are less than 5
years old. However, we believe that many other factors come into play: tools may be
research prototypes that are difficult to install, not available or not maintained; they
may not be evaluated on popular cryptographic libraries, raising concerns about ap-
plicability and scalability; they may be computationally intensive, making their use
in CI unlikely; they may not be published in cryptographic engineering venues. In
addition to the specific recommendations from the previous section, we recommend
the community of tool developers to:

1. make their tools publicly available, easy to install, and well-documented. Ide-
ally, tools should be accompaniedwith tutorials targeted to cryptographic devel-
opers; making a tool easier to install by providing Linux distribution packages
lowers the barrier to adoption.

2. publish detailed evaluations on modern open-source libraries, creating or using
a common set of benchmarks; Supercop [129] is one such established bench-
mark;
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3. focus on efficient analysis of constant-timeness, rather than computationally ex-
pensive analysis of quantitative properties, which seem to be of lesser interest.
Ideally, tools should be fast enough to be used in CI settings;

4. make their tools work on code with inline assembly and generated binaries to
be fully usable by all developers.

5. promote their work in venues attended by cryptographic engineers, including
CHES, RWC, and HACS.

Ultimately, we recommend tool developers to follow Reid et al.’s recent advice to
“meet developers where they are” [303].

3.6.2. Compiler writers
Developers are very concerned that compilers may turn constant-time code into non-
constant-time code. To avoid this issue, developers often use (inlined) assembly for
writing primitives. This approach guarantees that the compiler will not introduce
constant-time violations butmaynegatively affect portability andmakes analysismore
complex. In order to make integration of constant-time analysis smoother in the de-
veloper workflow, we recommend compiler writers to:

1. improve mechanisms to carry additional data along the compilation pipeline
that may be needed by constant-time verification tools. This would allow cryp-
tographic library developers to tag secrets in source code and use constant-time
analysis tools at intermediate or binary levels;

2. support secret types, as used by most constant-time analyses, throughout com-
pilation, andmodify compiler passes so that they do not introduce constant-time
violations, and prove preservation of the constant-time property for their com-
pilers. This would allow cryptographic library developers to focus on just their
source code;

3. more generally, offer security developers more control over the compiler, so that
code snippets that implement a countermeasure (e.g. replacing branching state-
ments on Booleans by conditional moves) are compiled securely.

3.6.3. Cryptographic library developers
Cryptographic library developers are aware of timing attacks andmost consider them
part of their threat model. In order to eliminate timing attacks, we recommend library
developers:

1. make use of tools that check for information flow from secrets into branch con-
ditions, memory addresses, or variable-time arithmetic. Ideally the use of such
tools is integrated into regular continuous-integration testing; if this is too costly,
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a systematic application of such tools for every release of the library may be a
suitable alternative;

2. eliminate all timing leaks even if it is not immediately obvious how to exploit
them. Attacks only get better and many examples of devastating timing attacks
in the past exploited known leakageswith just slightlymore sophisticated attacks
techniques;

3. state clearly which API functions inputs are considered public or secret. With a
suitable type system, such information becomes part of the input types, but as
long asmainstreamprogramming languages donot support such adistinction in
the type system, this information needs to be consistently documented. Doing so
makes it easier to use tools for automated analysis and harder for programmers
to misuse library functions due to misunderstandings about which inputs are
actually protected.

3.6.4. Standardization bodies
A recent paper [38] advocates for the importance of adopting tools in cryptographic
competitions, standardization processes, and certifications. We recommend that sub-
mitters are strongly encouraged to use automated tools for analyzing constant-timeness,
and that evaluators gradually increase their requirements as constant-time analysis
technology matures. Standardization bodies should try to avoid the use of crypto-
graphic algorithms leaking timing information. In the case of Dragonfly Password
Authenticated Scheme used inWPA3 by theWi-Fi Alliance, many timing attacks have
been discovered [372, 62] as the algorithm leaks timing information. However, many
deterministic algorithms with no leaks are known [333].

3.7. Conclusion
We have collected data from 44 developers of 27 cryptographic libraries, and analyzed
the data to gain a better understanding of the gap between the theory and practice of
constant-time programming. One main finding of our survey is that developers are
extremely aware of and generally concerned by timing attacks, but currently seldom
use analysis tools to ensure that their code is constant-time. While constant-time test-
ing may not be the most important thing on cryptographic developers’ to-do list, it
should become best practice. We think that this is only feasible by making tools more
usable, supporting developers’ currentworkflows, requiring little work overhead, and
giving easy-to-understand outputs. Based on our survey, we have identified recom-
mendations for tool developers, compiler writers, cryptographic library developers,
and standardization bodies. We hope that these different communities will take up
our recommendations and collectively contribute to the emergence of a new genera-
tion of open-source cryptographic libraries with strong mathematical guarantees. Al-
though our recommendations are stated for timing attacks, we believe that many of
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our recommendations remain valid in the broader setting of high-assurance cryptog-
raphy. In particular, all our findings are directly applicable to themany ongoing efforts
to protect against micro-architectural side channels, as summarized in [84]. Another
interesting topic would be a quantitative analysis of the usability of some of the bet-
ter known tools collected in this study to gain insight into the exact magnitude of the
mentioned usability problems.

In this chapter, we gave an in-depth overview of the landscape of cryptographic constant-
time verification and how cryptographic library developers interact with the tools academia
publishes for them. We highlighted structural differences between the tools and asked detail
questions about these classes and preferences in tool characteristics that the library developers
wish to use. This is embedded in operational requirements of open- and closed-source software
development projects, which give rise to additional requirements we highlight. In the end, we
give only general recommendations for different target audiences, that we will sharpen with the
study in Chapter 4.
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constant-time analysis tools

Disclaimer
The contents of this chapter were accepted for publication as part of the conference paper ti-
tled “‘These results must be false’: A usability evaluation of constant-time analysis tools” at
33rd USENIX Security Symposium 2024. This research was conducted as a team with my co-
authors Jan Jancar, Daniel De Almeida Braga, Mohamed Sabt, Peter Schwabe, Gilles Barthe,
Pierre-Alain Fouque, and YaseminAcar; this chapter therefore uses the academic “we”. The ini-
tial idea was developed frommyself with Jan Jancar, Peter Schwabe, Gilles Barthe, and Yasemin
Acar. We conducted the study with our other co-authors and jointly analyzed the data and co-
wrote the paper for publication. This paper describes the state of cryptographic constant time
verification tools up to the year 2023. It is an extension and logical followup to Chapter 3.

4.1. Motivation
FollowingChapter 3 and the general overviewofwhat the developers of cryptographic
software libraries think and practice regarding constant-time analysis tools and code
practice, some questionswere still unanswered. For example, since the toolswere seen
as a hindrancemore than a help, wewanted to understand how this could be changed,
sowe needed to do amixed-method studywith quantitative aswell as qualitative data
on how people fail to use these tools.

Our target audience would be the developers of cryptographic constant-time anal-
ysis tools, but we wanted to go one step further and publish our study setup, so that
other practitioners could easily port our installation scripts forward to their own test
setup, making it easier to get some of the tools running. We also decided to write and
include documentation for some simple tasks, which we use in our study anyway as
basic test of functionality and acclimatization to a tool.

Our participants in this study could not be practitioners themselves, or our results
would be tainted by prior experience with some library or constant-time analysis tool.
We decided to recruit among associated universitieswith a strong focus on IT-security,
cryptography, and cryptographic engineering. The qualifying students were best in
class in relevant courses to our study and recruiting this way took longer than antic-
ipated, but our results were still representative due to the smal population size for
cryptographic engineers in general.
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As with the previous paper, we first dive in to why the problem space is still impor-
tant, before we get into the details of the study itself.

4.2. Introduction
Timing attacks [211] are side-channel attacks that measure program execution time to
infer information about confidential data. They are practical and can be used by (re-
mote) attackers to achieve full recovery of secrets including cryptographic keys [73].
Thismakes protection against timing attacks an important goal for developers of cryp-
tographic libraries.

In his seminal work, Kocher [211] observes that making control flow and memory
access independent of secret data can help protect programs against timing attacks.
Over the years, this guideline has become known as the constant-time discipline, and
has become a gold standard for cryptographic libraries. Unfortunately, constant-time
programming can be error-prone, especially when programming under stringent ef-
ficiency constraints, as is the case for cryptographic libraries. In 2010, Langley devel-
oped ctgrind [229], a minimal patch to Valgrind for checking that crypto software is
constant-time. Subsequently, the security community has developed a broad variety
of tools for protecting against timing attacks. Two recent works [199] and [152] pro-
vide an overview of these tools, from complementary perspectives. Jancar et al. [199]
conduct a survey about the use of constant-time analysis toolswith 44 developers of 27
widely deployed open-source cryptographic libraries. Their survey shows that these
developers do not leverage constant-time tools despite an interest in writing constant-
time code. As reasons, they identify that tools are not ready-to use and their use there-
fore requires significant time and expertise. Geimer et al. [152] presents a systematic
evaluation of five selected tools, and identifies several technical roadblocks for the us-
ability of tools. In addition, both works provide a systematic classification of around
40 tools for checking constant-time, and provide recommendations for tool developers
and users. Although both [199] and [152] provide valuable insights on these tools,
an empirical study to corroborate and deepen their findings has been lacking.

Therefore, in this work, we aim to understand which factors support and hin-
der effective use of CT tools through an empirical usability investigation that ana-
lyzes participant strategies while working with CT tools. Our investigation provides
a complementary view on the issues discussed in [199]—which predates this work—
and [152]—which was published after we completed the developer study. Our de-
veloper study is designed to provide deeper insight into usability requirements and
how they influence their interaction with CT tools, to determine the features that tools
should provide to achieve their full potential. Due to the broad range of tools, we de-
signed a usability study with six CT tools. The participants of the study are 24 ad-
vanced CS students who had knowledge in cryptography (including about CT pro-
gramming) and C programming. Our study comprises two phases: in the first phase,
participantswork through tasks escalating in difficultywhile familiarizing themselves
with a tool; in the second phase, they analyze real-world cryptographic libraries for
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CT-ness.
We identify usability issues that we group into seven categories that revolve around

three high-level aspects: (1) required efforts to setup and start using the tool, (2) bar-
riers andwork overhead hindering the use of CT tools, and (3) functionality the devel-
oper wants in analysis to identify and fix problems. We aim to answer the following
research questions:
RQ1: What are the pain points when trying to use CT tools?

A: Installation, setup for analytic use, and (long term) operationalization in a larger
library context are challenges for effective CT tool usage.

RQ2: How helpful are the tools at discovering and fixing problems? Which tool properties
help or hinder effective use?

A: Tools can help cut down the amount ofwork needed to analyze larger code bases
rigorously, but if a tool is too much work to install and get to work, cryptogra-
phers might just “eyeball” the analysis without the tool. Meaningful documen-
tation to get a tool working on simple examples effectively helps to overcome
this.

RQ3: How can we support potential users in using the tools?
A: Easy setup, a set of simple examples to appropriate for the markup (which

should be minimal and noninvasive to the source code), a tutorial on how to
use the tool and get clear information from the output, and good general docu-
mentation were all found to be helpful.

Based on our findings, we suggest how the usability of CT tools can be improved
to make CT analysis more accessible to developers. In summary, our contributions in
this paper are:
• We concretize the problems mentioned by experts in the Jancar et al. survey [199]

through a developer study with 24 newly trained potential crypto developers and
publish the full procedure material (see footnote 2) for replication.

• We offer a systematization of crypto developer workflow in using CT analysis tools,
common to all 49 tools we found (see Table B.1).

• We document pain points and their impact on crypto developer usage of CT analy-
sis, giving an explanation onwhy the findings of Jancar et al. [199] are still prevalent.

• We propose what to consider during development of CT analysis tools by contrast-
ing prior attempts.

Supplementary material and disclosure. We have communicated our results to the
authors of the tools included in our study andmade the artifacts available to them. We
have received four responses; all four expressed interest, one said they plan to link to
our study materials in their project. The supplementary material, including tutorials,
installation guides, and codebooks is publicly available on a dedicated web page1 and
as an artifact2.
1https://crocs-muni.github.io/ct-tools/
2https://zenodo.org/records/10688581
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4.3. Background & Related Work
We give an overview over the background and related work to this research by first
discussing impacts of timing attacks on security, then describing CT development and
CT analysis as defenses. For context, we also discuss a new generation of timing at-
tacks that exploitmicroarchitectural features of CPUs, and the related efforts to protect
against these attacks. Finally, we explain how a lack of consideration of human factors
in cryptographic development can hinder widespread effective use of cryptography.

1. Timing attacks. SinceKocher’s introduction of side-channel vulnerabilities in 1996
[211], these threats have persisted despite significant efforts to address them. Consid-
ering the vast range of side-channel attacks, we will highlight a few pivotal moments
with a focus on timing attacks. Kocher’s seminal work highlighted vulnerabilities in
asymmetric cryptographic algorithms like RSA and DSS through ”Timing Attacks”,
emphasizing the potential for exploitation based on secret-dependent operation times.
In 2002, Tsunoo et al. [361, 360] expanded timing attacks to symmetric cryptography,
noting vulnerabilities inMISTY1, DES, and suggestingAES being vulnerable to cache-
timing attacks. Independent work by Bernstein [47] and Osvik et al. [283] confirmed
these AES vulnerabilities. In 2003, Brumley and Boneh [73] revealed that these at-
tacks could be conducted remotely via network timings. Subsequent vulnerabilities
were discovered in the SSL/TLS libraries [71, 16, 80, 14] and on hardware-assisted
defenses, such as Yarom et al.’s ”CacheBleed” [402]. Kaufman et al. [206] also warned
of persistent vulnerabilities post-compilation.

Despite these vulnerabilities and an emphasis on fixing them, side channels remain
common in numerous platforms [240, 112, 63, 150, 149, 151, 176, 372, 62]. Some Com-
mon Criteria certified devices, despite their countermeasures, were found vulnera-
ble [200]. Moreover, even recent post-quantum cryptographic efforts are affected [70,
289, 356, 284, 378, 167].

2. Constant-time Analysis. In this paper, we focus on investigating usability aspects
of tools that evaluate timing leakages of (cryptographic) software. However, it is
worth pointing out that the tools we consider also differ on a technical level in at least
four different ways:

First, depending on the approach taken by different tools, they give very different
soundness guarantees. Static formal analysis can achieve full soundness with regards
to some leakage model. Slightly weaker guarantees are offered by tools performing
symbolic execution; these tools achieve soundness only up to certain upper bounds on
loop length. Tools based on dynamic analysis typically work with symbolic secret data
but concrete public data; they achieve soundness up to code coverage for the concrete
public values of the test cases. Statistical analysis performs measurements on (large
sets of) concrete public and secret data. The advantage is that this approach does
not require any leakage model, but on the downside, it also does not provide any
soundness guarantees.
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Second, the toolswork on different levels of compilation. We distinguish toolswork-
ing on source level, on some intermediate level, or on binary level. An example for
a source-level tool would be the information-flow type system implemented by the
secret_integers crate3 in Rust. All tools we study (we will give detailed introductions
later in subsection 4.4.2) in this paperwork on either intermediate-representation (IR)
of the LLVM toolchain [297] or on binary level. Tools working on IR level are inher-
ently limited in the sense that they are unable to find any leakages introduced by the
compiler when translating from IR to binary [206, 338].

Third, the tools working on binary level differ in what architectures and extensions
they support. In order to be used on production code, they need support not just for
the core instruction sets of widely used architectures, but also for vector instructions
and dedicated crypto extensions.

Finally—and here is where technical features overlap with usability—the tools dif-
fer in terms of performance. For example, for the analysis of Langley’s “donna64”
implementation [230] of Curve25519 [48], the running time of just two of the tools we
considered ranges between 0.38 and 225 seconds. This wide range may impact Con-
tinuous Integration (CI)/Continuous Deployment (CD) and developer workflows.

Table 3.1 presents the tools we found and categorized according to prior litera-
ture [198], appending a few tools previously not included; similar tables are found
in [199, 152]. For each tool, we describe the target of analysis, the techniques used
and whether the tools claim to provide some form of formal guarantees. We opted to
err on the generous side of claimed soundness guarantees of each tool. For some tools
the claims do not easily map to the soundness categories we discussed before, so we
keep the unqualified “Other” category from the literature. As usual with this kind of
classification, the categories are not exclusive, each tool may combine approaches in
its design—we opted to continue with best-effort categorization like the established
literature.

3. Microarchitectural side-channel attacks and defenses While constant-time pro-
gramming is still an important and increasingly standard baseline defense against
software-visible side channels, research on more advanced microarchitectural attacks
in the past fewyear has shown that this programmingdiscipline is not a sufficientmea-
sure. This line of research started with the 2018 Spectre [210] and Meltdown [239]
attacks, and has since identified multiple pathways for attacks that often—but not
always—exploit speculative execution in modern CPUs. See, e.g., [214, 383, 282, 258].

The notion of constant-time can be extended to protections against more advanced
microarchitectural attacks [210], leading to notions of speculative constant-time [82]
ormore generally of securitywith respect to a hardware/software leakage contract [262,
189, 259]. Many of the techniques used for analyzing constant-timeness can be ex-
tended to reason about speculative constant-time and related notions. In fact, there
is already more than two dozen tools that analyze whether a program satisfies (some
variant of) speculative constant-time. For an overview of these tools see [83, Fig. 2];
3See https://docs.rs/secret_integers/.
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they generally suffer from similar usability issues as tools for constant-time.
Recent work [375, 374, 235] shows that aggressive optimizations used by modern

CPUs to improve performance can lead to a new class of timing attacks. Many of the
leakages are data-dependent and depend on prior execution history, making their de-
tection extremely challenging. As a consequence, there is a strong incentive to develop
analysis tools for checking the counterpart to constant-timeness; see [43, 139] for two
very recent examples.

In both cases, we believe that the insights gained from [199, 152] and our work will
provide valuable input for improving the usability of future tools in this space.

4. Human Factors in Cryptographic Development. There is a large body of work
on human factors in cryptographic development. Acar et al. establishes in a 2017
study that poor usablitity of cryptographic libraries contributes to misuse and inse-
cure code [6]. Haney et al. investigate the mindset of cryptography developers [172],
and observe that some developers do not adhere to mainstream software engineering
practices.

Krueger et al. developed awizard for secure code snippets for specific cryptographic
applications, evaluating its effectiveness and usability in a programming study [217,
219, 218].

In the specific context of constant-time tools, a study byCauligi et al. [85]was carried
out with over 100 students to understand the benefits of the FaCT tool introduced in
the paper. The tool support by FaCT is found helpful for generating new code that is
CT. In extension of this work, we include a diverse set of CT tools, documentations,
tutorials, as well as open source libraries in our study.

Unfortunately, while previous research suggests that lack of usability prevents ef-
fective use of security tools [92, 121, 158, 320, 376], and specifically for CT [199], the
question of how to improve the usability of these tools has been understudied [8].

4.4. Usability criteria and tool selection
In this section wegive a general description of our usability criteria, and explain how
they impact users. In addition, we briefly introduce the six included CT tools in our
study, organizing our presentation to inspect the previously defined criteria for each
tool.

4.4.1. Usability criteria
The main purpose of our evaluation is to assess the usability of current CT tools, and
identify features that impact effective use. To expand on Jancar et al. [199], we define
criteria revolving around three features: (1) the effort required to setup and famil-
iarize, (2) the work overhead for secret designation and target building, and (3) the
quality of output to identify and fix problems.
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We define our criteria following how users would perform the tasks related to CT
analysis [352]: how users might interact with the tool, what information is given to
the user, and how analysis outcome is presented to the user. The categorization of
CT testing workflow steps was created from our expert team’s experience in building
CT tools and using them on real-world projects, combined with insights gained from
piloting the study. We developed the categorization after all of the study results were
gathered.
Installation. Every tool needs to be installed before use. There are two broad ways of
installing CT tools. Some come pre-built and bundled for a package manager or in a
container. Others involvemanual installation by either building from the source, or by
grabbing the available binary froma release page. For the lattermethod, the developer
will be in charge ofmanaging the necessary dependenciesmanually. CT analysis tools
mostly come as proof-of-concept artifacts. According to [184], only 3% of artifacts are
distributed in containers, while 23% are pre-built and 70% must be compiled from
source code. Therefore, we expect that the installation step of CT tools may be very
challenging for numerous tools, especially because of unmaintained dependencies,
also confirmed by Jancar et al. [199], who point out that libraries maintainers do not
consider use of hard-to-install CT tools.
Familiarization. Documentation is intended to provide a high-level overview of the
tool and offers technical details for expert users. Help materials also include tutorials
and examples. In this criterion, we focus on how quickly new users become comfort-
able running a tool on simple programs.
Building and Secret Designation. CT tools provide a means to tag secret data. This
is typically achieved via either code annotation or the creation of an external function
wrapper. Many CT tools operate on instrumented binaries or some abstract interme-
diate representation that is designed for program analysis. Very often, this implies a
custombuilding and linking process. Usability is negatively impactedwheneverman-
ual work is needed during this process. In other words, we look at how much tools
modify a project to be analyzed: both in terms of code (for secret designation) and
build workflow integration (for target generation). Little work overhead is commonly
appreciated [204].
Analysis Runtime. Once the target is built, users can actually run the tool for CT
analysis. Here, we look at two sub-criteria, the tool’s interface and its runtime. For a
command-line interface tool, users may struggle with passing the right options. Im-
portantly, tools are expected to yield results in an acceptable time frame. The longer
the runtime of the analysis, the more difficult it is to integrate the analysis into the
project workflow [204]. This problem hinders a feedback loop using CT analysis at
coding time. This can be important both in CI workflows, which may have an upper
time limit, and developer workflows, where each developer may only want to spend
a small amount of time waiting for analysis results.
CT Problem Fixing. When the analysis is finished, CT tools display some output
to direct the developer’s attention to detected issues. The purpose is to provide the
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developer with enough information to judge whether or not they care about the issue,
and if yes, why the tool reports it. For example, it is not helpful if tools just display that
there is an issue without any detail about the origin of the leakage. In addition, it is
more productive for developers to be able to navigate and manage the list of reported
issues. Otherwise, developers must linearly search through the (potentially large) list
of results, making selective fixing more difficult.

Specialized Output Generation. To improve the experience of fixing problems, users
might require customizing the generated analysis output. We introduce two features
that we identify for CT tools. First, tools should also offer different verbosity in report
details to avoid excess of information [158]. For example, a summary mode is beneficial
in order to quickly skim the reported vulnerabilities to decide which one to inspect.
Second, within the context of a CI pipeline, a delta report can be handy in assisting
developers to determine whether a specific leakage has been correctly patched, and
that the fix has not induced other leakage.

Reliability / False Positives. Ultimately, users need to trust the tool and its analysis.
Therefore, any indication of potential false positives ormissed issues could undermine
user confidence, leading to tool abandonment. Solutions do not necessarily involve
sound or complete tools, but also support for filtering user-supplied false positive
patterns. This may help the user but can also lead to user filtering actually missing
timing leaks, either mistakenly or lazily.

4.4.2. Tools
We selected six tools for use in our study: MemSan, timecop, dudect, ctverif, Bin-
sec/Rel, and haybale-pitchfork. These tools were primarily chosen to include a rep-
resentative from each analysis type. The selection of the tools was made towards the
end of 2022, therefore more recent tools were not considered. We prioritized tools
well-recognized in the community, ideally those used by developers, gauging their
reputation through a recent survey [199]. Out of the tools, 4 (ctverif, MemSan, dudect
and timecop) are 4 out of top 5 most known tools in [199], with the top one being ct-
grind, which we replaced with the functionally equivalent and still maintained time-
cop. haybale-pitchfork and Binsec/Rel were selected as representatives of other tool
approaches. The number of tools was also constrained by participant numbers to en-
sure even distribution. At the end of the subsection we compare our choice of tools
with the five tools chosen in [152].

MemSan [346]. MemSan is designed to leverage the Clang built-in memory sanitizer
to dynamically analyze binaries for constant-time violations, thereby requiring Clang
for installation (which is available in most Linux package managers). Clang sanitiz-
ers are well documented, but there is little documentation on how to use MemSan for
CT analysis. Concerning secrets, users can declare private variables and/or memory
regions containing secrets, and declassify variables within certain code sections if re-
quired. To run the tool, developers must compile the program with Clang, using the
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appropriate option to enable the memory sanitizer. All parts with no enabled saniti-
zation are ignored—it is easy to get this wrong. Then, the analysis is performed by
running the resulted binary. Note that only the executed code is analyzed, leading to
different conclusions when running the same binary with different inputs. Indeed,
code coverage is essential for MemSan. Upon the binary execution, errors will be dis-
played on branching or memory access indexing an annotated variable. The output
details the path between the annotated variable and the cause of leakage. The output
messages will be more related to the source code if the target is compiled in debug
mode.
timecop [264]. Similar to MemSan, timecop relies on the Valgrind memcheck mod-
ule [116] to dynamically analyze binaries for CT violations. Therefore, for installa-
tion, it solely requires Valgrind (which is available in most Linux package managers)
and an additional C header file that must be downloaded from the project page. The
timecop page also contains several tutorials and examples to smooth its first uses by
beginners. To analyze code, users need to annotate private variables in the source
code and may declassify variables within certain code sections if needed. There is no
need for changes in the compilation chain. Concerning the analysis, users can simply
run Valgrind on the binary as if they were searching for memory leaks. Valgrind will
raise warnings for CT violations just like it would for the use of uninitialized memory
in a branching or memory access. The output details the path between the annotated
variable and the cause of leakage. timecop relies on the debug information to display
the lines of code in its warnings. With its use in SUPERCOP [129], it is widely used.
dudect [307]. Installation for dudect is virtually non-existent as the tool is provided
as a simple archive containing the C header file implementing it. The dudect docu-
mentation is rather limited. The tool operates via a black-box evaluation of a function,
obviating the need for code annotation. The user, however, is required to implement
an external wrapper in charge of setting the analysis parameters and options, as well
as two functions to initialize the secret input classes and call the code to assess, re-
spectively. Then, the target program must be compiled (with no custom build) and
executed for analysis. The dudect approach is statistical, and it thus outputs values of
statistics after code analysis. The output does not underline any source leakage, but
only some probabilistic conclusion about the target CTness.
ctverif [19]. The installation of ctverif presents a significant challenge, requiring un-
documented versions of specific dependencies and manual patches across different
projects, such as SMACK and Bam-Bam-Boogieman. Aside from the paper, there is
no or little documentation available. As for secret designation, users must declare pri-
vate and public variables and/or memory regions (arrays) containing secret or public
inputs. In addition, they could declassify outputs, and assert the non-overlapping na-
ture of these regions. The tool operation is straightforward, requiring only the source
code file as input, in addition to the entry point to analyze. Thus, ctverif does not
need any custom build. However, ctverif can process a C translation unit only when
all the called functions inside are defined by other input files, otherwise it produces an
unknown error. After a run, ctverif only highlights the leakage location in the source
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code, without a dependency chain of variables or memory locations that lead to each
leaked secret. Surprisingly, ctverif may raise some warnings even after a successful
runwithout CT violations. It is worthmentioning that ctverif, instead ofmaking some
approximate analysis, informs developers when it cannot conclude about some leak-
age, displaying inconclusive output.
Binsec/Rel [111]. Binsec/Rel comes as source code, an extension to the Binsec tool.
Some dependencies, such as an SMT solver and the OCaml package manager, shall
be installed manually, before compiling the project source available on GitHub. Bin-
sec/Rel offers a comprehensive list of supported command-line options and numerous
examples to start with. On the analyzed project, users shall employ markup declara-
tions to annotate the source code, thereby designating public and private data. The
analysis of Binsec/Rel operates over binaries. The version utilized in this study only
supports ARM 32 and x86_32 architectures, necessitating the target to be compiled
accordingly. This might require to add additional compiler flags, since in numerous
compilers, the defaultmode supports 64-bit. Upon completion of the analysis, a report
is produced including the number of CT violations and an assembler dump correlat-
ing with the violation location. The assembler dump does not point to the leaked
secret, but only to the instruction causing the leakage. Note that during our study,
Binsec/Rel received a major update that integrated the CT checking functionality into
the main tool Binsec.
haybale-pitchfork [363]. Written in Rust, haybale-pitchfork can be installed from
source using cargo, although its dependenciesmust bemanually installed beforehand
as documented on the project page, which includes multiple examples and different
documentation materials. haybale-pitchfork runs its analysis over the LLVM interme-
diate representation. Thus, users need to modify the compilation chain to produce
the corresponding LLVM bitcode of the target. Any symbol in the generated bitcode
must be correctly resolved, or haybale-pitchfork stops the analysis, while printing a
message raising “other errors”. Instead of relying on annotations to mark secrets,
users are instructed to implement an external wrapper in Rust, in order to define an
abstract signature of the target function. Here, each function parameter can be de-
clared as public or secret using the appropriate Rust type. This wrapper also contains
other configurations, such as the bitcode path to inspect. Users carry out the analysis
by compiling and executing the Rust wrapper. haybale-pitchfork provides conclusive
results, displaying the leakage origin whenever a CT issue is found, together with a
tree path to the leaked secret.
Comparison with the tools of Geimer et al. [152]. Geimer et al. [152] explores five
tools in depth: Abacus [37], Binsec/Rel, ctgrind, dudect, and MicroWalk-CI [397].
Two of these tools (Binsec/Rel and dudect) are also included in our study. As ex-
plained above, we selected timecop and MemSan over ctgrind, because the ctgrind
patches are outdated and do not work with recent versions of Valgrind and the Linux
kernel anymore. In contrast, timecop and MemSan can be seen as more usable ver-
sions of ctgrind. We did not select Microwalk-CI [397], because it was released after
we had initiated our study. We also did not select Abacus, because its focus is quan-
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titative information flow rather than constant-timeness. We included ctverif for its
strong correctness and coverage guarantees. We also included haybale-pitchfork, as
an instance of a tool that covers both constant-time and speculative constant-time—
however, to our knowledge, the toolwas eventually not extended to speculative constant-
time.

4.5. Methodology

In this section, we provide details on the procedure and structure of the studywe con-
ducted with (initially) 31 participants. We describe the experimental setup including
choice of libraries, surveys, and experimental infrastructure. We also describe our
coding process of qualitative data, including participant behavior and free-text re-
sponses, as well as the approach for statistical analysis of quantitative data, such as
success measures and quantitative survey items. Finally, we explain our data collec-
tion and ethical considerations, and discuss the limitations of this work.

1. Eligibility survey
Determines demographics and participant's eligibility
for the study.

2. Repair task
Identify whether code is CT and fix if not.

Exit survey

SurveySubtask 10

SurveySubtask 3

SurveySubtask 2

Tutorial

SurveySubtask 1

Example solutions

...

3. Audit task
Audit (parts of) cryptographic library code.

Tutorial

Task

Exit survey

library 1

4. Audit task
Audit (parts of) cryptographic library code.

Tutorial

Task

Exit survey

library
 2

tool 1
too

l 2

Figure 4.1.: Study flow for each
participant.

1. Recruitment andParticipants. Due to the chal-
lenges of recruiting professional developers with
security expertise, we targeted CS students for par-
ticipation. We engagedMaster’s and early PhD stu-
dents from 5 universities across 4 countries, as rec-
ommended by [350]. From the 74 students we ap-
proached with an eligibility survey, 31 began the
study. A tools assignment error led us to exclude
one participant.
Eligibility Criteria. We only consider participants
having the minimum knowledge necessary to run
CT tools. We asked them to self-report their knowl-
edge of the C programming language and the CT
paradigm. Naturally, considering our usability
criteria, we also verify that they had never used
any of the tools that are part of this study. Fi-
nally, to distinguish our work from [199], partic-
ipants needed to lack experience in working on
production-quality cryptographic code.
Compensation. Participants were compensated
with 200 euros on completion of the study in ex-
change for 16 hours of participation; this compares
to the hourly payment for student research assis-
tants in participating countries.
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2. Study Procedure. After a short eligibility and demographics survey which pre-
ceded the study, we asked participants to assess code for vulnerability to timing at-
tacks using a CT verification tool across ten tasks that escalated in complexity, as well
as to audit (parts of) two cryptographic libraries. Assignment of participants to tools
and libraries was done by hand, following a pattern of complete coverage of all pos-
sible tool combinations.The study flow is described below as well as visualized in
Figure 4.1.

During the study, participantswere assigned ten successive repair tasks—tasks build-
ing upon tool-support specifics tested in prior tasks, which we will explain in detail—
inwhich theywere instructed to use a pre-installedCT analysis tool (tool 1) to identify
whether a given code snippet is CT regarding a well-defined secret. If the code was
not CT, participants were asked to fix it. The repair tasks represent textbook examples
of secret-dependent branching and memory access, and their CT variant. After work-
ing on the first task, participants were given a tutorial that we had written for the tool.
After the second task, we gave them the solutions to previous tasks, to be used as ex-
amples. Tasks 3 to 8 added various elements to increase difficulty, such as calls to libc
functions (memcmp), reading randomness from the operating system and particular
source code designed to trigger optimization during compilation. The goal of these
repair tasks is to assess the participants’ ability to use the tool to evaluate and fix a
rather simple code snippet.

After completing work on the ten repair tasks (or exhausting the allotted time of 8
hours), and so becoming familiar with the tool, we asked them to audit well-known
cryptographic libraries using the same tool (tool 1). In this audit task, participants
were asked to compile the library (library 1) in such away that enables them to use the
tool, and audit a much larger code base. They were pointed at potentially interesting
parts of the library, but not at specific functions. After a first library audit with a tool
they had used for the entire study up to that point, we provided themwith a new tool
(tool 2), a tutorial, and a new library (library 2) to start a second audit task. These
audit tasks aim at assessing the tools’ usability in a setting more closely resembling a
real-world use case.

For both parts of the study, we consider that a participant successfully completed a
task if they underline the CT violation using the respective CT tool, and recognize it
as such to fix it. The task structure was monolithic, simply stating that the task was
to find CT violations with the given tool. Participants had to find out the necessary
steps themselves.

After each of the repair tasks, participants were given a brief survey asking about
their results (was the code CT or not, etc.), their experience with the tool during the
task, and issues they encountered. After the last of the repair tasks, we gave par-
ticipants a longer exit survey, which included the System Usability Scale [68] and
questions regarding their overall experience with the tool. Participants were asked,
e.g., whether they trust their tool to give them correct results and what their biggest
problem was while using it. A similar survey was included after each audit task.
InstrumentDevelopment. Our groupof authors consisted of experts in cryptographic
engineering, side-channel attacks, and CT tool developers, as well as one human-
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factors researcher. We based the study development on our usability criteria and
related features. We also let our experience with the development of cryptographic
libraries and CT verification tools (as authors as well as users) influence the study
design. The human-factors researcher introduced and facilitated the use of human-
factors research methodology to better explore the identified usability criteria. In par-
ticular, the human-factors researcher explainedmethodswhen appropriate, facilitated
discussions and helped the team to develop the study, pilot it, gather feedback, and
evaluate the results.
Pre-Testing. Three co-authors dry-ran the study, followed by one student from the
targeted population. Using their feedback we updated, expanded, and clarified the
study.
Time Frame. Every participant had a recommended and self-enforced time limit of 8
hours to work on each part of the study (repair and audit, thus a total of 16 hours),
within a soft frame of 2 weeks. We allowed extension of the 2-week time frame. Par-
ticipants, although encouraged to fully use their time, were allowed to hand in their
results earlier.
Repair TaskDetails. The first four of our tasks demonstrate themain points of the CT
criterion: Secret-dependent branching and secret-dependent memory access. Repair
tasks 01 and 02 are non-CT and CT examples of a selection based on a secret value,
once with a branch and once with an arithmetic transformation like the one presented
by Schwabe at ShmooCon 2015 [329]. Repair tasks 03 and 04 are likewise memory
accesses depending on a secret value or boolean arithmetic for selecting a value loaded
from all addresses without depending on the secret for the load address.

Repair task 05 introduces the use of a C programming language standard library
function, memcmp, which is non-CT, to compare secret values. Tools which depend
on static binaries and cannot inspect dynamically loaded libraries—which are the ma-
jority of deployed software today—are expected to fail here and show noCT violation.
Repair task 06 includes a system call to read random numbers. System calls are on
most operating systems implemented in a way that cannot be seen from user space,
the memory area that is analyzable to most CT analysis tools. The tools can work
around this, for example by recognizing a set of known system calls and their ex-
pected behavior. This task greatly differs from previous tasks, as it does not include
secrets, but only checks for support analyzing this code. Task 07 starts to build up
problems toward a harder criterion than CT - probabilistic CT, which is a criterion
for functions that behave CT by default except for a subset of cases. Indeed, the pro-
gram reads a random number like in task 06, but in 1 out of 256 cases, it will perform
secret-dependent branching like in task 03. This may sound easy to spot manually by
most users, but statistics-based CT tools were expected to underperform on this task.
Task 08 introduces a different, and on first sight trivial problem: the same function is
called, but in two branches based on the value of a secret. This may seem to be CT, but
in practice a compiler may transform this into assembly code that does not branch on
the secret, even though in the given source code the CT criterion is violated. The intent
behind this task is to see if the abstraction level of a tool, whether it works on binaries
or instrumented source code, has a measurable impact on the success of participants.
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Task 09 makes the compiler transform impossible by changing the branching struc-
ture, passing a secret variable as a function input. The called function just returns a
constant, which makes the whole program CT. Finally, task 10 is distinguished from
previous tasks. It is formally non-CT and can be repaired in two non-obvious ways:
users can eithermake it CT, but only probabilistically correct, or correct, but only prob-
abilistically CT. With this last task, we wanted to see how participants pick up on less
trivial code, inspired by techniques used in some cryptographic algorithms recently
standardized by NIST, such as Kyber [57, 39] and Dilithium [127].

3. Study Setup. Our tool selection is explained in subsection 4.4.2. Note that one of
the included tools (Binsec/Rel) did receive a substantial update during the study, that
we did not include as not to invalidate our study.

In order to have similar working environments, we deployed one VM for each tool,
and gave SSH access to the participants. Each participant had restricted access to their
home directory, with all necessary material (such as instructions and source code of
the task and the library) available. For each resource, a clean copy was available as
read-only in case they needed a fresh start. We decided to pre-install the tools on the
VMs. The reasoning for that choice is twofold.

First and foremost, most tools are the outcome of academic research, and served
the purpose of demonstrating new techniques and approaches, without aiming for
maintainability. Hence, some tools are not maintained, and rely on specific version
of dependencies that are outdated and deprecated. This can make the installation
particularly complex and time consuming, especially on recent systems. Second, given
that participants using the same tools were co-located on a VM, we could deploy the
tool globally to ensure a functional setup, and avoid unintentional corruption of the
tool by participants.

As an effort to make the first step easier, we implemented installation scripts for
each tool present in our study—for possible difficulties in the installation phase, see
Reynolds et al. [312]. We made them publicly available (see footnote 2), along with
the repair tasks and a small functional tutorial we provided to the participants. We
hope this can prove useful, and motivate tool developers to do the same.

To make sure the participants have something to find in the audit tasks, we needed
to include libraries that had problems with CT-ness, therefore we chose the follow-
ing: two of them—OpenSSL and GNUTLS/Nettle—were chosen because they are in
ubiquitous use in open-source software projects. The other—mbedTLS—was chosen
because it was common and is targeted more for use on embedded devices. Other li-
braries like BearSSL were not included due to fewer documented CT issues and fewer
prior audits of those libraries compared to the first two. We specifically audited the
libraries ourselves, first, to see if participants can meaningfully find code that is non-
CT in those libraries, either by looking at public documentation and then verifying
with a CT verification tool, or direct analysis. All three chosen libraries document
which parts of their code bases are not expected to be CT, so our participants could be
expected to find them.
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4. Coding andAnalysis. All qualitative coding and data analysis were done bymul-
tiple researchers from a set of four, each coding part done by at least two, from diverse
backgrounds and views. All of those researchers were familiar with CT verification,
open-source and cryptographic code development practices, while two researchers
had additional experience with human factors research with developers. We followed
the process for thematic analysis [65]. The four coders familiarized themselves with
the free-text answers in their part of the analysis, adding annotations and developing
themes as well as codebooks.

Codebooks were first developed deductively based on the questions on each sub-
task, then changed inductively. The codebooks were iteratively changed while ex-
tracting themes from the free-text answers. Coders discussed until agreement was
reached to make unanimous decisions; we therefore do not calculate inter-coder relia-
bility [246]. The codebooks codify experiences—good or bad—as well as misconcep-
tions, insecurities, and wishes encountered during the study’s surveys.

5. Data Collection and Ethics. Our invitations were sent to participants of themati-
cally fitting courses of five participating universities. We invited students by emailing
them individually. During and after the study they could opt-out of participation.
We only linked participants names to results for payment, not during analysis and
not by members of the research team who had prior contact to those students. We
keep the participant responses as confidential as possible and do not link quotes to
them by name, only by pseudonyms.The study protocol and consent forms (for study
participation and surveys) were approved by our lead institution’s data protection of-
ficer and ethics board, who determined that the study poses minimal risk. Identifying
data of the participants, like names, email addresses, and payment information, were
stored separately from study data, and were only used to contact the participants; we
did not retain any identifying data in excess of following laws.

6. Data cleaning & Presentation. From the 74 students we invited, 31 started our
study, of which we were able to use the results of 24 participants. We only evaluate
the results of participants who finished a meaningful part of our study and compared
results with and without familiarization with each tool on each library to offset possi-
bly bad pairings, but did not find anymeaningful differences between the two groups.
As for the 7 incomplete results, we were not meaningfully able to incorporate them in
most of the statistics—to not over represent results from simpler tasks—but we used
partial results that were complete in appropriate sections.

Participants were paid for and expected to spend two days of eight hours each
on the study, leaving rich free text comments in the surveys as well as comments in
source code of their task solutions. We received mixed feedback, from disillusioned
responses to high interest in further research on CT verification and coding practice.
Generally, the feedback to our study was positive, even when the comments about the
experience with some tasks were less so.
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7. Familiarization. By design of our study, we set our participants up for familiar-
izationwith one tool each, thenwe ask to analyze a common real-world cryptographic
librarywith the same tool. The repair tasks during the familiarization procedurewere
optimized for familiarizationwith the tool from simple examples to simplified current
research problems.

8. Limitations. Survivorship bias[231] might taint the results, due to the study not
reporting all the results of participants which dropped out. Selection bias due to com-
paratively high requirements in recruiting for the study as well as selective perception
due to recruiting from student population who is accustomed to writing exams and
tests might both also be relevant, but are both similar to the population which might
use one of the CT tools. Participants may have reportedmore familiarity with the sub-
ject matter than they actually had, but due to our recruiting criteria, this was limited to
a minimum actually necessary for participation. Our study may also suffer from the
typical effects of fatigue in participating in a study, frustrations, and, of course, took
place during the later years of the COVID-19 pandemic. Finally, our low participant
numbers (due to the significant time investment and prerequisites) does not allow
for statistical inference; we report numbers to highlight trends and/or outstanding
observations.

Problem Fixing. When participants marked a repair task as already constant-time
they were not asked to fix the code.

Library Selection. The projects we included for the audit task represents a selection
and are not representative of all open-source cryptographic libraries. We are aware
that other libraries might lead to different usability results.

Unknown Code. Our participants were not familiar with the cryptographic libraries
used in this study. Annotating and custom-building are likely to be different when
analyzing a project the participants are familiar with. Developers might achieve dif-
ferent results if they have a rough overview of the code base. We expect completing
the repair tasks to be easier to our participants than the open-ended audit tasks.

VMs, Tutorials, and Examples. By including ready-made virtual machines with each
installed CT tool, combined with layered introduction of tasks and documentation,
not restricting online documentation and providing some as a backup ourselves, we
provided our participants with a best-case scenario to learn how to work with each of
the tools. Participants could approach the study as they saw fit, while being able to
adapt example solutions and their own prior solutions to everything after a first intro-
duction to the base cases for CT programming practice in minimal examples (tasks 01
to 04). This was a trade-off to gather more data about all CT analysis steps, not being
stuck over installation or finding documentation. Nevertheless, this means that our
participants had an easier task with the tools than users would have in real world.
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Tool (Tech., Guar.) Repair Audit 1 Audit 2

Binsec/Rel (Sy, G#) 33.5 (3.8) 38.7 (11.8) 45.6 (7.2)
ctverif (F,  ) 30.6 (18.4) 34.4 (8.5) 31.5 (14.8)
dudect (St, #) 53.1 (29.1) 65 (5.9) 59.4 (23.8)
haybale-pitchfork (Sy, G#) 64.4 (6.6) 52.5 (13.7) 50.6 (26.6)
MemSan (Dy, G#) 49.5 (20.3) 41.3 (22) 49.4 (20.1)
timecop (Dy, G#) 71.2 (6) 69.4 (10.3) 70.6 (24.1)

Table 4.1.: Average and standard deviation of System Usability Scale scores from exit
surveys after repair and audit tasks.
Technique: Sy—Symbolic, St—Statistics, Dy—Dynamic, F—Formal
Guarantees:  —sound, G#—sound with restrictions, #—no guarantee

4.6. Results
Table 4.1 showcases the SystemUsability Scale (SUS) scores [68] for each tool on both
repair and audit tasks. The SUS is supposed to give a quick overview of a tool’s overall
usability; a score above 68 would be “above average” across software types. From the
scores presented, usability remains fairly consistent between repair and audit, with
notable exceptions for haybale-pitchfork, which had a noticeable dip during audits,
and dudect, which exhibited enhanced usability in the audit tasks. Among the tools,
timecop has the highest and most consistent score, suggesting superior usability. In
contrast, ctverif and Binsec/Rel emerge as the least usable. For the correctness of solv-
ing the repair tasks, see Table 4.2.
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Figure 4.2.: Participant’s major issues during the repair tasks. (Left) For tools over all
tasks. (Right) For tasks over all tools.

Through thematic analysis of feedback during repair tasks, we identified common
usability issues with the tools. Feedback points, categorized according to our code-
books, often overlapped, except for the “no issue” category. The distribution, depicted
in Figure 4.2, gave insights into tool perceptions and task challenges.

In section 4.7, we delve into the diverse factors impacting usability, as organized
by the criteria introduced in Section 4.4.1, and report on participants’ confidence in
their results. Each criterion corresponds to a step in detecting/fixing CT violations,
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and each subsequent step depends on the success of its predecessor. Those who en-
countered initial setbacks often did not report in the later stages. This was particularly
pronounced when auditing real-world software libraries.

Our findings spotlight factors affecting the tools’ usability: Clear and intuitive out-
puts stood out as extremely important, and a lack of beginner-friendly documenta-
tion emerged as a recurrent issue. Though well-structured documentation is invalu-
able during the familiarization phase, participants reported distinct challenges as they
delved deeper into the tools, but mixed with positive feedback as well. This disparity
became evident when contrasting feedback between standard textbook examples and
real-world audits, emphasizing different stages of tool assimilation.

Although the participants were equipped with the tools for the tasks, their instal-
lation and setup experiences could not be included in our data as we set up the tools
for them.

1. Familiarization. During the first task, the main issue reported was unclear and
non-user-friendly documentation, with 16 complaints (18 overall). Although the tools
had associated academic papers, participants felt these didn’t serve as effective doc-
umentation. They particularly missed step-by-step setup and results interpretation
examples. “[T]he documentation about every command doesn’t exist or I didn’t find them.
Maybe a beginner-friendly aspect of the tool would have been good for me to start.” ()

Notably, participants hadno complaints about ctverif documentation—possibly due
to its basic user interface—but most of them faced issues with its operational aspects
until they consulted our tutorial.

Despite the issues, our study also highlighted successes in the familiarization phase.
Concise, beginner-focused documentation was identified as a significant upside in
enhancing user engagement. The turnaround is likely a direct result of the tutorial we
provide upon the completion (or non-completion) of the first task.

None of the participants managed to solve the second task using ctverif, and all
expressed complaints about the output. After the tutorial and solutionwere provided,
3 out of the 4 participants were able to solve the subsequent task. This improvement
persisted through the remaining tasks and can be attributed largely to the alleviation
of difficulties in correctly interpreting the output and running the tool.

The effect was similar with Binsec/Rel. While none of the participants solved the
first task, 4 out of 5 successfully solved the second task following the tutorial.

Wenoticed that our tutorials had aparticularly strong impact on the usage of dudect,
a tool that elicited the most complaints about lack of documentation. One participant
even expressed their appreciation with the following: “Great tutorial about dudect on
the previous study page. Why it is not included in the official documentation?” ()

Overall, the tutorial was appreciated for every tool in the repair tasks, as suggested
by the following quote. “I am just really using the template provided in the tutorial” (),

During the audit task, 15 struggled to start using the tool, despite our tutorial. This
was especially true for Binsec/Rel (3), ctverif (5) and haybale-pitchfork (4). Com-
plaints mainly referred to lack of guidance in more complex tool usage, such as hook-
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ing functions, or bypassing some tool limitations. Tools with a more straightforward
functioning, such as timecop and MemSan, did not suffer from these complaints.

2. Building and Secret Designation. This crucial preprocessing step is fraught with
complexity, leading to 30 complaints from the study’s participants during the repair
task.

Central to the participants’ challenges was the task of designating the secret within
the given code snippets. The complexities arose either from the need to annotate the
code, leading to 17 complaints, or the requirement to design awrapper, which received
7 grievances in total. In particular, the annotation APIs provided by Binsec/Rel and
ctverif were deemed overly complicated. This perspective was substantiated by 7 and
9 complaints, respectively, suggesting poor usability. In contrast, MemSan and time-
cop offered more streamlined processes, simply enabling users to flag a memory re-
gion as secret. The challenge of implementing external wrappers for tools like dudect
and haybale-pitchfork was accentuated by insufficient documentation, evidenced by
4 and 3 feedback reports. A unique challenge presented by haybale-pitchfork was its
reliance on the Rust language, which impeded 3 participants. This prerequisite even
pushed one to abandon the study. Hesitance to continue, evenwhen participantswere
provided with ready-to-use tools and monetary encouragement, underscores usabil-
ity concerns for the target user base.

Interestingly, the audit tasks unveiled a new set of foundational hurdles. A seem-
ingly rudimentary step - local library installation - became a roadblock for 13 partici-
pants across all tools. While participants found the compilation of minor repair tasks
with specified options manageable, the challenge escalated when they had to adapt
intricate compilation chains to enable the tool use. In this regard, 16 participants faced
hurdles when gearing up the libraries for suitable compilation to enable analysis. The
architectural constraints of Binsec/Rel, especially the need to compile libraries for a
32-bit architecture, caused difficulties for 7 participants (given the study reliance on
an older tool version). haybale-pitchfork posed its unique challenge, with 5 partici-
pants coping to generate the necessary bitcode of the library. The tools dudect and
haybale-pitchfork added another layer of complexity by necessitating external wrap-
pers, proving problematic for 4 and 1 users. The demands of accurate code annotation
further intensified the complexities during this phase for 4 participants. This was no-
tably severe for Binsec/Rel users andMemSan, 2 reports each. Overall, 10 participants
faced significant hurdles in advancing further in the library audit, and did notmanage
to run the tool. 6 of them were blocked when using ctverif.

3.AnalysisRuntime. In the context of the repair tasks, whilemany toolswerewielded
effortlessly onmultiple tasks— indicated by the ”no issue” category in Figure 4.2—both
Binsec/Rel and ctverif manifested signs of a higher barrier, even for tasks that ap-
peared superficially straightforward. Specifically, Binsec/Rel was utilized seamlessly
on 15 occasions, whereas ctverif demonstrated hassle-free operation only 9 times. We
want to highlight the particular difficulty participants faced with Binsec/Rel during
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the first repair task. Users were presented with a multitude of options, some of which
tangential to the main task, leading to 3 complaints.

The audit phase, characterized by the need to analyze larger code bases, brought
forth a different set of issues. The time-consuming nature of the analysis was a con-
cern, particularly for haybale-pitchfork and dudect. Analysis processes were identi-
fied as overly protracted by 1 and 2 participants respectively. This drawn-out analysis
underscored concerns over the efficiency and practicality of these tools in real-world
settings.

4. CT Problem Fixing. A preliminary glance at the success metrics in utilizing the
tools, referenced in Table 4.2, exhibited significant disparities among the tools. Some
adopted a tool-reliant strategy, while others, having initially engagedwith a tool, later
pivoted to manual code analysis. Given the easy nature of most tasks, forcing partic-
ipants to resort to manual analysis is a witness of poor usability. We recorded these
events mostly with ctverif, Binsec/Rel and dudect.

Tool Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 Task 4 Task 5 Task 6 Task 7 Task 8 Task 9 Task 10

Binsec/Rel 0% 40% 80% 100% 80% 40% 100% 80% 80% 60%
ctverif 25% 0% 75% 75% 100% 50% 67% 67% 100% 33%
dudect 60% 100% 75% 100% 100% 50% 75% 75% 75% 50%
MemSan 60% 60% 100% 60% 100% 75% 67% 100% 100% 0%
haybale-pitchfork 80% 100% 100% 75% 75% 75% 100% 100% 100% 75%
timecop 75% 100% 100% 75% 75% 50% 25% 75% 75% 50%

Mean 50% 67% 88% 81% 88% 57% 72% 83% 88% 45%

Table 4.2.: Proportion of participantswho solved each task per assigned tool (rounded
to the nearest percent).

Participants unanimously agreed that discerning the leakage and subsequentlymit-
igating it constituted the principal challenges. These were reflected in 77 grievances.
The main subset of these, amounting to 51, expressed that after detecting the leak-
age, the repair process itself posed difficulties. These difficulties could arise from
both details of the tasks and participants’ limited familiarity with CT programming.
The documentation most consulted by participants was related to CT programming
methodologies, suggesting that the primary impediment might be their inexperience
in this domain rather than difficulties with the tools themselves. We think this inex-
perience is not an impediment to use the tools, just in fixing more advanced problems
in the code. This observation aligns with our expectations given the demographic we
recruited for the study.

Tool outputs and how to interpret them emerged as a recurring concern, in 26 doc-
umented instances. Participants grappled with either a lack of comprehensive docu-
mentation to interpret the output (15 instances) or ambiguous outputs that did not
offer a conclusive determination on the code CTness (11 instances). Here, dudect
and haybale-pitchfork stood out for their clarity and precision as seen from little com-
plaints in participant feedback. This likely results from tools concluding their analysis
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with a definitive statement about the status of the analyzed code, whereas other tools
tend to provide information about possible issues, which can be confusing for begin-
ners. Binsec/Rel and ctverif gathered criticism for occasional vagueness, with 2 and 9
mentions.

The relatively fewer complaints associated with dudect (3 instances) can likely be
attributed to its methodology and careful wording of reports.

Even though we knew of pre-existing CT violations, 12 participants reported to be
unable to detect any of them. These observations include use of haybale-pitchfork (4
participants) and Binsec/Rel, dudect, and timecop (2 participants). For bothMemSan
and ctverif it was reported once.

5. Specialized Output Generation. Participants voiced concerns with the verbosity
and confusing nature of elaborate error reports. A segment of the studypopulation—3
participants out of 24—grappled with decoding these verbose outputs during the au-
dit tasks. These participants found it challenging to distinguish actual CT violations
amid the warnings, and were overwhelmed by the volume of output. Specifically,
participant feedback highlighted ctverif as the most problematic in this regard, ac-
counting for 3 complaints. These complaints were directed toward errors preventing
its proper usage, and not CT violations. timecop had 2 mentions, while other tools,
barring haybale-pitchfork, were criticized once each.

6. Reliability / False Positives. Throughout the repair tasks, participants expressed
skepticism regarding the tools, registering 18 complaints centered on perceived re-
liability issues. Such concerns typically revolved around reports of false positives
(recorded 4 times), false negatives (4 times), mistrust in the results (2 instances),
or specific tool reasoning limitations (8 times). Among all the tools evaluated, time-
cop stood out with no reliability complaints. In stark contrast, MemSan found itself
at the receiving end of the most criticisms—amounting to 5, predominantly target-
ing perceived limitations in its analysis. Binsec/Rel follows with the same amount of
complaints, but mostly on false positive.

9 participants successfully modified task 10, which was designed to be easily de-
tectable as non-CT yet challenging to fix, in a manner where they discussed their so-
lutions statistically probable CT-ness or correctness compared to the given setting.
These successes provide a valuable insight: even when faced with complex tasks, par-
ticipants can learn and adapt to the nuances of the tools. Due to our provided doc-
umentation and the ramp-up of repair task difficulty, we allege that these findings
underline the significant role of quality documentation in the tool experience.

Upon transitioning to library audits, participants generally exhibited more restraint
in identifying false positives or negatives than in the repair tasks. They mostly ex-
pressed low confidence in their analysis, evidenced by 20 self-report on low confi-
dence. “I have very low confidence in these results that must be false due to my usage of
the tool.” () This reticence was particularly pronounced for Binsec/Rel and MemSan,
which gathered 5 and 4 reports, respectively. The participants detected few to no
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CT violations while analyzing libraries using haybale-pitchfork. This was reported 4
times. With Binsec/Rel, dudect and timecop, only two such cases were reported, and
with MemSan and ctverif only one each. Low detection rates are usually correlated
with issues during prior steps of the analysis, whether for preparing the library for
audit or for using the tool. We conclude this by looking at inter repair task success
rates in the first part of the study.

Despite the grievances recorded, most tools, except for ctverif, proved effective in
detecting non-CT code during the audit tasks. dudect emerged as the front run-
ner, recording 6 reports of successful detection, followed by Binsec/Rel and timecop,
which facilitated 4 reports of discoveries each. Further, haybale-pitchfork accounted
for 2 instances, andMemSan contributed 1 finding. We regard these outcomes as prac-
tical successes in identifying potential CT-violating bugs in the analyzed open source
production code. We did not report these known and (upstream) documented find-
ings.

4.7. Discussion
Building on the results of our study, we discuss the usability of different tools and
make a series of recommendations based on the different stages of usage used in our
study.

4.7.1. Usability vs verification approaches
Our results provide relevant information on the usability of tools relative to the veri-
fication approach they use.

Our study suggests that users found dudect intuitive to use. On the other hand,
the underlying approach of statistical time measurement demands a strategic min-
imization of test parts when dealing with large code bases. Interestingly, the tech-
nique that lengthened dudect’s processing time might have also contributed to its
user-friendliness. The developers of dudect appeared to balance precision with early
termination options for less accurate but faster results. Consequently, our participants
found the output more intuitive. Whether participants knew they were trading accu-
racy for speed is unclear. Although it operates as a “black box”, a careful balance of
precision, speed, and clarity in dudect made it an effective tool for our participants,
as seen from their success rates—as seen in Table 4.2—and feedback.

Dynamic instrumentation tools often have a tug-of-war between technical efficiency
and user experience, posing challenges during the setup phase. MemSan also faced
significant trust issues due to perceived unreliability. timecop stood out with its blend
of efficiency and user-friendliness. haybale-pitchfork, proficient yet challenging for
some users, hinted at possible issues in the prior analysis steps.

Formal analysis tools, namely Binsec/Rel and ctverif, stand out due to their capacity
to offer strong guarantees based on rigorous semantics. While robust, the theoretical
foundation of these tools can come at a cost in terms of user experience. Specifically,
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ctverif presented a series of usability hurdles, from its initial installation to operational
procedures. Many participants encountered challenges despite being providedwith a
working installation and sample use cases, leading to less successful task resolutions.
In addition, our participants did not report particularly more trust in ctverif’s out-
put, despite the strong guarantees it claims. On the other hand, Binsec/Rel demon-
strated that it is possible to maintain strong analytical guarantees while ensuring a
more straightforward setup and operational process. This contrast between the two
tools underscores the significance of balancing analytical capabilities with an intuitive
user experience when time efficiency and ease of use are highly valued [199].

Our study offers a nuanced perspective on the usability-efficacy spectrum of differ-
ent analysis tools. While strong guarantees are a primary concern, the trade-offs with
usability can sometimes diminish a tool’s practical application. The findings empha-
size the need for tool developers to prioritize both rigorous analysis capabilities and a
seamless user experience, ensuring that state-of-the-art tools are not just theoretically
sound but also practically adoptable.

4.7.2. Recommendations
We combine the data from our empirical study with expert insights to curate a suite
of recommendations. Our observations indicate that the tool usage is divided into
multiple stages. Of particular concern, inhibiting complexities at early stages can deter
users from progressing.
Installation. Many tools have a large number of dependencies and require custom
building paths. As a result, installing these tools may be highly challenging in the
mid-term, even if all the tool’s dependencies are maintained. From study setup and
piloting we extract the following recommendations:
• Reduce and avoid less maintained dependencies.
• Make tools available via package managers.
A more general recommendation would be to embrace the best practices of open-
source software development, which has a long, integratedmaintenance period and is
often available as native packages in software distributions—native packages through
distributions also make for discoverable tools.
Familiarization. After installation, users may run the tool on common examples, in
this case crypto libraries, just to make sure that the tool is indeed running, and with-
out caring for the tool’s results. However, there are many obstacles to such dry runs.
This includes, for instance, the need to compile libraries using specific compilation
flags, different from the flags used to produce code, or the need to rewrite libraries
to overcome limitations in the coverage of the tool. To avoid such situations and to
ensure that tools provide adequate support for beginners, we make the following rec-
ommendations:
• Provide support for processing inline assembly and vectorized cryptographic code.
• Provide support for processing precompiled code, statically or dynamically linked.
• Provide user-friendly examples amenable to adaptations.
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• Design intuitive tutorials catering to novices, and covering all the aspects of tool-
usage.

• Prioritize a comprehensive documentation structure, accentuating essentials before
delving into details. Make sure that the documentation avoids overly specialized
jargon.

The latter recommendations are based on the feedback from the study participants.

Secret Designation. Most constant-time tools require users to provide security an-
notations. The annotations are typically given in the code or through some external
wrapper. Moreover, many cryptographic libraries require users to declassify compu-
tations, for example to make ciphertexts public. From prior literature on different tool
designs and their problem areas, we extract the following recommendations:
• Make annotations simple and external in additional files.
• Provide mechanisms to declare internal secrets [152].
• Provide mechanisms to allow to declassify computations.

Output generation. Results of analysis tools must be semantically rich, easy to nav-
igate, and exploitable in a broader setting. Based on our interpretation of the results
of the study, and our expertise, we make the following recommendations:
• Provide output that is readily understandable by users, including origin of leakage.
• Offer the possibility to report all leakage violations at once. Deduplicate findings

in order to avoid repeating violations.
• Offer export formats for integration with bug-tracking tools.
• Have a delta mode for CI.

Analysis Runtime. For integration into users’ workflows or CI, analysis should be
possible in reasonable time—we think a few minutes are fine even for interactive use,
but hours or longer are not. From Jancar et al. [199] as well as our own study partic-
ipants’ feedback and the CPU utilization of our study setup, we make the following
recommendations:
• Use progress indicators (progress bar or logs) to ensure the user understands the

tool is not stalled.
• If applicable, leverage multiple CPU cores for large tasks.

4.8. Conclusion
We collected data from 24 participants using 6 CT analysis tools to analyze small tasks
and audit 3 open-source cryptographic libraries that are documented not to be fully
CT. Our broad conclusion is that CT analysis tools have usability shortcomings that
prevent them from being integrated into developers’ workflows. Although our analy-
sis focused on CT tools, we believe that many of our findings also apply to tools for an-
alyzing microarchitectural side-channels. We believe the community should address
these shortcomings by focusing on a handful of easy-to-use and maintained tools that
go beyond the CT leakage model and cover a broad range of leakage models.
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In this chapter, we follow up on the study in Chapter 3 to give more detailed grievances
on different classes of tools and their general behaviour, as well as exemplary differences in
project maintenance and different development focus between the specific tools under study.
Our test setup is publicly available, so other researchers and other practitioners can use the
scripts to simplify getting the tools in working order, but also replicate our test setup for their
own tools of interest. We give detailed instructions and documentation for the tasks and code-
analysis of open-source cryptographic libraries with known non-constant-time code paths, so
success in evaluating the tools is as easy as possible. Still, we found grievances across the
tools from usability problems, to performance problems, and even structural inability to find
all possible constant-time vulnerabilities. We report no new vulnerabilities, but give detailed
recommendations to tool developers on the workflow and possible grievances during each step,
combined with our expert opinion advice from cryptographic engineering and code-analysis as
a framework on howmuch work each grievance would approximately take to fix when compared
with the others.
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5. Reproducible Builds for Software
Supply Chain Security

Disclaimer

The contents of this chapter were previously peer-reviewed and published as part of the con-
ference paper titled “It’s like flossing your teeth: On the Importance and Challenges of Repro-
ducible Builds for Software Supply Chain Security”, presented at the 2023 IEEE Symposium
on Security and Privacy. This research was conducted as a team with my co-authors Dominik
Wermke, William Enck, Sascha Fahl, and Yasemin Acar; this chapter therefore uses the aca-
demic “we”. I developed the main idea with Yasemin Acar, with input from William Enck and
Dominik Wermke. The instrument was developed by Yasemin Acar and myself. I conducted
the interviews, with the help of Dominik Wermke. I lead the initial round of coding, inde-
pendently verified by Dominik Wermke, followed by joint affinity diagramming with Yasemin
Acar, DominikWermke, and Sascha Fahl. I lead writing the paper for publication, with support
from all other authors.

5.1. Motivation

Cryptographic signatures and trust between developers secured by high-quality im-
plementations of tools integrating cryptographic signatures in their workflows are
necessary, but not sufficient. Whenwe look at the software supply chain, we seemany
small projects being integrated into larger software, each with a diverse project orga-
nization, people working on it, and security practices [391]. Each of these projects
generates some form of artifacts that may be secured with cryptographic signatures
against malicious third party changes, but one question remains: What if the artifact
changes when it is regenerated by the project itself?

In theory, any backdoor attack can change things in the project and nobody would
be the wiser if any regeneration of artifacts changes the result anyway. This is why
reproducible builds are needed. We link to the first attack that necessitates thinking
about supply chain security in 1983, a scientifically published defense against it, and
show how they both tie together to form necessary requirements for a good default in
building artifacts so the software supply chain can be defended in the current setting,
where not just one company can dictate what needs to be trusted, but multiple parties
can check for themselves if they want to trust a project and its artifacts.
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5.2. Introduction
“To what extent should one trust a statement that a program is free of Trojan horses? Perhaps

it is more important to trust the people who wrote the software.” (Ken Thompson)

Thompson’s 1984 Turing award lecture “Trusting Trust” demonstrated that the secu-
rity of a program is more than the logic in its source code [354]. It also includes all
of the programs used to make the source code logic executable. Thirty-six years later,
Thompson’s theoretical attack became a pressing concern for nation states across the
globe. The 2020 Solarwinds attack did not inject malicious source code into a project.
It did not trick users into installing software with an invalid signature. The Solar-
winds attack trojaned the build system, transparently injecting malicious logic into the
product binary signed with Solarwinds’ official code signing keys.

The world of software has transformed entirely since Thompson’s lecture. His sug-
gestion of “trusting the people” is orders of magnitude harder today than in 1984. To-
day’s software supply chain ecosystem is vast, with software projects often including
transitive dependencies that are tens to hundreds of layers deep. And despite much
of the software supply chain being open source, end users rarely, if ever, compile soft-
ware themselves. Thus, the build system has become an ideal target for attackers.

Reproducible Builds (often abbreviatedR-Bs) offer a foundation for defending against
attacks targeting the build system. “A build is reproducible if given the same source code,
build environment and build instructions, any party can recreate bit-by-bit identical copies of
all specified artifacts” [309]. Conceptually, R-Bs allowmultiple parties to build the same
software package, and assuming the attacker cannot simultaneously compromise the
build systems of all parties, arbitrary subversion of an individual build system can be
trivially detected. High-profile projects including Bitcoin [117] and Tor [288] use R-
Bs to assure users that distributed binary executables match their source code. Recent
literature has built upon R-Bs to enhance build provenance guarantees [358] and cre-
ate verifiable builds [273] more suitable for providing guarantees to end customers.
Finally, the US National Security Agency (NSA) identifies R-Bs as an important part
of securing the software supply chain [133, 276].

Unfortunately, most software builds are not reproducible. Over the past decade, the
Reproducible-Builds.org project has cataloged the many sources of non-determinism
that prevent R-Bs, including uncontrolled build inputs (e.g., system time, environ-
ment variables, and build location) and build non-determinism (e.g., process schedul-
ing) [227]. Despite industry [119, 311] and academic [304, 305, 306] tools to facilitate
R-Bs and extremely high rates of R-Bs in some popular Linux distributions (95.5% for
Debian on AMD64 [310] and 88.7% for Arch Linux core [308]), much of the software
industry believes R-Bs to be a long-term goal, if achievable at all [76].

The goal of this paper is to help R-Bs more quickly become a commonplace effort in
software development. We seek answers to the following research questions:
RQ1: “What are motivations for, and common themes around, adopting reproducible builds
in projects?” We are interested in our participants’ motivations around striving for
reproducible builds in their projects, specifically in the case of complex, community-
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or industry-driven projects, that likely necessitate a complex, interconnected system
of motivations and drivers. We are also interested if some of the motivations involve
security, and what specific threat models are applied.
RQ2: “What experiences and challenges did projects encounter in the context of reproducible
builds?” Most projects were not created with reproducibility in mind. We are inter-
ested in what experiences were made, and challenges encountered, on the way to-
wards reproducibility, both by contributors of the project as well as with outside enti-
ties such as customers or upstream dependencies. This research question aims at the
personal experiences of R-B developers.
RQ3: “What are commonly encountered obstacles and facilitators in projects’ efforts towards
reproducibility?” Some projects stall in their efforts toward reproducibility, while oth-
ers succeed. We are interested in what facilitators and obstacles our participants en-
countered during their efforts, how they approached them, and what they would rec-
ommend for other projects aiming to become reproducible. This research question
aims at external factors encountered by R-Bs developers.

By answering these questions, we hope to guide future industry and academic ef-
forts that target both the technical and human aspects of R-Bs. In this paper, we report
the results of a semi-structured interview study with 24 prominent and public mem-
bers of the R-Bs effort. All participants were experienced developers (5+ years) with
R-Bs experience, who could give deep insights into their thought and development
processes, and deeply discuss and reflect on the topic. Based on these interviews, we
offer the following key insights.

• Open Source developers are self-motivated to work on software infrastructure. They see
themselves as users as well as developers andwant to build better software even
without external requests.

• The Snowden revelations and SolarWinds incident heightened the security awareness.
While some people were interested in R-Bs before, their number grew signifi-
cantly after those two public events.

• Caching matters most to businesses. R-Bs allow for efficient caching of artifacts,
which was mentioned as the most important aspect for businesses.

While we specifically choose to interview experts with many invested years in R-Bs
for their experience and insights, we alsowant to highlight that our expert participants
are likely positively biased regarding the potential for R-Bs becoming widespread.
While this may be substantiated by growing numbers of developers on the R-Bs mail-
ing list as well as growing parts of operating systems being tested as built repro-
ducibly, our sample is still biased towards R-B enthusiasts [231].

The remainder of this paper proceeds as follows. Section 5.3 discusses background
information and related work. Section 5.4 describes our interview methodology. Sec-
tion 5.5 presents our detailed results. Section 5.6 provides discussion and a set of
recommendations. Section 5.7 concludes.
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5.3. Background and Related Work
This section provides background information for reproducible builds and their rela-
tion to overall open source software supply chain security, as well as related work in
three key areas: research on reproducible builds, open-source software security, and
interview studies with software developers with a focus on software security.

Relationships between open source software projects can be characterized by their
order of incorporating software: When one project uses another project’s software, it
is often called downstream of the project originating the software. Conversely, many
project interactions are with upstream projects, which originated the software. A sin-
gle package that does not have a downstream relationship with another package, in-
stead of just redistributing it without changes, is called a leaf package. Any package
that provides some functionality used in the infrastructure of a software build and
supply tool chain can also be called an infrastructure package. To make a package
build reproducibly, all of its dependencies need to build reproducibly. If a maintainer
changes one package to do so, it is often most efficient to upstream those changes as
a patch set for incorporation by the upstream developers, so the work is shared with
all other downstream projects of that dependency.

5.3.1. Reproducible Builds Background Information

Reproducible builds are a collection of techniques and processes that aim to make the
compilation of source to resulting binary code deterministic: the same source code
should always be compiled to the bit-by-bit identical binary code. Achieving repro-
ducibility in building software is non-trivial as the software compilation process is
susceptible to multiple sources of non-determinism.

LambandZacchiroli [228] provide an overviewof common sources of non-determinism
during the build process:1

Build timestamps are commonlyused byCprogramming languageprojects andother
build tools such asmake [355] using similarmacros to the __DATE__C-preprocessor
macro. While build timestamps are useful for bug reporting, most version con-
trol systems including Git provides alternatives such as offer better solutions to
record specific software versionswithout introducing additional non-determinism
[86].

Build paths are commonly embedded using a C programming language preproces-
sor macro (e.g., __FILE__) as well as assertion macros referencing source code
locations or log messages. In most cases, a relative path to the root location of
the source code is sufficient [398] and reduces the amount of non-determinism.
Build directory name inclusion can be prevented by only including build paths

1This list is not meant to be exhaustive.
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relative to the root directory of the source code, which will be constant. Non-
constant paths can include user-specific changes. To avoid these while main-
taining absolute build paths, a statically known directory path can be used for
all software builds. This is used in Nix, GUIX, but also Debian using the sbuild
software [322], which is the basis for the R-Bs checking tool reprotest [311].

Filesystem ordering as part of the POSIX standard does not define the order when
returning the results of a directory listing causing additional non-determinism.

Archive metadata such as the date andownership information in .zip and .tar archives
are commonly used for archival purposes but should be avoided to reduce non-
determinism.

Randomness results not only from parallelism and concurrency in the build process.
Additionally, some compilers introduce explicit randomness during the build
process to generate unique names that do not conflict with those generated for
other files such as single compilation unit [325] distinct identifiers.

Unitialized memory adds non-determinism by not always initializing memory to a
programmer-defined value and is supported by some popular low-level pro-
gramming languages including C and C++.

As part of our interview study, we aim to better understand how open source software devel-
opers identify and handle these sources of non-determinism.

The Reproducible-Builds.org project [309] aims to support developers and soft-
ware projects inmaking their build processes reproducible. They supportmainstream
Linux distributions such as Debian (currently 95.5% reproducible for AMD64) and
Arch Linux (currently 88.7% reproducible for Arch Linux core) in building their soft-
ware reproducibly.

Theproject provides several tools to helpdevelopers achieveR-Bs, including reprotest
to automate the process of building a package multiple times in diverse environments
and diffoscope [119] to help find the differences within complex binary packages and
directories. Diffoscope receives two files to be compared as input, tries to unpack
any data recursively, and displays differences found between the two input files. It is
plugin-based and as a wrapper re-uses common file format handling utilities.2
As part of our work, we aim to learn if and how developers use support tools for R-Bs.

5.3.2. Research on Reproducible Builds

Most prior research considering reproducible builds addressed technical challenges.
In 2005, Wheeler proposed diverse double compilation [394] to address Thompson’s

2All provided tools can be found at https://reproducible-builds.org/tools/.
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Trusting Trust attack [393, 354], connecting software security and R-Bs. Diverse dou-
ble compilation suggests that source code is compiled by different compilers, poten-
tially mutually distrusting parties, and every additional instance giving the same re-
sulting binary file makes the Trusting Trust attack less likely. However, the software
must build reproducibly, giving the exact same binary if compiled at different points
in time, space, and for any number of recompilations. To generate a fully trustworthy
compile chain, trustworthy root binaries are needed. A popular approach to address
this issue is bootstrappable builds [298]: The core idea is to address circular build
dependencies of complex software by creating a new dependency path using more
simple prerequisite software.

Prior work suggested R-Bs as a primitive to improve software supply chain security
including distributed verification [273], transparency logs [238], supply chain work-
flow integrations [358], and “keyless” signatures using trusted third-party inspectable
logs [268].

Prior work has also considered better tool support for R-Bs. Several Linux distri-
butions such as NixOS [123] and GNU GUIX [103, 104, 102] and their corresponding
packaging tools are based upon primitives that promote reproducibility. In a series
of work, Ren et al. proposed RepLoc [304], RepTrace [305] and RepFix [306] to more
precisely locate sources of non-determinism and suggest patches. Recently, containers
have been explored specifically for reproducibility [263] and corresponding security
impact [409], as well as new build tools [197] which have been reimplemented as
open-source tools. In closed- or mixed-source environments, rebuilds can be orga-
nized in a more centralized manner [296] that also supports R-Bs.

Closest to our work, Butler et al. interviewed company experts to investigate the
value of R-Bs for companies [76]. They identified reasons for their limited adoption
of R-Bs like limited awareness and perceived challenges.

In contrast to previous research on reproducible builds, our interview study aims to shed
light on enablers and blockers for the adoption of R-Bs in the open source community.

5.3.3. Research on Open Source Software Security

Open source repositories are open to access from outsiders and the security and pri-
vacy research community has established use of this data source. From these reposi-
tories’ commits [293, 292, 13] and contributors [315], but also secondary and related
information like vulnerabilities [154, 332] and even torrents [160, 161] as an alternate
access method have been used for research in a number of papers.

Big open-source projects like FreeBSD [120], Linux [362], and Mozilla [257] have
been the focus of case studies. Topical analysis of vulnerabilities can take the cor-
pus of code and has been done by matching Common Vulnerabilities and Exposuress
(CVEs) numbers [130, 190], by using the code base for evaluation of static analysis
tools [22, 15, 407, 406], or vulnerability changes [60, 25, 351, 379]. These changes are
necessary to secure a codebase, so the patterns and development of fixes have been
investigated [340, 234, 302]. In one specific work, 337 CVE entries were linked to the
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patches fixing them and the authors found that the developers of those fixes are of
higher experience levels [291]. The highly polished Linux Kernel implementations of
drivers have also been analyzed multiple times [115, 33].

The social aspects of repository contents researched things like toxic comments [253]
and metadata [342, 236] as well as programming languages [237] and their general
maintenance [177, 97]. Furthermore, pull requests [159, 359, 140], collaboration [110,
373, 100], and even gamification of the process [260] have been studied in related
work.

In contrast to closed-source development, the security challenges for open-source
communities are unique, valuable sources of research data and therefore well re-
searched [323, 108, 389]. Open source software repositories contain public commits
and issues that can be statistically evaluated [178], mined for emotions [295] and se-
curity tactics [321]. Programming language-specific communities were investigated,
finding the Python and JavaScript communities to not react quickly to security vulner-
abilities [27]. A large-scale analysis of hundreds of thousands code review requests
from different open-source projects identified [58] the changes of less experienced
contributors to be between 1.8 and 24 times more likely to contain security vulnera-
bilities.

Automated identification of open-source projects using vulnerability data [285, 3,
411] and toxic comments [301] were investigated. Both problemsmayweaken trust in
the public reception of these software projects, even among collaborators. There has
been work on different factors to influence [28, 339, 359] trust and quantification [74,
349] of it. Trust is influenced by open source projects’ security, which itself is highly
influenced by code quality, which has been investigated by different assessment mod-
els [164], the difference between architectural plans and implementation [319], and
later code reviews [59, 353]. The base unit of collaboration is the committer, whose
motivations [174, 173, 294, 255], barriers to entry [343, 388], and the eventual pull
requests [347] have been a focus of different works.

The onboarding [344, 345, 124, 35] and mentoring [79, 35] of new committers have
been studied as well. Socialization in the form of pre-existing relationships is an im-
portant factor and precursor [81] to joining GitHub projects. Most of such project
ecosystems have one central project connecting every part of that ecosystem via soft-
ware dependencies and connecting to other ecosystems as well [54].
In contrast to previous work on open-source software security, we focus on understanding

enablers and blockers for the adoption of reproducible builds as a critical contribution to overall
software security.

5.3.4. Interviews with Security Developers

The security and privacy research community uses interviews effectively and as a
well-established method for detailed investigations. Prior work utilized interviews
to gain detailed information about different kinds of experts, for example: Adminis-
trators [44, 40], and overall security professionals [61, 337], but also of communities
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that rely on their security, from journalists [247], over editors [248], to victim service
providers [90]. Interviews can be used as a part of larger studies and give researchers
a view of data that is not readily available from technical systems: e.g., thoughts
and procedures. For Tor adoption [148] or how to work with encryption [34], ex-
amples are readily available, just like developers’ thoughts and plans about security
features [170].

In 2017, IT administratorswere asked about the usability of deployingHTTPS [216],
and programmers about the benefits and drawbacks of outright changing to a differ-
ent programming language in a study in 2022 [146]. A 2021 qualitative study was
performed about developers’ struggles with CSP [318], and in 2022 industry practi-
tioners’ mental models of adversarial machine learning were investigated [52, 256].

Open-source developers are a special case, their transparency and distributed work
being subject of dedicated study [110]. The social barrier of entry for new contributors
was studied as part of a larger study containing semi-structured interviews with 36
developers recruited from 14 projects [343]. Their challenges and strategies for over-
coming them using tasks recommended for newcomers were studied by interviewing
mentors of 10 open-source projects [35]. Recently, Wermke et al. leveraged interviews
to investigate behind-the-scene security processes in open source projects [392] and
industry projects that utilize open source components [391].

As an extension to previous interview studies with security developers, we focus on repro-
ducible builds.

5.4. Methodology
We conducted 24 in-depth, semi-structured interviews with developers, maintainers,
and contributors implementing reproducible builds for their software in the fall of
2022. During these interviews, we discussed reasons for adopting R-Bs and the pro-
cesses they encountered and used while doing this. Both the interview guide and the
codebook are provided in the Chapter C.

5.4.1. Participant Recruitment
We recruited participants by emailing 100members of the Reproducible Builds Project
website’s mailing list “rb-general” [299]. We decided on this more focused recruit-
ment approach, because based on our prior experiences we assumed that developers
from outside the mailing list would often not be familiar with the concept of R-Bs.
Some participants made additional suggestions and/or offered introductions to po-
tential interviewees with insights into reproducible builds; we followed up on all sug-
gestions.

We interviewed a total of 24 participants between August and November 2022. Ta-
ble 5.1 provides an interviewee demographics summary. All of our participants are
software developers (5+ years) with reproducible builds experience. They provided
us with insights into their thoughts on R-Bs and development processes, and could
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discuss and reflect on the topic. Five participants stated that they are engaging less
with R-Bs than at some point in the past, never fully joined the R-B effort, or have not
yet started actively working towards R-Bs, while still being interested, to hear their
reasons against R-Bs. The set of developers we interviewed contained two non-binary
individuals and otherwisemen, which is disappointing for diversity, but reflects those
active in the mailing list and community we targeted.

5.4.2. Interview Procedure
We conducted semi-structured interviews and topical hints to keep the interviews
flowing and otherwise let our participants structure their answers and remarks on
their own following established practices [231]. We built our interview guide around
our research questions, anddiscussed and revised itwith researchers outside our team
with reproducible builds experience. Figure 5.1 illustrates the interview structure and
we provide our final interview in the Chapter C.

To pre-test the interview guide, we conducted one mock interview. Interviews gen-
erally lasted between 30 to 60minutes. We scheduled the first batch of interviewswith
the intention of treating them as pilot-interviews, however, as no major changes were
made to the interview guide and the data we collected from them was meaningful,
we decided to include theses pilot interviews in our data set. Throughout the inter-
views, we asked for experiences and opinions and participants’ responses indicate
that they also reported their (strong) opinions in either direction of R-Bs, including
reasons against R-Bs. We specifically iterated over the (various) definition(s) for re-
producibility and discussed them with our interviewees.

We offered our interviewees to choose between a locally hosted Jitsi and Zoom for
the remote interviews and conducted six of the interviews in person at the Repro-
ducible Builds Summit 2022.3 We gave them the option to end the interview and
withdraw at any time. We started interviews with verbal consent to being audio-
recorded, the interview being transcribed by a GDPR-compliant third-party service
and the use of the interviews in a scientific publication. One or two authors conducted
and recorded the interviews.

1. Context and Definition. The interview guide opened with a section establishing
the context for participants, their projects, and their role in the projects. Questions
included how, when, and why they got in touch with their projects, their background,
and how they decided to focus on reproducible builds. In addition, we established
their definition of a reproducible build for their project and in general.

2. Reasons and Decisions. The “Reasons and Decisions” section explored the reasons
for progressing towards reproducible builds in the project and specific decisions sur-
rounding this process. Questions included internal and external drivers for pursuing
3https://reproducible-builds.org/events/venice2022/
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Intro and Consent
Introduction to the interview, highlighting the context of the interview, and ob-
taining verbal consent.

1. Context and Definition
Establish project context, role of participant in the project, as well as participant’s
definition of reproducibility.

2. Reasons and Decisions
Investigate projects’ reasons for heading towards reproducible builds, establish-
ing specific threat models, as well as how these decisions were made.

3. Processes and Tools
Establish the specific process for making projects’ reproducible, including the
involved people and communications with upstream, involved tools, build pro-
cesses, and other resources, as well as the foundational strategy.

4. Obstacles, Challenges, and Facilitators
Investigate encountered obstacles and challenges in moving projects towards re-
producible builds, as well as establish facilitators that helped during the process.

5. Generalization and Lessons Learned
Establish general lessons learned, recommendations for other projects looking to
become reproducible, as well as what participants would change if they could
start over.

Outro
Debrief and collect feedback for the interview.

Figure 5.1.: Illustration of topic flow in the reproducible builds interviews. Aswe con-
ducted semi-structured interviews, participants were presented with gen-
eral questions and corresponding follow-ups in each section, butwere gen-
erally free to diverge from this flow.

reproducible builds, threatmodels and requirements, and howdecisionswere formed
and by whom.

3. Processes and Tools. The “Processes and Tools” section established utilized pro-
cesses and tools for the reproducible builds, as well as experiences with these ap-
proaches. Questions included the general process of making the project or parts of it
reproducible, the estimated time for these efforts, how the experiences with upstream
projects were, and whether additional resources like documentation or websites were
any help.
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4. Obstacles, Challenges, and Facilitators. The “Obstacles, Challenges, and Facilita-
tors” section investigated encountered obstacles, challenges, and positive facilitators
during the projects’ progress towards reproducible builds. Questions included obsta-
cles of different types (organizational, technical, dependencies / upstream, and com-
munities) and which particular factors were helpful for the project.

5. Generalization and Lessons Learned. The interview closedwith a “Generalization
and Lessons Learned” section, establishing general themes and lessons learned from
their reproducible builds attempts. Questions included what they would do differ-
ently if they could start over, what worked well and what did not, and what they
would recommend for other developers and projects attempting reproducible builds.

After the interview, participants often expressed their interest in our research and
in being mailed results (which we promised) and/or recommended other potential
interviewees. The authors debriefed with each other after the interviews, discussing
new insights.

5.4.3. Reproducible Builds Summit Discussion
We presented preliminary results from this study, mostly on what motivates repro-
ducible builds and how they can benefit stakeholders, to attendees at the Reproducible
Builds Summit 2022, Venice. Attendees, together with the main author, then used a
collaborative session to iterate over a matrix of motivations and benefits for repro-
ducible builds, which we (with the attendees’ consent) discuss with insights into mo-
tivations and experiences from our interviews in Section 5.6.

5.4.4. Coding and Analysis
After the 18th interview, new themes ceased to emerge and participants mostly iter-
ated themes we had heard before; therefore, we chose to stop interviewing after 24
participants, reaching theoretical saturation [147]. We analyzed our data using qual-
itative coding [231]. The main author developed a codebook based on the interview
guide and insights from conducting the interviews; the team reviewed and slightly
iterated over the codebook. The main author then coded all data with the codebook,
discussing insights with the team. The final codebook is provided in the Chapter C.

5.4.5. Ethical Considerations and Data Protection
Our study, including recruitment strategy, data collection, recording methods, and
interview guide, was approved by our Institutional Review Board (IRB).

All participants were either recommended by their own colleagues or signed up
to a public list of those generally interested in reproducible builds and reacted ac-
cordingly to our invitation emails: They generally responded positively, expressed
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interest in our research, recommended others, and attempted to schedule interviews.
We offered online (and offline) meeting and recording options, including meeting
them at the Reproducible Builds Summit that an author attended, as well as using
self-hosted meeting software (Jitsi) with local recordings for improved privacy. All
participants consented to the interviews, recordings, and transcription by an exter-
nal, GDPR-compliant service. When participants flagged parts of the interview as
too sensitive to transcribe, we removed them before transcription. We de-identified
participants and interview transcripts using identifiers such as P01 and de-identified
sensitive information in the transcripts. After checking transcripts for correctness, we
deleted all audio recordings. We offered no compensation, due to our interviewees
being potentially highly paid individuals, motivated to work on R-Bs by their involve-
ment in theOpen Source/Free Software project communities; based on our prior expe-
rience with this population, they usually reject payments or attempt to re-direct them
to donations for OSS projects, which our funding source was unable to accomplish.

5.4.6. Limitations
Our work is affected by limitations common to interview studies, including limited
generalizability and biases such as recall and social desirability biases [231]. We ac-
counted for these biases by interviewing a diverse (in projects and experience) sam-
ple of those who fit our recruitment criteria. Furthermore, we only interviewed those
involved in the Reproducible Builds project; therefore, our sample represented the ex-
periences and perceptions of those who were generally highly aware of and/or work-
ing with reproducible builds. While interviewees happened to be concentrated in the
Western world and were predominantly male, this is in line with the reproducible
builds community [277]. Our sample includes various organizational contexts, from
industry-leading companies to single developers. Based on provided answers, we can
reason that our sample is broad and diverse in R-B adoption, experiences, and organi-
zational contexts, but we refrain from comparing smaller and larger companies quan-
titatively due the limited sample sizes and the more qualitative nature or our research
approach.

5.5. Results
In this section, we describe the findings from 24 semi-structured interviews with de-
velopers with experience in R-Bs for software projects. First, we illustrate our intervie-
wees’ motivation to implement R-Bs for their software projects. Second, we explore
supporting factors and obstacles for R-Bs. We de-identified participant quotes, made
minor grammatical corrections, and highlighted omissions using brackets (“[…]”).
German interview quotes were translated into English by native German speakers.

Counts in our reporting should be interpreted as the number of interviewees that
touched on the specific topic at least once during their interview. As qualitative inter-
view study, reported counts are not necessarily representative for the wider developer
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Table 5.1.: Overview of our interview participants

Alias Interview Project

Duration Codes1 Recruitment Channel Position Area Software Stack2

P01 44 minutes 40 rb-general mailing list Developer Operating systems Ocaml
P02 31 minutes 15 rb-general mailing list Developer Desktop Environments C
P03 42 minutes 29 rb-general mailing list Developer Operating systems C/C++
P04 39 minutes 27 rb-general mailing list Developer Operating systems Assembly, C, and others
P05 39 minutes 31 rb-general mailing list Developer Operating systems C, Tcl
P06 51 minutes 40 rb-general mailing list Developer Operating systems diverse
P07 45 minutes 29 rb-general mailing list Developer Operating systems C, Python
P08 58 minutes 14 rb-general mailing list Developer Graphics processing C/C++
P09 50 minutes 28 rb-general mailing list Developer Operating systems Python, a little C/C++
P10 55 minutes 36 rb-general mailing list Developer Operating systems C
P11 57 minutes 24 rb-general mailing list Developer Privacy preservation C/C++, Rust
P12 54 minutes 20 rb-general mailing list Developer Build systems, GUIs Python, C and others
P13 64 minutes 19 Personal recommendation Developer Operating systems C and others
P14 50 minutes 15 rb-general mailing list Project lead Electronic currencies diverse
P15 34 minutes 22 rb-general mailing list Advisor Privacy infrastructures -
P16 42 minutes 26 Personal recommendation CEO Build systems Python and others
P17 39 minutes 20 rb-general mailing list Developer Operating systems C/C++, Python, Scheme, and

others
PS183 45 minutes 24 RB Summit 2022, Venice Developer Embedded software C, Assembly, and others
P19 31 minutes 11 RB Summit 2022, Venice Developer Privacy preservation C/C++, Rust, and others
PS203 48 minutes 27 RB Summit 2022, Venice Developer Operating systems Scheme, C, and others
P21 49 minutes 34 RB Summit 2022, Venice Developer Operating systems diverse
PS223 46 minutes 24 RB Summit 2022, Venice Developer Operating systems diverse
PS233 58 minutes 29 RB Summit 2022, Venice Developer Build systems Java
P24 31 minutes 35 rb-general mailing list Developer Operating systems C/C++ and others
1 Total number of codes assigned to the interview after resolving conflicts.
2 Abbreviated. Common among all participants was some amount of shell script use.
3 Participant aliases: P means participant was recruited by email, PS indicates recruitment at Reproducible Builds Summit.

population, but are included to give some general idea about the distribution of codes
and to highlight especially prevalent or underrepresented themes in the interviews.

Table 5.1 provides an overview of project demographics. We conducted 18 remote
interviews and six in-person interviews at the Reproducible Builds Summit 2022. Four
of those interviewees were recruited at the summit. We mark those interviews “PS”
(vs. “P” for all other participants), as their attitude towards R-Bsmight be particularly
positive. Most (21) interviewees worked in some capacity as developers on projects
that strived to build reproducibly. All interviewees were software developers with
between 5 and more than 20 years of experience in general software development,
specifically between 2 and 12 years on R-Bs.

5.5.1. Why and How Projects Started to Work on Reproducible
Builds

In this section, we illustrate reasons for and against reproducible builds that the inter-
viewees mentioned.

Reasons for and against adopting Reproducible Builds. We identified technical
and non-technical themes related to our participants’ motivations for making their
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builds reproducible, both related to security and as an intuition of how compilation
should behave according to their own mental model of software compilation.

Ten participants reported encountering a misunderstanding of the mechanics of
current software compilers: They brought up that they commonly encounter the ex-
pectation that compilers generally produce the same binary output given the same
source code without outside interference.

“I have an input and some computation, so I expect the output to be the same. [Like a
mathematical function.] And like a scientific function. It’s computations; you put some-
thing in it, and the same output should get out. Except if the function randomizes, […]
or it is broken. I think unreproducible builds are illogical. Conversely, reproducible builds
are logical.” (P21)

Their main motivation to work on reproducible builds was to bring the mechanics
of software compilation closer to their assumptions. Aside from compiler mechanics,
broken expectationswere brought up by eleven interviewees. Beside their expectation
for compilation working deterministically, they also want software to work the same
in the future. Two participants reported beneficial (better run-time performance in
some cases or security fixes) but still unexpected compiler behavior:

“It’s more like things aren’t fixed. You do a deployment one day with some source code, and
you come back a week later, and you do the deployment again. You repeat the process with
the same source code. Your source code is the same, but because you haven’t engineered
the process to be reproducible, what you actually deploy is something different. […] [T]oo
often, one, it’s not understood what’s changing and two, you don’t have control over it.”
(PS22)

Some interviewees (6) mentioned the importance of constantly maintaining a high
level of build quality to limit increased effort later in the development process. For
18 interviewees, improved software quality was the main motivator. One participant
compared the effects of improving software quality by making it build reproducibly
to dental flossing:

“At every summit you have people show up there because they want the hands-on support
to get their thing into a more reproducible status so […] I have this ongoing analogy I use
around dental flossing and the dentists tell you how important it is to the dental floss and
people do not very often floss as much as their dentist tells them to. I think Reproducibility
is falling in that same spectrum of really important things [and] people treat it like that.”
(P15)

A similar sentiment was reported for company resources:

“The only reason why we ever moved into this direction of reproducible builds, for the
company, was because it was causing us issues in losing time. People would forget to
declare dependencies and that would fail the build. People merge small changes that change
the dependency ordering when executed massively parallel. We noticed that when this
happened, it would take us half a day to fix. During this half of the day, there were about
500 people who couldn’t build anymore. That costs a lot of money and time.” (P05)
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As described earlier, many participants started working on R-Bs due to intrinsic
motivation; they began with the parts of their software projects that best fit their mo-
tivation. Once they hadworked on their chosen package, they exploredmore complex
components required for R-Bs in their software packaging work.

Themainmotivation for 16 intervieweeswasworking on infrastructure reproducibil-
ity, while sixworked on single software packages. While building infrastructure solves
more problems compared to leaf packages, individual configuration specificR-Bs prob-
lems are specific to leaf packages.4 Overall, participants reported complex, intercon-
nected motivations to implement R-Bs; some motivations are related to intuition for
how builds should behave, and some are grounded in explicit security concerns, both
for developers and software and its users. One developer mentioned working on ver-
sion pinning. Version pinning is an approach of describing the exact version of each
software dependency, as an easy, but necessary area to implement R-Bs by document-
ing a set of dependency versions that produced a working artifact. Another two inter-
viewees mentioned that they worked on difficulties with specific compiler versions,
citing specific versions of well-known compilers as problematic for R-Bs. Older ver-
sions of those compilers generated more reproducible binaries than current versions.
Finally, two participants mentioned to have worked on transitive dependencies, i.e., de-
pendencies of dependencies, which may influence reproducibility. These participants
reported having investigated if indirect dependencies broke their reproducibility and
figured out how to fix this.

Four participants mentioned interactions with upstream projects. While they had
made a version of their software that depended on upstream projects being repro-
ducible, they needed the upstream project to incorporate and maintain their changes.
One interviewee reported that they had an upstreamproject rewrite a suggested patch
from scratch, and were amazed at the commitment to R-Bs by the upstream project.
The ideal goal for all participants was full bit-by-bit reproducibility. However, projects
have considered weaker reproducibility criteria as more realistically achievable along
the way.

Two participants started with the build process by manually debugging unrepro-
ducibility introduced by it. After achieving reproducibility manually, 15 participants
continued their efforts toward R-Bs through more automation in Continuous Integra-
tion (CI) and other infrastructure.

With R-Bs, a build of the same source code version results in the exact same bi-
nary. Without R-Bs, a rebuild can change the binary of the package, which can still be
cached each time but leads to waste and incompatibilities. Ten developers, across in-
dustry and open source projects, mentioned that slow build speeds are frustrating for
developers, and can be caused by inefficient caching that is sensitive to small changes.
Building reproducibly would solve this problem.

“We recently got a new build machine which is I think 64 cores and [lots] of memory
or something like that, terabytes of this as a benchmark. How long does it take to build

4See https://github.com/bmwiedemann/theunreproduciblepackage.git for a list of known problems
that can occur in a leaf package.
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everything from scratch? It took about a day on that machine to build everything. […]
Fortunately, that’s not the typical dev experience because our particular system caches
build outputs.” (P11)

The caching strategy mentioned by P11 can apply if build systems cache compilation
artifacts during build-time, instead of complete artifacts. In the case of build-time ar-
tifacts to be included into full compilation artifacts, they themselves can be built in
a repeatable way that affords caching, without the whole build process necessarily
being fully reproducible. If all of those artifacts afford this building in a repeatable
way that gives bit-by-bit identical artifacts and those artifacts are combined in a way
that does not break reproducible builds, then the build system produces reproducible
builds. This is different from the notion that, if the compilation toolchain works like a
mathematical function, giving the exact same result to an unchanged input, the com-
pilation builds reproducibly, which is a harder precondition not necessary for build
reproducibility.

Reasons againstworking onReproducible Builds. Thirteen interviewees alsomen-
tioned reasons against R-Bs. They reported that, due to decreasing enthusiasm and
repetitive work, they decreased the amount of time and effort they invested in R-Bs.
This decrease in enthusiasm and effort corresponded with a perceived impractical-
ity of fully reproducible builds due to workload, missing organizational buy-in, un-
helpful communication with upstream projects, or the goal being perceived as only
theoretically achievable. Relatedly, the frustrating experience of “moving goalposts”
was described as follows: Projects that had achieved bit-by-bit R-Bs might “lose” that
status when someone found a previously unchecked source of mutation in the envi-
ronment that broke full reproducibility.

Seven participants mentioned discussions about which mutations of the build en-
vironment should be checked for fully reproducible software packages, including a
feeling of unclear goals, as noted by P01: “[Projects] also have various definitions of what
reproducibility means. It means you have some mysterious cloud, and in the end, you get the
very same binaries, the bit-wise identical binary. That is the output, but what is considered
as part of the input is not very clear.” (P01) Seven participants, again across industry
and OSS, mentioned detractors to implementing R-Bs, such as missing organizational
buy-in, as mentioned by P10: “To say, ‘Reproducibility is stupid; go away.’ That happens
very rarely. We just remember it a lot because it’s interesting. The most common interaction
with upstream is silence. They just don’t merge the patches,” (P10) or due to their unwill-
ingness to change their build process, as mentioned by P06: “[project] is an old project
and some areas are very conservative.” (P06) One interviewee compared a lack of reac-
tion to suggestions that contribute to R-Bs to a general quality problem in projects:
“[E]arly warnings that you know this and that upstream has some problems with their defini-
tion or they don’t want to accept the patch about certain epoch, specification, or something like
that.” (P07) The notion of unclear goals that change over time when a new source of
unreproducible behavior occurs, was echoed by P08:

“Because we are taking a ‘fix when we find’ approach, I don’t think we are doing anything
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to evaluate whether a package has achieved 100% reproducibility. Usually, when we fail to
register a package to Reprepro, we know there may be a reproducibility issue and will look
into it. Once we fix it, we’ll do a clean build a few times to make sure the same binaries
are produced. It sounds more like ‘we make sure it’s reproducible for now’.” (P08)

Personal reproducibility target changeswere discussed in 13 interviews. These changes
in goals include being content with repeatable builds (i.e., compiling the same source
code at different times into a functional artifact, not necessarily with the same bit-
by-bit result) instead of fully R-Bs. One participant expressed hope that the commu-
nity would value and work on the guarantees fully R-Bs provide over e.g., repeatable
builds: “It’s one of those things where if more people in the community value this, they would
get solved. Right now, they’re happy with the builds being reproducible-ish.” (P04)

Summary: Reasons for and against adoptingReproducible Builds.Intervieweesweremostly
driven by improved software quality. The unclear impact of R-Bs on the overall security of
deployed software systems, together with high effort, were reasons against R-Bs.

Reproducible Builds as a Protection Mechanism. By design, R-Bs can serve as a
protection mechanism for software projects against security and quality problems
that might be introduced—maliciously, through coercion, or through mistakes—by
software developers. Many interviewees (14) mentioned R-Bs as a security measure
against coercive attacks against developers by malicious actors:

“The time where you have a room full of Debian developers and you tell them, ‘If your
computer is compromised in a way, then you might unknowingly compromise millions of
machines’. People were like, ‘I am this kind of target.’ […] It was a way to remove some
leverage for a malicious actor to actually go at the people directly. If you would try to
kidnap my kids and say, ‘You need to plant this malware.’ I can say, ‘I can’t. It’s going to
be seen, so probably you should do it differently and give me back my kids.’ If you don’t
have reproducible build systems in place, then they have leverage because it’s going to go
unnoticed if you release a binary that doesn’t match the actual source code.” (P06)

R-Bs were also mentioned as a requirement for checking OSS, and making explicit
trust in individual maintainers redundant. Some participants (13) mentioned that
explicit trust in open source software project maintainers was not needed since open
source code can be audited by anyone, at any given time. This possibility of having
one’s work audited was discussed as an incentive for honesty, and not wanting to
be publicly seen as dishonest, which in turn was discussed as a powerful motivator
motivator to safeguard the security of open-source software projects against powerful
(non-)government agencies and private security actors. R-Bs were discussed as one
strong mechanism to facilitate public scrutiny. In turn, participants discussed that for
R-Bs to be an effective public security measure, openness is a requirement.

Eleven participants mentioned that their user base requested improved security,
including specific requests for R-Bs, based on an awareness of one or more highly
impactful, publicized security incidents, including the Snowden leaks, theHeartbleed
vulnerability, the introduction of the GDPR, or the SolarWinds incident.
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“It was clearly a need. There were a lot of the NSA, Snowden revelations coming out,
and various things like that. Nothing specifically from those revelations, but the gist of a
general vibe of, oh, we can trust even less than we previously thought as a very general
idea, and the world, post-2015, is moving to a more data-conscious and privacy security.”
(P10)

Althoughmany participantsmentioned requests for reproducibility due to highly vis-
ible security incidents, they also explained that these requests originate from only
a small part of their user base—security-affine power-users—that reported concerns
and requested R-Bs as a preventative measure against software supply chain attacks.
“It is perceived as one of those very rarely visited corners and only in cases like breaches and
things like SolarWinds and attacks against suppliers.” (P07)Most of our interviewees (23)
could not name a security incident related to reproducible builds, either thwarted or
caused by it. However, one interviewee mentioned the following case:

“I had a package that was not reproducible when I checked. The difference between my
rebuilds and the reference builds that are in [binary software repository] is the passphrase
of a GPG key. During the builds, it was recorded because the command line that he used
for signing, he added it in the parameter. I don’t know why he’s recorded it into a file that
was then merged into the archive, and it is in [binary software repository].” (PS23)

In the above example, R-Bs helped to detect a secret leak and contributed to the overall
security of the project.

Summary: Reproducible Builds as a Protection Mechanism.Attacks on software supply
chains were an important driver to build software reproducibly.

Software Project Decision Structures. For both, open source and commercial soft-
ware projects, interviewees reported that decision structures had a strong impact on
R-Bs.

Although many OSS projects make important decisions by consensus, only seven
participants reported a joint decision process to start moving the project to implement
R-Bs. Some interviewees (11) reported that individual developers in their projects
had independently started work on R-Bs due to intrinsic motivation.

For commercial projects, decisions were driven by commercial product deadlines,
and decisions were generally made at the management level. Five participants re-
ported that their project startedmoving towards implementing R-Bs throughmanage-
ment decisions, heavily influenced by developers’ insistence on what they perceived
to be a contribution towards product quality.

Summary: Project Decision Process.Individual developers have an influence on R-Bs adop-
tion. They either drove R-Bs adoption by starting the process themselves or influencing
project decisions.
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5.5.2. Experienced Obstacles
In this section we report obstacles our interviewees experienced while working on
R-Bs. Obstacles include unexpectedly large efforts, unsupportive upstream projects,
and development processes that might be unusable, undefined, chaotic, or inconsis-
tent. We discuss challenges and opportunities relating to community support in Sec-
tion 5.5.3.

Lack of Good Communication. In general, eleven interviewees mentioned the rele-
vance of strong communication skills to implement R-Bs in open source software. This
communication involved heavy discussions of the concept of R-Bs, the goals achieved
by R-Bs, and the need to adopt R-Bs. A common theme related to communication was
a lack of outreach. The Reproducible Builds project’s outreach consists of maintaining
a website and mailing list, as well as paying one developer to post monthly progress
reports, as they report on reproducible-builds.org. This included building the web-
site’s infrastructure for reporting successes in R-Bs, including testing OSS projects for
reproducibility criteria themselves. However, to move beyond outreach and towards
a wide adoption of R-Bs, participants discussed the need for wider support beyond
those already involved in the R-Bs project. Participants communicated that more peo-
ple working on R-Bs would be beneficial and would move the needle on software
supply chain security. Eleven participants reported feeling not having done enough
outreach-related work themselves, having instead focused on solving individual re-
producibility changes in the code for which they felt responsible. One interviewee
discussed the issue of transferring research advances into code, a problem also seen
in prior research [199]: “I think there’s this big gap between scientific research and program-
ming. […] I think bootstrappability and reproducible builds could be an enormous boost for free
software, and inspire people to move towards free software and free software practices.” (P17)
Eight interviewees mentioned a lack of and a higher need for more helpful documen-
tation for R-B efforts in a software project. The documentation on the R-Bs central
website was also mentioned as needing more work.

Seven of our interviewees mentioned experiences of unhelpful interactions with
other developers or users who were unsupportive or had difficulties understanding
the concepts and benefits of R-Bs and the required effort. This led to delays in achiev-
ing R-Bs, including projects for which the upstream communication is still ongoing
or stuck in a bug tracker. A total of eleven developers were astonished by the amount
and importance of good communication for R-Bs. Eleven interviewees mentioned pa-
tience as a virtue in communicating with upstream projects that were less motivated
to make reproducible builds part of their project. Participants explained that “good
etiquette” in the open-source ecosystem is to proliferate bug reports upstream, ide-
ally accompanied by a patch. The goal behind this approach is to fix issues at the
source, getting rid of the burden of maintenance of the local changes. Our intervie-
wees often went beyond that: five told us that they iterated with upstream projects
and “polished” their patches until the upstream projects accepted them.
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Summary: Lack of Good Communication.The impact of interaction with other developers
was often initially underestimated; participants discussed the importance of patience and
good communication.

Technical Obstacles. Binaries including dates or other point-of-time information
were the most common issues for reproducible builds reported by our interviewees.
Reasons our interviewees gave included debugging artifacts, and different software
version commits. eight interviewees mentioned the SOURCE_DATE_EPOCH stan-
dard [226] as an effective solution to the aboveproblems. The SOURCE_DATE_EPOCH
standard replaces random build time information with epoch.5

Five interviewees mentioned build directory name inclusion (cf. Section 5.3) that
hindered their adoption of R-Bs.

“There has been some pitch to also support build path prefix, someway, somehow, but I
don’t know how to use it. From my approach, the OCaml compiler is not relocatable at the
moment. It will be in the future eventually, but I’m not too concerned about it because I
don’t think there’s any threat model that contains the build path, and in the end, I’m fine
with recording the operating system packages, and the environment variables that led to
that binary. Then I’m conducting the builds in a container, or in jail.” (P01)

Three interviewees mentioned that compilers include randomness explicitly during
the compilation process, but also that a deterministic initial value can be supplied
(for example via gcc -frandom-seed-string): “I think we set the python seed. I think we
set the python seed with Python. Um. The sort of state I’m trying to think of the other lan-
guages that they have, other weird things like that.” (PS20) Only one interviewee men-
tioned the potential issues around Profile-Guided Optimization [290], which change
optimizations based on execution on the compiling machine. four interviewees re-
ported (embedded) cryptographic signatures as implemented in the Apple ecosys-
tem with enforced cryptographic signatures on binaries as a problem for R-Bs. Seven
interviewees mentioned an unclear definition of build reproducibility as an obstacle
to adopting R-Bs. Discussions in the community range from full, bit-by-bit R-Bs down
to repeatable builds.

Overall, most interviewees mentioned that the technical obstacles above are man-
ageable for people interested in R-Bs, but there is a long tail of problems to fully R-Bs.

Summary: Technical Obstacles.Interviewees reported a wide range of technical obstacles
including embedded timestamps, signatures, and build directories, which they assessed as
intellectually simple, but cumbersome and repetitive to solve.

5.5.3. Helpful Factors
Helpful factors most mentioned were being self-effective, which interviewees defined
as being determined, possessing the skill-set to progress R-Bs, and having good com-
munication with other developers.
5The epoch value is the UNIX system time 01 Jan 1970 00:00:00 UTC
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Self-effective Participants. 14 interviewees implementedR-Bs by themselves, through
trial and error with some software that they tried to reproduce, which they described
as the most efficient pathway to R-Bs. They described that a self-effective work envi-
ronment, including having ownership of a large part of a project, being able to imple-
ment changes themselves, and prioritizing tasks as well as work packages themselves
greatly contributed to effective work on R-Bs. We did not discover any different path
to R-Bs in our interviews. Relatedly, interviewees explained hardships in increasing
community efforts towards R-Bs, as the reserve of developers productively contribut-
ing to R-Bs. Anyone who could meaningfully contribute would need a high level of
specialized knowledge and familiarity with the project; however, working on R-Bs
might not be the most attractive work that these highly skilled open source develop-
ers might want to work towards.

Summary: Self-effective Participants.Interviewees reported that specialized knowledge
about projects, as well as the enthusiasm and ability to take broad action made their R-
Bs work possible. These circumstances seems hard to scale to volunteers from the broader
community.

Successful Community Communication. We identified factors that support R-Bs,
often centering around effective community interaction. 14 participants mentioned
positive interactions with upstream projects. These interactions included benign dis-
interest:

“Well, the first thing I do is ask them if they’re aware of the problem because there’s still a
decent percentage of even developers that aren’t fully aware of the reproducibility problem.
I think it’s solved at the package manager level. You know, they think that there’s some
sort of layer of it and it gets kind of resolved. Then from there, you know, I help them to
understand the types of things that like this scope can help them understand the ways to
ability can be compromised.” (P15)

Positive interactions also included encouraging cooperation and work on upstreamed
patches: “We got in contact with upstream and they fixed it, and now it’s working fine.”
(P19) In addition to interactingwith upstreamprojects, communicationwith compiler
authors was mentioned as helpful. Six interviewees reported positive interactions
with compiler authors regarding R-Bs. Like other upstream requests, interviewees
reported providing patches to compiler authors to address R-Bs issues, which were
later incorporated.

Summary: Successful Community Communication.Being helpful to upstream projects
helps create goodwill for R-Bs in the open source community. Upstreamprojectsmay spend
time and effort on R-Bs if they receive help from the R-Bs community for their own software
project.

Helpful Resources. Different resources that helped with R-Bs were discussed in the
interviews, but the most helpful resource for implementing R-Bs can be summarized
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as “good tooling.” A total of 13 people mentioned that they found tooling particu-
larly helpful, specifically the diffoscope tool [119]. Eight interviewees mentioned that
projects shouldwork on the future seamless integration of R-Bs into the build process.
Eight interviewees mentioned additional resources they used for R-Bs, including the
R-B’s website and mailing list. Eight interviewees stated that documentation should
be expanded to make onboarding new R-Bs enthusiasts easier. In contrast, P16 stated
that existing documentation was sufficiently helpful for R-Bs, and that efforts should
increase community awareness and buy-in toward more effective support for R-Bs.

5.6. Discussion
In the previous results sections, we establish the importance of effectively dissemi-
nating the benefits of R-Bs to a broader community and that communication with
upstream projects is crucial.

Outreach

To better communicate the procedural, monetary, reputational, and general benefits
that stakeholders can gain from employing reproducible builds, we discussed pre-
liminary findings and potential benefits with participants of the Reproducible Builds
Summit 2022 in Venice with additional related material provided in the Chapter C,
and highlight key points from that discussion below.

The goal of an outreach effort is to describe benefits that a stakeholder of fully re-
producibly built software may want. The benefits can be classified as time savings,
monetary savings, reputational gains, and generally better results of the work with
the software. A non-exhaustive list of stakeholders includes non-university research
groups, universities, development corporations, security organizations (which can
themselves be in a corporation), open-source projects, end users, and governmental
organizations. For any of the potential beneficiaries of reproducible builds, multiple
benefits may apply. While any user of the software may be an end user individually,
most organizations have different needs as a whole.

Almost any software project can benefit fromcaching build results, givingdecreased
build times and better turnaround times for changes. A published reproducible build
will not change and can be reproduced exactly as-is, so no retesting is needed since all
previous tests for that build directly apply for a rebuild. Build debugging is simpler
since any singular build that fails for some users can be reproduced for finding the
bugs in it. Developers can work a lot faster and with more confidence that bugs they
introduce can be bisected and figured out, while at worst, any previous version can
be used. The open-source project can also save on hardware resources, since build
artifacts can be deduplicated effectively, meaning that only parts that changed need
to be saved again. This can also be used for updates, where only the differences be-
tween updated versions need to be transferred to each user, saving bandwidth (cost).
For their reputation, the open source project can fulfill more parts of the OpenSSF
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scorecard [281]. While the project does not directly gain a reputation from higher
software quality in its dependencies, however, choice of dependencies has an effect
on the reputation of the open-source project in question. Incorporating reproducibly
built dependencies may therefore indirectly increase a project’s reputation.

In general, open source projects gain faster builds and the ability aswell as a guaran-
tee that they can build their software at any point in the future. All of this applies with
one additional benefit: They learn which software components were used in building
their software. This binary introspection can be a hard task in itself, but R-Bs can give
this information almost for free using “.buildinfo”-files or a Software Bill of Materials
(SBOM), as elaborated in analogy by P21:

“I don’t grow plants, I don’t create food, I don’t write recipes, I don’t prepare meals, but
I do research on how to tell people to wash their hands. This does not make the food taste
any better, make it better in general, more healthy. Maybe it makes the food a little bit less
unhealthy or poisonous, but most times you’ll be fine eating unwashed food. We try to
change the way food is prepared. This does not influence the food at first but makes it better,
safer, more healthy in general. We want to change the way people prepare food, just like
water sewage, and treatment systems have been installed before. We want to change the
mindset. We want to remind people, that reproducible, deterministic software is possible
and reasonable..” (P21)

Answers to RQs

Our 24 semi-structured interviews with experts involved with reproducible builds
projects provided the following answers to our research questions:

RQ1: “What are motivations for, and common themes around, adopting reproducible builds in
software projects?”
Our interviewees mentioned complex, interconnected motivations in the context of
R-Bs. Some motivations are related to intuition for how builds should behave such as
being deterministic as well as motivations grounded in explicit security concerns such
as a compromised maintainer account.

RQ2: “What experiences and challenges did projects encounter in the context of reproducible
builds?”
Many interviewees mentioned positive interactions with upstream projects and other
developers, although some specifically noted that upstream communication required
patience.

RQ3: “What are encountered obstacles and facilitators in projects’ efforts towards reproducibil-
ity?”
Commonly encountered obstacles to reproducible builds include build directory name
inclusion and cryptographic signatures on the technical side, as well as patience and
good social communication on the interaction side.
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Additional Insights

Some interviewees suggested that the overall awareness and buy-in for R-Bs was lack-
ing, and that even with the increase of prevalence of software supply chain attacks, R-
Bs is not yet widespread. Participants reported that in the early days of the R-Bs effort,
most work appears to have been invested into infrastructure, including the upstream-
ing patches and creation of tooling, which should in theory provide a foundation for
developers to make leaf packages build reproducibly.

Based on our participants’ answers there appears to be a still ongoing public dis-
cussion about which criteria need to be fulfilled to call a package reproducible. The
clearest criterion is bit-by-bit identical build results, which we opted to use in this pa-
per. However, even bit-by-bit identical builds is subjectivewith respect to themutators
used to evaluate packages. Currently, the most used deployment of reprotest does not
check all available mutators while testing a package for its build reproducibility.6 A
test with those or other not yet found sources of unreproducible behavior may change
some bits in the artifact and give way to a stricter definition. Definitions of R-Bs that
allow for differences in files from embedded signatures make R-Bs on Apple devices
possible. These definitions specify elements in files that may be otherwise bit-by-bit
reproducible.

Many groups do not enforce R-Bs. The Debian policy suggests rather than enforces
reproducibility, which is understandable: users want to use software even if it is not
built in a reproducible way. The OpenSSF scorecard also only cites R-Bs inside a high-
risk criterion named “non-reviewable code,” a detail that is fairly buried in the docu-
mentation.7 In the case of open source projects, missing organizational buy-in comes
in the form lack of support to mark R-Bs bug reports as blocking for a new software
release. Untested changes from R-Bs can break build systems, so projects being con-
servative about patches is understandable.

For transitive dependency problems, concrete technical documentation could be
achieved by the pervasive use of Software Bills of Materials (SBOMs) [96] to indi-
cate all software included in building an artifact, so the transitive dependencies could
be traced over a dependency graph.

Neither of President Biden’s Executive Orders for Cybersecurity [136] or Supply
Chains [135] mentions R-Bs. While this promises some eyes on the criticality of (Soft-
ware) Supply Chain Security, we are worried that neither adequate funding for the
work of mostly hobbyist open source developers nor real changes or competent help
are to come in the foreseeable future. Lack of funding and organizational buy-in for
their work was one of the major detractors mentioned in our interviews.

While we do not have insights into governmental regulation efforts, at some point
we expect to see some regulation about software, similar to regulations about manda-
tory fitness of purpose and non-toxicity for other products. As also mentioned in one
of our interviews, there are legislative efforts underway towards requiring an SBOM,
6https://reproducible.debian.net/, which now points to https://reproducible-builds.org/citests/

and is used by different OSS distributions
7https://github.com/ossf/scorecard/blob/main/docs/checks.md
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which can only be reliably generated by having the depth of information as is needed
for R-Bs.

Recommendations

A significant effort by a small number of individuals has laid the groundwork for
R-Bs, fixing hard-to-find non-determinism in common build infrastructure. Despite
these efforts, a significant number of participants regretted not spending more time
on outreach. The knowledge and frameworks around R-Bs have reached a level of
maturity such that now is the time for broader consumption. In this light, we conclude
with the following recommendations.

1. We urge the industry to give their engineers leeway to work on what they deem
necessary for software quality. They were the ones hired for their expertise and
to knowwhat is necessary for this and they should be empowered to work on it.
Missing organizational buy-in by supporting their developers who may already
want to get rid of some technical debt was one of the main detractors for R-Bs.
Industry funding and engineering freedom were specifically mentioned in our
interviews as wished for items regarding buy-in.

2. The open-source community should join the R-Bs effort and make it the new
standard, so new releases are reproducible by default. Newly released unrepro-
ducible software should be permissible in distributions only if sufficient reasons
and a plan to change are provided, creating more security for their users and
themselves. Help with upstream interaction, R-Bs developers’ small numbers,
fatigue, and clarifying the status and importance of packages on the last mile to
100% R-Bs could help a lot. R-B’s goal was seen as not clearly communicated,
which led to some burnout with part of our interviewees. Better communication
and avoiding “moving goalposts” would minimize the reported loss of emo-
tional investment.

3. Not based on our interviews, but rather relatedwork on the Trusting Trust attack
and Software Supply Chain Security, we see R-Bs as a potentially greater interest
to the security research community. We hopemore buy-in from security organi-
zations and researchers could be achieved by treating unreproducible software
builds as a serious threat for software supply chain security and better support
reproducible builds. We see some similarity of the R-Bs effort and security con-
cerns, hinted at by one participant’s remark about the search for mutators that
make builds unreproducible, just like security vulnerabilities are searched for.

4. Governments should mandate some level of R-Bs as part of a general effort to
strengthen software quality. Liability for last-level commercial, for-profit enti-
ties should be a necessary precondition for being allowed to profit from software
products, just like it is commonwith physical products. This would create finan-
cial incentives for companies to provide R-Bs as a part of their software quality
and security.
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5.7. Conclusion
While R-Bs offer a strong foundation for securing the software supply chain, much of
the industry believes it is out of reach. We conducted a series of 24 semi-structured
expert interviewswith participants from the Reproducible-Builds.org project with the
goal of identifying insights that could lead to R-Bs becoming more commonplace in
software development. Our findings include that the collaboration between highly
motivated developers and upstream projects over long periods of time is a key as-
pect for the success of R-Bs. We identified a range of motivations for adopting R-Bs
(RQ1), including indicators of quality, security benefits, andmore efficient caching of
artifacts. Discussions around process (RQ2) and obstacles (RQ3) confirmedmany of
the challenges discussed in this work.

The R-Bs effort to date has operated under themindset of “infrastructure before leaf
packages.” It has required active and self-guided bug hunting to root out problems
in the build infrastructure that have been long overlooked. While this approach has
brought R-Bs far with very limited resources and persons, progress was in most cases
achievedwith only limited organizational buy-in, specifically bymotivated individual
open-source developers.

When companies do care for R-Bs, it is mostly seen as a cost-saving measure and
only sometimes as a safeguard against wasting the time of highly-paid software engi-
neers. The goals of quality and robust security motivate open source developers a lot
more than corporate developers, though this may change due to the current geopolit-
ical climate. In particular, new US initiatives have made R-Bs very tacitly, but mostly
indirectly named, important to (inter-)national security. However, while the software
supply chain security is seeing generous amounts of funding, nothing yet has been
earmarked towards R-Bs.

In this chapter, we explain the influences of the Trusting Trust attack, the Diverse Double-
Compilation defense against it, and the requirements both imply for a secure software supply
chain. We interview experts from the reproducible-builds.org community and find themes
of rather simple to solve technical problems, but rather hard economies of scale and fixing the
last remaining infrastructure problems with a limited set of developers who care enough about
them. We present possible solutions for gaining more awareness of the problem space and the
solutions already partly in place inwidely known open source projects, but are almost unknown
in the wider software development community, if not derided as unnecessary. We follow up
with recommendations for different addressees who may want to invest in a secure software
supply chain and could get involved in reproducible builds to solve the problem of hidden, self-
replicating backdoors in compilation tool chains in a systematic way.
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Disclaimer
The content of this conclusion was expanded and adapted from a previously peer-reviewed and
published work. Please see the disclaimer in Chapter 1 for more details.

6.1. Cryptography is a Cornerstone of Security, but not
Universally Checked

We have shown in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 that the constant-time criterion has big
implications on the security of cryptographic software implementations. Checking
code for this is nontrivial and the tools to do so have a range of problems.

As verified through qualitative and quantitative studies, the state of the art of pro-
gram verification of cryptographic algorithm implementations is not adopted widely
in practice. Even if some form of verification is used, developers who select a crypto-
graphic algorithm implementation for their project should look into the details about
presumptions and difficulties in adopting a specific implementation. Upstream de-
velopers, who are cryptography experts, not necessarily have time to work around
difficulties in program analysis frameworks and tools and may opt to favor a general
purpose programming language codebase with easier integration over one that is eas-
ier to secure.

The practical security of widely used cryptographic libraries lags behind the most
advanced cryptographic primitives from dedicated research groups. This may also be
due to a gap between research groups and OSS developers, who may be working in
their spare time as a hobby or who may be paid by a company to work on projects as
a part of their duties.

6.2. Human Factors in Supply Chain Research
Supply chain security (SCS) is a crucial area of concern for businesses operating in to-
day’s connected economy. However, aswithmany aspects of security, we think the hu-
man factors involved in the design, implementation, and use of SCSmeasures have not
received the attention they deserve. We believe that the usability of SCS measures for
the people who will use them, especially developers, is a critically under-investigated
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area of research. To address the need for more human-centered SCS approaches, we
propose multiple aspects for a high-level research agenda below.

Motivations, Challenges, and Personal Risks. Integrating external software com-
ponents into software projects presents unique challenges and risks for developers.
The development of the external components often involves different developers with
a diverse set of technology stacks, motivations, and development as well as commu-
nication cultures.

There is a responsibility that comes with relying on external build components and
processes—in principle transparent, in practice infeasible to completely vet across
fragmented ecosystems. The lack of clear hierarchies and trust relationships across
different software components can also make it easier for attackers to target and ex-
ploit vulnerabilities.

To address these challenges, we think it is necessary to research and promote sys-
tematic, usable communication across creators of different components along the soft-
ware supply chain.

Usable Tooling. Ideally, new functionality is integrated into versatile tooling that
developers are already using; it remains unlikely that tools with unique interfaces
and functionalities will be widely adopted to check for individual security properties.

To create build artifacts that can be trusted in an informed manner, not through
organizational authority, one needs to know everything included in the creation of
said artifact; see the Trusting Trust attack [354].

While we applaud [144] the work of the reproducible-builds.org project, this
should only be the baseline and software build reproducibility—bootstrappability1

and diversified checking à la David A. Wheelers “Diverse Double-Compiling” [393]
should be further security targets. Their benefit needs to be prevalent in deployed
software and not limited to academic study to gain practical advantages for every
end user. This prevalence may yet entail publishing the source code and complete
build recipes of all software that may have an effect on user security, to have them
automatically recompiled and the results checked after variation in the environment,
bootstrapping the necessary dependencies cleanly.

All of this needs to be low effort for a wide range of developers with different tech-
nology stacks. Further research is needed to explore which problems can be solved
with tooling, and how tooling can communicate with its users in a way that allows for
wide adoption.

Build Processes and CI/CD. Today’s build systems and CI/CD pipelines can inter-
act and chain with other systems and third-party services, allowing for the creation
of complex, multi-step build and distribution processes for software. But this com-
plexity also increases the risk of misuse, misconfiguration, or leakage of secrets, and
1https://bootstrappable.org/
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as software is increasingly being built and deployed using third-party services, these
services are becoming high-value targets for attackers seeking to infect all customers
and compromise their SSCs. This is highlighted by a recent CircleCI security incident,
where an attacker used malware on an engineer’s laptop to gain unauthorized access
to CircleCI’s production systems.

As build systems and CI/CD pipelines are becoming increasingly complex, it is es-
sential to not overlook the human factor in setting up, maintaining, and using them.
Usability plays an important role in ensuring that developers can effectively and se-
curely utilize and manage these complex systems: By establishing what makes these
usable for stakeholders, such as clear documentation, user-friendly interfaces, and
effective training materials, we as researchers can reduce the risk of misconfigura-
tions and other vulnerabilities while allowing developers to maintain productivity
and workflow efficiency.

Dependencies. Allowing developers to leverage external dependencies as building
blocks for their software (e.g. from package repositories like npm or PyPI) is an im-
portant advantage of the SSC. However, the reliance on external repositories also in-
troduces new attack surfaces, as recent typo-squatting and account-takeover attacks
have shown. In response, Pythons PyPI and Microsofts GitHub have begun requiring
two-factor authentication (2FA) for developer accounts with critical projects. While
such approaches may increase the overall security of package repositories and depen-
dencies, it is crucial to also consider their usability. I.e. if 2FA is required, but the
authentication process is too complicated or time-consuming, developers may find
ways to bypass it, which would undermine the intended security benefits. Develop-
ers need to keep track of changes in dependencies, so good communication practices
about those are necessary.

By examining the common challenges andusage patterns involved in using andpro-
viding external dependencies, researchers can identify ways to improve the adoption
of security processes, ultimately enhancing the security of the SSC.

Usable and Acceptable Authentication for Developers. Developers create our dig-
ital tools, but how do we know that the tools we have on our computer are actually
created by developers we trust? This is a problem that has been well-studied and
can be solved with cryptographic signatures. With the most common form of dig-
ital signatures in open source projects being the venerable OpenPGP signature and
Web of Trust, both for authenticating developers as well as the artifacts of their la-
bor. Some projects have sprung up thinking about how to solve this use-case in a
more user-friendly way without bringing in the possibility of impersonation by some
(trusted) third party. One of those projects favored by the industry is sigstore with
ideas from certificate infrastructures, while more security-minded software distribu-
tions have opted for simpler tools like OpenBSD’s signify.

This divide seems to be irreconcilable without investigating this area to find a uni-
versally acceptable solution to the authentication problem that includes all potential
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user concerns while being more user-friendly than currently (at least partially) estab-
lished practices. Having a universally accepted standard for authenticating develop-
ers and their work would heighten the level of security in SSC against impersonation,
and can only be established by research that centers the users of this mechanism.

Metrics and Frameworks. In the context of a secure SSC, metrics, and frameworks
that classify security vulnerabilities (CVE, CVSS, VEX), weaknesses (CWE), or cod-
ing practices (OpenSSF Scorecards) play an important role in communicating between
stakeholders. Adoption is a critical factor in the effectiveness of any metric or frame-
work. If these tools become widely adopted, they create a network effect, whereby
stakeholders become familiar with the metric and share a common understanding of
what constitutes secure software development practices. As more stakeholders adopt
and utilize a particular metric or framework, they build a collective understanding of
what it takes to develop secure software (according to the metric), leading to a higher
level of standardization and consistency in secure software development practices.

Designing these tools around the metrics stakeholders actually care about, and cen-
tering usability are key in making these tools effective and widely accepted; with-
out proper consideration of the human factor, these tools may not be utilized to their
fullest potential or even adopted at all. Additionally, when more stakeholders uti-
lize these tools, they can provide feedback on how to further improve their usability,
resulting in a continuous improvement cycle. By investigating and improving their
usability, researchers can increase the likelihood that stakeholders will utilize these
tools and ultimately establish a common understanding towards a more secure soft-
ware ecosystem.

Open Source vs. Closed Source Conflicts. Large companies sometimes adapt Open
/ Libre Source Software (OSS) projects, and may have internal changes to them that
they maintain, update, develop, and never contribute back into the OSS space [391].
This may also be true for dealing with vulnerabilities and incurs costs for companies
as well as the OSS ecosystem where the software originated.

However, there are legitimate reasons for forking and maintaining in a closed en-
vironment: oftentimes, the OSS community may not want to develop in the direction
that a large company requires (e.g., Google, boringSSL). A company may look at its
plate first instead of the whole upstream bowl.

There are trade-offs, due to the work required for maintaining each internal fork
a company may keep internally—each one has to be kept up to date with security
patches, inventoried, and kept onwatch for vulnerabilities and plain errors being fixed
upstream. While having an internal cache of external dependencies brings benefits
like keeping each dependency available even facing upstream disaster, they are cer-
tainly not for free and tend to break if left without care. That care may even be a full
internal fork with in-house patches, but they too need to be maintained, making mid-
term costs skyrocket. Costs to interact with OSS—one-time setup, repetitive—may be
different on each project.
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A deeper understanding of better cooperation possibilities may be more economi-
cal, provide more prompt reaction to security incidents, and be in the best interest of
all parties overall. Centering the needs, challenges, and decisions of stakeholders in
human factors research can help improve cooperation in this space.

“One Guy in Kansas” Some open source software is so ubiquitous in the develop-
ment and operation of IT systems that its existence is hardly noticed. Its absence, or
even just unfixedbugs, could incur large costs and other damages for big organizations
however. Surprisingly, some of that software was developed, or is maintained by very
few developers, colloquially known as “that one guy in Kansas.” This is specifically
true for many open source projects, which are often done by default as hobbies, not
contributing significantly to the income of their main developers. Research into how
to better support these small projects may have a significant impact on the security of
the SSC overall.

In conclusion, we need to consider human factors to secure the SSC, dependencies,
and build systems. Recent attacks have demonstrated that developers are working on
every link in the chain, making approaches that consider the human factor an impor-
tant step for effective SSC security.

6.3. Outlook
In this thesis we have shown the importance of quality and checking for its criteria
in high-value code that comprises some of the most critical parts for securing our
software supply chain security. This cannot be done without high quality implemen-
tations of cryptographic software libraries, which have their own implementation pit-
falls, to be checked for. To get those implementations not just deployed, but also devel-
oped, we need to lookmore into the human factorswhich hinder adoption of academic
solutions into real world code.

With that cryptography, we can implement trust relationships and assign trust to
artifacts, checked for reproducibility by different, mutually trustful—secured by cryp-
tographic signatures—entities, without any need for centralized trust to any authority.
Those trust relationships are a huge, underinvestigated part of how software is gener-
ated by humans. Getting those trust relationships into a shape implemented by simple
and usable tools that even non-expert users can benefit from still seems to be an open
problem, to be researched just as more ergonomic forms of cryptographic authentica-
tion to surpass nineties era cryptographic tools for general use in all OSS projects. We
must look into usable security to get security benefits to people who may have other
priorities before that, by finding out where additional effort is enough of a roadblock
to adoption without being necessary for the intended benefits.

While some projects are distrustful of corporate industry developments, others try
these out to see if at least some form of security and usability advancements can be
gained over not doing any artifact signing and checking at all. This area should be
researched further to find a simple and ubiquitous solution that can be held to the
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absolutely highest standards of verifiable trust, so a common standard for software
supply chain security can emerge from it.
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A. What Cryptographic Library
Developers Think About Timing
Attacks

A.1. Survey

A.1.1. Background
Q1.1: How many years have you been developing cryptographic code?

[Numeric field]
Q1.2: What background do you have in cryptography?

□ Academic

□ Took some classes

□ On the job experience

□ Teach it

□ Hobby

□ Industry

□ Prefer not to say

Q1.3: Can you tell us a little bit more about your background as a developer who
works on cryptographic libraries/primitives?

[Free text field]

A.1.2. Library / Primitive
Q2.1: What’s your role in the development of library? (E.g., maintainer, project lead,
core developer, commit rights, no rights, etc.)

[Free text field]
Q2.2: How are you involved in design decisions (e.g., concerning the API, coding
guidelines and style, security-relevant properties) for library?

[Free text field]
Q2.3: What are the intended use cases of library? (E.g., embedded use, servers, etc.)

[Free text field]
Q2.4: What is the threat model for library with regards to side-channel attacks? (E.g.,
local/remote attackers, etc.)

[Free text field]
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Q2.5: Do you consider timing attacks a relevant threat for the intended use of library
and its threat model? Please give a brief explanation for why / why not. (If the execu-
tion time of a program depends on secret data, a timing attack recovers information
about the secret by computing the inverse of this dependency. The two most noto-
rious sources for such dependencies are secret dependent control flow and secret-
dependent memory access. Timing attacks include cache attacks where the attacker
uses the cache to infer information about memory accesses of a target.)

[Free text field]
Q2.6: Does library claim resistance against timing attacks?

◦ Yes

◦ No

◦ Partially

◦ I don’t know

◦ Not yet but planning to

Q2.7: Howdid the development teamdecide to protect or not to protect against timing
attacks? (We are interested in the decision process and not the protectionmechanisms
themselves (if any).)

[Free text field]
Q2.8: [only shown if Q2.6 is ”Yes” or ”Partially”] How does library protect against
timing attacks?

[Free text field]
Q2.9: Did you personally test for or verify the resistance of library against timing at-
tacks?

◦ Yes

◦ No

◦ Partially

◦ Not yet but planning to

◦ Not me but someone did

◦ I don’t know

◦ Prefer not to say

Q2.10: [only shown if Q2.9 is ”Yes” or ”Partially”] How did you test or verify the
resistance against timing attacks? (E.g. using which tools, techniques, practices.)

[Free text field]
Q2.11: [only shown ifQ2.9 is ”Yes” or ”Partially”] How often do you test or verify the
resistance of library against timing attacks?

□ Only did it once

□ Do it occasionally

□ During releases

□ During CI

□ Don’t know

□ Prefer not to say

A.1.3. Tooling
Q3.1: Are you aware of tools that can test or verify resistance against timing attacks?
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◦ Yes ◦ No

Q3.2: Please tell us which of these you’ve heard of with regards to verifying resistance
against timing attacks.

[List of tools from Table 3.1.]
Q3.3: How did you learn about them? (Check all that apply)

[Matrix question with subquestions being the tools the participant selected in Q3.2
and the following answer options:]

□ Recommended by colleague

□ Heard from authors

□ Read the paper

□ Referenced in a blog/different paper

□ Was involved in the development

□ Other

Q3.4: Which of these (if any) have you tried to use in the context of resistance against
timing attacks?

[Multiple choice question among the tools selected by the participant in Q3.2.]
Q3.5: Why have you not tried to use these?

[Multiple free text fields for all of the tools the participant did select inQ3.2 but not
in Q3.4.]

A.1.4. Tool use
[All of the questions in this group arematrix questionswith subquestions for all of the
tools the participant did select in Q3.2 and Q3.4, i.e. those tools that the participant
knows and tried to use.]
Q4.1: Please describe the process of using the tools.

[Free text field]
Q4.2: I was satisfied with the installation process. (Please rate your agreement with
the above statement.)

◦ I quit using the tool before I got to this point

◦ I quit using the tool because this was a problem

◦ Strongly disagree

◦ Disagree

◦ Neither agree or disagree
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◦ Agree

◦ Strongly agree

Q4.3: I was satisfiedwith the prerequisites that the tool needed to workwithmy code.
(Please rate your agreement with the above statement.)

[Same answer options as Q4.2]
Q4.4: In my understanding the tool is sound. (Please rate your agreement with the
above statement. A sound tool only deems secure programs secure, thus has no false
negatives.)

[Same answer options as Q4.2]
Q4.5: In my understanding the tool is complete. (Please rate your agreement with the
above statement. A complete tool only deems insecure programs insecure, thus has
no false positives.)

[Same answer options as Q4.2]
Q4.6: I understood the results the tool provided. (Please rate your agreement with
the above statement.)

[Same answer options as Q4.2]
Q4.7: I was satisfied with the documentation of the tool. (Please rate your agreement
with the above statement.)

[Same answer options as Q4.2]
Q4.8: I was satisfied with the overall usability of the tool. (Please rate your agreement
with the above statement.)

[Same answer options as Q4.2]
Q4.9: I was satisfied with the tool overall. (Please rate your agreement with the above
statement.)

[Same answer options as Q4.2]

A.1.5. Tool use: Dynamic instrumentation based
Q5.1: Use of dynamic instrumentation based tools like ctgrind, MemSan or Timecop
requires:

• Creating test harnesses.

• Annotating secret inputs in the code.

• Compiling code with a specific compiler (in the MemSan case).
and in return detects non-constant time code that was executed (e.g. branches on
secret values, or secret-dependentmemory accesses). However, it does not detect non-
constant time code that was not executed (in branches not executed due conditions on
public inputs).

Do you think you would fulfill these requirements in order to use this type of tool?
[1 = Very unlikely, 2 = Somewhat unlikely, 3 = Neutral, 4 = Somewhat likely, 5 =

Very likely]
Q5.2: Can you clarify your reasoning for the answer?
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□ Not my decision

□ Not applicable to my library

□ Would like the guarantees but too much effort

□ Good tradeoff of requirements and guarantees

□ Already using one of the mentioned tools

□ Will try to use one of the mentioned tools after this survey

□ I don’t care about the guarantees

□ None of the above

Q5.3: Please expand on your answer if the above question didn’t suffice?
[Free text field]

A.1.6. Tool use: Statistical runtime tests
Q6.1: Use of runtime statistical test-based tools like dudect requires:

• Creating a test harness that creates a list of public inputs and a list of represen-
tatives of two classes of secret inputs for which runtime variation will be tested.

and in return provides statistical guarantees of constant-timeness obtained by running
the target code many times and performing statistical analysis of the results.

Do you think you would fulfill these requirements in order to use this type of tool?
[1 = Very unlikely, 2 = Somewhat unlikely, 3 = Neutral, 4 = Somewhat likely, 5 =

Very likely]
Q6.2: Can you clarify your reasoning for the answer?

[Same answer options as Q5.2]
Q6.3: Please expand on your answer if the above question didn’t suffice?

[Free text field]

A.1.7. Tool use: Formal analysis
Q7.1: Use of formal analysis-based tools like ct-verif requires:

• Annotation of the secret and public inputs in the source code.

• Running the analysis via a formal verification toolchain (i.e. SMACK).

• Might not handle arbitrarily large programs or might require assistance in an-
notation of loop bounds.
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and in return provides sound and complete guarantees (no false positives or nega-
tives) of constant-timeness (e.g. no branches on secrets or secret-dependent memory
accesses or secret inputs to certain instructions).

Do you think you would fulfill these requirements in order to use this type of tool?
[1 = Very unlikely, 2 = Somewhat unlikely, 3 = Neutral, 4 = Somewhat likely, 5 =

Very likely]
Q7.2: Can you clarify your reasoning for the answer?

[Same answer options as Q5.2]
Q7.3: Please expand on your answer if the above question didn’t suffice?

[Free text field]

A.1.8. Miscellaneous
Q8.1: Do you have any other thoughts on timing attacks that you want to share?

[Free text field]
Q8.2: Do you have any other thoughts on or experiences with those tools that you
want to share?

[Free text field]
Q8.3: Do you have any feedback on this survey, research, or someone you think we
should talk to about this research (ideally an email address we could reach)?

[Free text field]
Q8.4: Do you want to allow us to contact you for:

□ sending you a report of our results from the survey

□ asking possible follow-up questions

Q8.5: [Only shown if some of the options in Q8.4 was selected] To allow us to contact
you, please enter your preferred email address. (If at any time you want to revoke
consent to contact you and ask us to delete your email address, please email [de-
identified for submission])

[Free text field]
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A.2. Tool awareness

Tool Aware % Tried to use %

ctgrind [229] 27 61.4% 17 38.6%
ct-verif [19] 17 38.6% 3 6.8%
MemSan [346] 8 18.2% 4 9.1%
dudect [307] 8 18.2% 1 2.3%
timecop [264] 8 18.2% 1 2.3%
ct-fuzz [181] 7 15.9% 1 2.3%
CacheD [381] 6 13.6% 1 2.3%
FaCT [85] 6 13.6% 0 0.0%
CacheAudit [125] 5 11.4% 0 0.0%
FlowTracker [316] 4 9.1% 1 2.3%
SideTrail [30] 3 6.8% 0 0.0%
tis-ct [109] 3 6.8% 0 0.0%
DATA [387, 386] 2 4.5% 2 4.5%
Blazer [29] 2 4.5% 0 0.0%
BPT17 [53] 2 4.5% 0 0.0%
CT-WASM [384] 2 4.5% 0 0.0%
MicroWalk [396] 2 4.5% 0 0.0%
SC-Eliminator [400] 2 4.5% 0 0.0%
Binsec/Rel [111] 1 2.3% 0 0.0%
COCO-CHANNEL [66] 1 2.3% 0 0.0%
haybale-pitchfork [363] 1 2.3% 0 0.0%
KMO12 [213] 1 2.3% 0 0.0%
Themis [91] 1 2.3% 0 0.0%
VirtualCert [42] 1 2.3% 0 0.0%
ABPV13 [21] 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

None 11 25.0% 25 56.8%

Table A.1.: Tool awareness and use
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B.1. Summary of known CT analysis tools
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Tool Target Tech. Guar. Available

Abacus [37] Binary Stat # Github
ABPV13 [21] C Fo  no
ABSynthe [162] Leakage Dyn ■ Github
ANABLEPS [382] Binary Dyn # Github
Binsec/Rel [111] Binary Sym G# Github
Blazer [29] Java Fo  no
BPT17 [53] C Sym  irisa.fr
CacheAudit [125] Binary Fo ■ Github
CacheAudit2 [126] Binary Dyn  Github
CacheD [381] Trace Sym # no
CacheFix [89] Trace Sym G# BitBucket
CacheQL [404] Binary Dyn # Github
CacheS [380] Binary Fo G# no
CANAL [348] LLVM Fo  Github
Cache Templates [165] Binary Stat ■ Github
CaSym [69] LLVM Sym  no
CaType [201] Binary Fo  no
CHALICE [88] LLVM Sym ■ BitBucket
COCO-CHANNEL [66] Java Sym  no
Constantine [56] LLVM Dyn G# Github
ctgrind [229] Binary Dyn G# Github
ct-fuzz [181] LLVM Dyn # Github
ct-verif [19] LLVM Fo  Github
CT-WASM [384] WASM Fo†  Github
DATA [387, 386] Binary Dy G# Github
DifFuzz [274] Java Dyn # no
dudect [307] Binary Stat # Github
ENCIDER [403] LLVM Sym G# Github
ENCoVer[36] Java Fo  kth.se
FlowTracker [316] LLVM Fo  ufmg.br
haybale-pitchfork [363] LLVM Sym G# Github
KMO12 [213] Binary Fo ■ no
Manifold [405] Binary Stat # Zenodo
MemSan [346] LLVM Dyn G# llvm.org
MicroWalk [396] Binary Dyn G# Github
MicroWalk-CI [397] Binary Dyn G# Github
mona-timing-[lib|report] Network Stat ■ Github & Github
PinCEC [196] Binary Dyn G# Github
Pitchfork-angr [364] Binary Sym # Github
SC-Eliminator [400] LLVM Fo†  Zenodo
Shin et al. [335] Binary Stat # no
SideTrail [30] LLVM Fo ■ Github
STACCO [401] Binary Dyn # no
STAnalyzer [326] C Fo  no
Themis [91] Java Fo  Github
timecop [264] Binary Dyn G# blog
tis-ct [109] C Sym G# no
TLSfuzzer [205] Network Stat ■ Github
TriggerFlow [163] Binary Dyn # Gitlab
VirtualCert [42] x86 Fo  edu.uy

Targets: LLVM—intermediate representation, DSL—domain-specific language, WASM—Web
Assembly, Network—network-reachable TLS implementation

Technique: Sym—Symbolic, Stat—Statistics, Dyn—Dynamic, Fo—Formal, †—also performs code
transformation/synthesis

Guarantees:  —sound, G#—sound with restrictions, #—no guarantee, ■—other property

Table B.1.: Classification of CT tools.
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C. On the Importance and Challenges
of Reproducible Builds for Software
Supply Chain Security

C.1. Codebook
1. Background

a. Professional Experience
b. Joining project

i. Interests

2. Reasons
a. (non-)technical

i. Internal and External drivers
A. Compilers work like mathematical functions
B. Broken expectations
C. Want to do/have quality
D. Want to build infrastructure
E. Wants to work on leaf packages
F. Self-guided exploration
G. Source code is out in the open, so anybody can see it
H. Build speed/caching

ii. Community requests
A. Snowden leaks/security incident/privacy protection

iii. Security for developers
b. Threats

i. Specific threats
ii. Incidents or requirements

A. Specific incident found by reproducible builds
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c. Project decision process
i. Started themselves independently
ii. Consensus
iii. Corporate decision/management

3. Process
a. People involved

i. Communication
ii. Detractors

b. Starting topic
i. Build process

A. CI or other build infrastructure
B. Version pinning

1. compiler version
2. transitive dependencies

ii. Upstream interaction
A. Community building

1. Documentation work
B. Communication

1. Patience necessary
2. Good communication skills more necessary than expected

C. Reproducible Builds buy-in
D. Common community requests
E. Receptive upstream
F. Receptive compiler authors
G. Patch polishing was necessary
H. Upstream rewrote patches themselves

iii. Decision criterion for reproducibility

4. Tooling
a. Helpful tools used

i. Integration into build process
b. Other resources used

5. Obstacles
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a. Technical
i. Build date included, SOURCE_DATE_EPOCH
ii. Build directory included in full, BUILD_PATH_PREFIX_MAP
iii. Compiler included randomness (symbols, ...)
iv. Profile Guided Optimization (PGO)
v. Cryptographic signatures included in binaries

6. Helpful factors
a. Self-effective participants

7. Target changes

8. Changes on starting over
a. Regret not doing more outreach

9. How specific
a. Direct port of procedures and tools

10. Misc
a. Bootstrappable Builds

C.2. Questionnaire
Intro

• Thanks: Thank you verymuch for offering your valuable time for this interview.
We are very grateful for your contribution.

• Ready: Are you ready to start the interview?
• Structure: First off, I am going to talk about the context and data handling, and

if you agree with everything, we would then start with the interview.

Context

• We: We are researchers at [anonymized for submission]

• Our research: focuses on the area “Security impact of and experiences with re-
producible builds”.

• This interview is a start/exploration of internal processes and decisions often
not visible at the technical level.

• For this interview:
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– We are not judging security or technological decisions of a project,
we are just interested in the underlying structures and processes.

– Projects are often very complex, if you don’t know the answer, or
cannot speak about a question for any reason, just say “next”.

– We are not just interested in structures, but also your personal
opinions and experiences.

• Questions? Any questions about the interview context so far?

Consent

• Voluntary: Your responses in this interview are entirely voluntary, and youmay
refuse to answer any or all of the questions in this interview.

• Duration: Duration of the interview depends a bit on the duration of your an-
swers,in our experience so far about X to Y minutes.

• We will de-identify you and your projects in any publication and only include
short quotes.

• We will send you a preprint before a potential publication, if you want.

• Recording: We would like to record this interview so that we can transcribe the
answers later

– The recording will be destroyed when we transcribed the inter-
view

• Questions? Any more questions about data handling or recording?

• I will now start the recording

• “The recording is now on” SWITCH ON RECORDING

• Restate consent question

Section 1 - Intro [Personal / General / Project]

1. To start, we are interested in your background and that of [project we are inter-
ested in re: reproducible builds]. Please tell us a little bit about how you got
involved?

a. Coursework?
b. Professional experience?
c. How did you get into [project]?

i. What did you find interesting about [project]?
ii. And how long have you been working on [project]?
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iii. Which programming languages are commonly used in [project]?
d. [if [project] uses more than on PL:] Specific programming lan-

guage background/experience?
i. Do you have experience with some/all of the programming languages

used in [project]?

2. Could you please elaborate a bit about your role in [project]?

a. What packages do you work on, what do they do?
b. How did you get from working generally on [project] to working

on reproducible builds?

3. Could you explain what reproducible builds mean to you?

a. In the context of project
b. In general

In the context of our research, we’ll be talking about reproducible builds
in this interview.

When we say reproducible builds, we mean that for each version of the
project, anyone can take the source artifacts and in the best case build a
package that is bit-for-bit identical at any point now or in the future.

Comparison that two packages are built from the same source should, at
the very least, be possible via human inspection.

Ideally, the comparison should be as automated as possible.

Wewant to allowdifferent parties to determine if a binary packagematches
its source code, eliminating possible backdoors during the build process.

Section 2 - Reasons, Decisions

1. [project] has[/has not yet] made progress towards reproducible builds. We’ll
be very interested in the process in a moment. Before we start on that, we are
interested in your reasons for making [project] reproducible?

a. Technical and also non-technical?
i. Internal/external drivers?
ii. Community requests (users vs. developers)?
iii. Security for developers? (by getting the software out of your sole con-

trol, making the build environment on yourmachine less of a target for
attackers)

b. What threats are you protecting against?
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i. Are there any specific threats?
ii. Specific incidents/requirements?

c. Whatwere the reasons againstmaking [project] or individual pack-
ages fully reproducible as of now? (not yet, or not at all)

d. How did the project decide? Who made these decisions, what
roles did they have?

Section 3 - Process, Tools

1. What [was/is/would be/will be] your process of making [project] or individual
packets reproducible?

a. When did you start?
b. Who were the people and roles involved in this effort?

i. How did they communicate with each other? (e.g., mailing lists, confer-
ences/Bug Squashing Parties, issues, calls…)

ii. Were there detractors?
c. What is your estimate of your time invested into it?

i. Did that change over time?
d. Where did you start?

i. What was the strategy for choosing which packages to work on first?

(e.g., easy leaf packages first vs. important upstream dependencies first)

1. a. i. What is your build process like?
A. Do you use some form of CI or other build infrastructure?
B. What is the level of version pinning that you do for releases?

1. Upstream compiler version subreleases?
2. Transitive dependencies?

ii. How do you interact with upstream projects used in [project]?
A. Was there active community building,
B. communication,
C. buy-in into reproducible builds,
D. any insights on successful / unsuccessful communication
E. (common) community requests [rb or upstream]?

iii. How did you decide that a package is reproducible?

(prompt: 100% reproducible artifacts vs. specific test for reproducibility; explain-
able differences in certain data fields)
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1. [for libraries] Do you (want to) use other programming languages in the library
and if so, why?

a. Can you tell us about any interactions between programming lan-
guage changes and reproducibility efforts? Did one of them im-
pact the other?

2. What is your tech setup/specific tooling or other resources to help you make
[project] reproducible?

(e.g., prompt for diffoscope)

1. a. Please tell us about the tools or libraries you built or used to help
make [project] reproducible?

i. Did you integrate any of them into the CI or packaging utilities?
A. How did that go?

b. Were there any approaches, tools, that you abandoned on your
way to make [project] reproducible?

i. Example: Binary diffing died
c. What type of tool – whether it exists or not – would you have liked

to have to help with making your builds reproducible, or checking
for reproducibility?

d. Were there any other resources you used? (e.g., documentation,
knowledge bases, websites)

Section 4 - Obstacles/Challenges, Facilitators

1. If there were any, please tell us about the obstacles involved in making [project]
reproducible?

a. Organizational (buy-in from different developers, not being able
to do systemic changes in different parts of the project)

b. Technical (hard dependencies on timestamps for identifiers etc.)
c. Dependencies (upstream not being willing to take patches, mark-

ing change requests as invalid/WorksForMe)
d. Of the differences between different programming languages and

their communities, which influenced your effort in [project]’s re-
producibility? And was that influence positive or negative? (bug
reporting, error culture towards compiler changes, community re-
sponses to questions)

2. Which factors were particularly helpful in making your progress more manage-
able?
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3. Did your target change due to difficulties in getting [project] to be reproducible?

(e.g. any compromises)

Section 5 - Generalization / Lessons Learned

1. “If you had to start over, what would you do differently?”
a. Would using current tools solve a lot of the problems you encoun-

tered?
b. Are there any programming language specific things youwish you

could have used?

2. What worked well, what didn’t work?
a. Can you tell us about the role of upstream patches and how they

help or hinder reproducibility?
i. How did your effort change over time while other packages worked on

their reproducibility?

3. How specific would you say your process was to your project? We are interested
inwhat can be generalized or already benefits other projects, andwhat’s specific
to yours.

a. In your personal opinion, do you think that other projects could
follow the same or similar procedures? (direct port of technical
measures or organizational structures, similarities between biggest
hurdles)

4. What would you recommend to other developers and projects?

Outro

1. Is there anything else youwould like to tell us about reproducible builds, within
or outside the scope of [project]?

2. Is there something that we did not cover during the interview but you would
like to talk about?

Debrief

• SWITCH OFF RECORDING “The recording is now off”

• Could you recommend other projects or persons we could invite for an inter-
view? They should have attempted to make their project reproducible.

• Thank the participant again for their valuable time

• Do you want to get a preprint of our paper?
– If interested: what is your preferred contact data?

∗ We will be in contact for a preprint
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Figure C.1.: Motivational matrix, joint work from a discussion session with attendees
of the Reproducible Builds Summit 2022.
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